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testify. And reports agree that the great Polish pianist, 
with his wealth of hair, all his fingers, and his marvelous 
playing, will be with us once again. Alexander Siloti 
is to return, and Emil Sauer is to come to our land to 
duplicate the triumphs he has achieved in Europe. 
These artists, who have been feted, admired, and 
caressed by the social as well as the musical world, will 
be heroes, just as they have been hitherto. What a 
power they may wield for our beloved art, if only they 
rise to the fullest possibilities of their opportunities! 
What an inspiration to the struggling student, to the 
ambitious hut unknown artist, to the aspiring composer, 
and to what a plane of dignity they can raise the 
mnsician, if only they so determine ! 
We can not do without heroes in music. “ One great 
man can make a century,” ’t is said, and one great artist, 
with an unselfish devotion to his brethren in the art, can 
he a shining exemplar of the heights that may be reac hed 
by the seeker after the trne and the beautiful. 
It is sometimes worth while for a teacher to call a halt 
to himself, to put himself on the mental rack and play 
the rigid inquisitor, who will follow every twist of which 
a self-exculpating nature may avail itself. It will pay 
him to consider well his attitude toward every oue of his 
pupils and seek to discover what is his real notion of 
them. Here is one who is a delight to him ; he enjoys 
teaching such a pupil and expects rich results. An¬ 
other is a bore, can not learn ; another is lazy, will 
not study ; still another is willing, hut lacks ability. 
Necessarily, his attitude toward each one must vary, and 
the vital question is, Does my work, my earnestness, my 
thoroughness, vary accordingly ? 
The question, honestly asked and conscientiously 
answered, may prove a sharp, an abiding lesson to the 
teacher whose work has grown perfunctory in char¬ 
acter. 
^ ACATION is over. Jack has had his play. He was 
M8®r for his time of recreation, for he believes most 
thoroughly in the truth of the old adage, “All work and 
no play makes Jack a dull boy.” But now that the ener- 
'ating heat of the summer season, the relaxing period of 
play-time is over, he should prove the converse of the old 
proverb. With the teachers of the country again in their 
studios, and pupils again in their homes and schools, 
libth refreshed and strengthened by a rest from dull 
routine, by a change of mental and physical activity, 
there should arise in each heart the determination to 
wake this season’s work the best and richest in results 
ofall those that are behind. The future is to be made. 
•■*tit be a bright, a fruitful one. I.et us enter it with 
haPPy, with courageous hearts, a willingness to labor, 
aid a confidence in a successful outcome. 
Tukse is something in the constitution of society that 
admits of hero-worship. The public demands an idol. 
the present time the soldier and the sailor are the 
*ntral ®8ures of all groups,'social and political, of all 
fetches with pencil or pen, and of all conversation, 
literature, politics, science, and discovery must take 
ack seat. But ’twill not he for long. 
t ® predict that the coming musical season will wit- 
",e arising of musical heroes—no new experience, 
We'er, as all who remember the Paderewski craze can 
How often do we hear oue of those very musical peo¬ 
ple who “ do n’t know one note from another,” but are 
“so fond of it, yon know,” say, “ Wbata pretty chord ! 
How the musician’s gorge rises at such crass ignorance 
and empty superficiality of view ! How can any single, 
isolated chord be “ pretty » ? Every triad is consonant, 
and esthetieally considered, must produce tlie same 
effect, save as modified by distribution of the member* 
and the particular octave in which it is played. Sinn 
larly with any of the discords, sevenths, niDtlis, etc 
The truth of the matter is that the effect of a chord i 
relative and depends upon what precedes and what lol- 
lows It is conditioned upon activity, which is the very 
ground fact of life. A single chord struck »»«“*“«■ 
pose ; it produces an effect on the mind ; if repealed more 
than several times, becomes wearisome, even «imnolen^ 
But let it be contrasted by following ' i 
different character, and we cal. into play our esthetm 
faculty and thus introduce us into the realm of the 
h6a"Wagner story which lately appeared in one of the 
musical journals is credited to Saint .sens. 
How easy it is to mistake a part fora whole, to lay 
How easy thiD„ and ahnt out from one a 
ESSE....—:hp5 
**u* 
the composition. in «>mc church 
A similar marked every line of 
hymnals, m which ^ „ marks 0f expression.” 
“ S'" ^ !itiona!nsinging is usually had enough, but the Congregational^ P ^ ^ heanng a con 
writer prays to *>e “f lh»t matter—mug a 
as the following (each 
hymn with such alte wUch insists of aix 
8igu indicating a Iroe^ ^ . f% p, / PP rr, 
of .hid, — ««f ■* dominant idea of the wnoic 
joicing. 
One of the most valuable movements that has made 
itself felt in music teachiug methods of lale is the promi¬ 
nence awarded to the development and strengthening 
of the faculty of musical perception, or, as it is commonly 
known, ear-training. It is lamentably true that a great 
many piano-players can not with certainty appreciate 
pitch, as indicated by the notes on a priuted page,—can 
not sing a tune,—and know the piece* they play largely 
through “position ” and in the liugers. 
That this is wrong and needless is the consensus of 
opinion at the present day. While some pupils are far 
in advauce of others in ability to learn to thiuk music, 
generally through an inherited keen faculty, the number 
who can not acquire a considerable degree of proficiency 
is very small. What is needed is an earnest teacher and 
a good text book, and it is safe to say Hint hat few pnpila 
will not show interest in this valuable line of study. 
Wc are very certain that the generation of piano- 
players and singer* now lieing trained will lie far in ad¬ 
vance of the present in point of true musical training 
and ability to think a* well as to feel music, and also in 
general musical culture. The present-day teacher who 
is alive to his responsibilities and opportunities knows 
that lie must tench the true appreciation of music 
through the ear and not through the fingers. 
Hull.!) up your repertory slowly, steadily, uuiutar- 
mittently. Rapid growth is spongy, sappy, weak. 
Irregular motion is as ineffectual as the darling of a 
devil’s darning-needle. Truly marvelous is the result 
of small, continuous efforts. Nature’s processes are, for 
the most part, silent and almost invisible for their slow 
ness, hut bow mighty ! Billions upon billions of sucking 
rootlets build np the immense forests of the Amazon 
Valley. In the winter the boys first mold a round 
globe of snow, which just fills the hollow of the two 
hands. This they liegin to roll over the snow-covered 
earth. The moist, adhesive, flocculent substance clings 
to the surface of the globe wherever it touches. After a 
while the globe is four feet in diameter. So. g»ll-r 
music steadily from childhood up. Never lean, worth 
less music, ami never forget that which ha* worth The 
original handful of snow is still at the center of the 
vast ball. . , .... . 
Schumann’* “Triiumerei" is good for the child, and 
may l>e played by the mature artist. 
<• \VK1 i be looks like a musician,’’ i* a phrase we 
frequently’bear. Is it true that there is a type which de- 
notes unerringly the muslcisn T We think not. Men 
vary in every country and among all races, and |«rticn- 
larly i* there a marked difference in this respect between 
the Teutonic ami other continental race*, and the Angdo- 
Saxon in England and the United Wale*. A type b«* 
been developed among the former which ah.,w* dearly 
defined ideas as to dre» and other details of personal 
appearance, and the observance of this tn.dit.on is al¬ 
most as rigid as » “ clerical cut ” to the mm,star. But 
it is only an imitation among our people—an imitation 
of a style which is the outgrowth of an entirely diflerent 
nature The American teacher who follows European 
notions in the dressing of hi* hair, the cut of hi* pensmal 
apparel, the style of hi* hat, is not justified in doing so 
bv any racial clraracteristics. There is no reason why 
be should differentiate himself in drees from that whs-l, 
convention ha* adopted for the well-dressed roan 
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The pianist has to do with the two most sensitive of 
the five senses, and these are the most thoroughly 
wide awake of the senses. Scientists tell ns that our 
senses do not go to sleep simultaneously, hut that they 
drop off into a condition of insensibility one after another. 
The eyes close first, and our sight is obscured. Taste 
goes to sleep next. Then follow smelling, hearing, and, 
last of all, touch. The latter is the outermost picket, and 
is aroused upon the slightest provocation. Indeed, it is 
far more sensitive than the sensitive plants botanists 
tell us of that grow abundantly by the Panama Railway, 
in New Grenada, which fold up their leaves whenever a 
train passes. 
In an article in this number Dr. Robert Goldbeck 
contrasts the pianoforte with the orchestra. The best 
musical renderings must inevitably be found in orchestral 
interpretation. The pianist can not hear too much or¬ 
chestral music. Phrasing, variety of attack, and tone- 
color, dynamic effects, every nuance known to musical 
art can be so much better done by a body of instru¬ 
mentalists. But from hearing the execution of an or¬ 
chestra the pianist can form conceptions which will 
greatly aid him in his special province, and make him 
more thoroughly musical in his ideas and their demon¬ 
stration. 
The conductor of a chorus can also learn many effects 
of ensemble which can be paralleled in dealing with 
vocal forces, and thus avoid the so common monochrome 
of choral singing. He will learn to produce positive 
effects, in which moral as well as physical force is evi¬ 
dent, and keep away from the lifeless, negative attitude 
which one frequently sees in the work of large choral 
bodies. 
A teacher who is active and progressive sometimes 
finds himself at a standstill in his work because the 
community in which he labors will not accept further 
advancement, or, at least, will accept but a very slow 
rate of improvement. The teacher often outgrows his 
environment. In such an event it is time to seek a new 
and wider field, where there will be a greater chance for 
his activities. It is needless to say that there is need 
for caution, for it is easy to make the mistake of going 
where the opportunities may be still more circumscribed. 
But if a fortunate change of place has been made, he 
can start out on a new and much higher plane. The 
new surroundings and fiercer competition of the local 
musical magnates will spur him to the very best efforts 
in him. There is one thing that he should not look for 
when he seeks a better place for teaching—that is, an 
easier place. Greater opportunities mean harder, as 
well as better, work. He who has done good work is 
prepared to do better, provided he is ready to do harder 
work. The better the grade of teaching, the greater is 
the demand on the nerve force and mental stamina of 
the faithful teacher. 
Teachers are or should be only advanced learners. 
The law of expansion is upon mankind, and it controls 
every member of the human race, as, indeed, it does 
every organic thing, whether animal or plant, in the 
rolling universe. You must go forward or yon will 
clog the wheels of life and be crushed. When Beethoven 
was at the climax of his perfected powers, while looking 
over some of his youthful works, he said, “What 
a fool you were in those days, Beethoven ! ” To realize 
what he meant compare the First symphony with the 
Fifth and the Ninth. Wagner grew also through stages 
equally wonderful. “Hienzi,” “Lohengrin,” “Tristan,” 
Parsifal,” just think of it, and yet we hear “the 
sweet girl graduate ” complacently talk on the strength 
of a repertoire of six pieces about having finished music. 
No, thank God, music can no more be exhausted than 
life itself. As well might a lark say that his song had 
snuffed up all the atmosphere ; as well might an oyster 
claim to have gulped in the ocean as any single musician 
to say he had learned all that art has to teach The 
Romans had a wise proverb which ran, “ars longa, vita 
brevis, which Longfellow in his Psalm of Life worded 
thus : 
“ Art is long and time is fleeting.” 
The sense of our smallness should not oppress us, but 
we should rejoice to think what mountains of ioy re- 
mam to be ascended and explored. 
THE etude 
TOommt’s TOorli in flDueic. 
The season for resumption of club-work is now at 
hand, and with the experience of the past year as an aid, 
the officers should be able to avoid mistakes that marred 
the record. Club organization was so new, compara¬ 
tively speaking, and experience in the work of welding 
various elements, conflicting even at times, into one har¬ 
monious mass, was practically nil. Precedents had to 
be created, knowledge of executive work and parlia¬ 
mentary conduct had to he acquired, in order that some¬ 
thing approaching system could be evolved out of the 
chaos that threatened to destroy so many clubs. 
But the members,—undaunted by apparent failure, by 
warring factions ; unheeding cynical criticism from the 
members of the stronger sex and the ridicule of the 
journalistic Philistine, who is always happy when thrust¬ 
ing his lance into the harness of a new adversary, with 
steady composure the leaders kept to their work, and 
more than a fair measure of success was achieved. 
That the work during the coming season is to he 
better, more practical, and more thoroughly to the pur¬ 
pose for which the clubs were organized, should go with¬ 
out saying. It should be so as a matter of course, as a 
natural result, as an inevitable growth. 
There are kinds and grades of work that the women 
of the United States alone can do, and for the good of 
the cause of music let us hope that they will do it. 
Any extension of the number of real, true, devoted 
music-lovers will greatly enlarge the field of the patrons 
and open the way for increased opportunities to the pro¬ 
fessional musician. This will react on the latter, im¬ 
posing upon him the obligation to improve himself in 
every way possible, so that he may meet the new and 
higher demands. 
The members of the various clubs should he on the 
alert to find new ideas in organization, and should strive 
to spread the feeling for organization in other communi¬ 
ties. We hope that this year will witness the organiza¬ 
tion of many new clubs, as well as a natural improvement 
in the quality of the work accomplished. 
A young girl studying with one of the best-known 
pianists has hit upon a plan to perfect herself in methods 
of teaching by going from house to house and supervis¬ 
ing the practicing of her teacher’s younger pupils. She 
is a sort of traveling musical governess. This is not 
only a great help to her in her musical studies, but also 
a great advantage to the beginners and to their parents. 
The great burden of responsibility for musical progress 
of their children rests upon the parents. For, no mat¬ 
ter how great the teacher, he can not enforce practicing 
when he is absent. 
Many parents do not understand music, and so do not 
know whether their children are practicing their music 
correctly or not. In the latter case they are perhaps 
acquiring habits which will retard their musical prog¬ 
ress.—“Musical Age 
One trouble with the club-work, as it is commonly 
carried out, is : trying to do too much. If you pass 
through Switzerland upon a train of cars and are notified 
here and there that the glittering snow-peak flying by is 
Mont Blanc, the Matterhorn, Pilatus, the Jnngfrau, 
etc., it will be very fine to remember later on that you 
have seen these great and celebrated objects. But if 
you remain a week or a fortnight in the vicinity of any 
one of these great landmarks of the Alps, your concep¬ 
tion of it will not only be far more clear, but your im¬ 
pression of its characteristic mood and objective effect 
upon your feelings will also clear up. 
Now, a great sonata, such as the “ Appassionata ” of 
Beethoven, is like one of these great mountains. You 
can not rush out any moment and come into its pres¬ 
ence. If you play, it is a question of mood and prepara¬ 
tion ; if you hear some one else, it is a question of occa¬ 
sion. Nevertheless, to know the sonata you must come 
into close acquaintance with it. Your impressions must 
not be too far apart. 
What the intelligent student has to do, therefore, is 
to make a selection of a certain small number of objects 
of study. In music he must confine his attention to 
small number of well-contrasted masterpieces Th 8 
he must study in their details and in their total exJ^ 
sion. If he plays but little, this little will be of „ t 
assistance to his work, if he uses it judiciously if j 
is obliged to depend upon the playing of others, he will 
have to acquire a musical conceptive and representativ 
faculty, able to bring up in his mind an impression 0f 
the music as he follows the printer! pages. Then h 
the aid of study and judiciously selected accessory rid¬ 
ing, he will make progress along the true road 0f must 
cal appreciation. No donbt the field is large and life 
too short to know everything one would like to find oat. 
So it is. The fact has been scientifically determined 
Let us accept it and do the best we can within the limits 
possible.—W. S. B. Mathews, in “ Music." 
It seems to us that women are being hastened into 
undue enthusiasm over the work of their sex in mnsic 
by careless or unthinking writers. 
There is no question that woman’s opportunity exists 
in music, but her final rise to the responsibilities which 
this opportunity engenders will depend upon her effort 
toward development rather than toward overproduction. 
The sex must make haste slowly, and they must take 
thought of the probable result of every step before they 
go forward. 
The cause of woman in music cau only be aided by 
serious effort, maintained and continued, which shall 
strive for development rather than production.—1“Musi¬ 
cal Age.” 
During the season year of lSt*7-’!)H women carried ofl 
almost all the honors in acting and singing, and earned 
more than usnal renown. There are a number of actresses 
who have come into prominence and who are earning 
$500 per week. Mine. Nordica was highly successful. 
Zelie de Lussan, Suzanne Adams, Miss Roudez, Fanchon 
Thompson, Marie Engle—all Americans—sang with won¬ 
derful success in London at the Covent Garden. Lillian 
Blanvelt won new laurels in Rome. On the Continent 
and in this country it is very noticeable that as artistic 
interpreters of music or drama women are gaining re¬ 
nown . 
A ladies’ orchestra has been formed in Berlin under 
the direction of Marie Wurm, composer-pianist. Several 
well-known violinists of Berlin are in the club, which is 
to consist of eleven violins, two violas, three ’cellos, and 
two harps. 
An English lady, Miss Ethel Smyth, was honored by 
the production of her opera at Weimar. Miss Smyth 
also wrote the libretto which was founded upon a play 
by Alfred de Musset. 
Several ladies, members of the American colony in 
Paris, and influential in musical circles, are interesting 
themselves in helping struggling compatriots. 
A club has been founded in Rochester, N. Y., to be 
known as the Fortnightly Ignorance Club. The princi 
pal plank in the platform of the club is, “We know 
nothing, but seek knowledge.” We are not oveisan 
guine as to the amount of sincere flattery and imitation, 
that will fall to the lot of this club, but we venture to 
predict that these ladies will get a good deal of what 
they seek. Socrates’ spirit is abroad. 
Emma Fames was called “ an ideal Sieglinde by 
the London “Pall Mall Gazette ” in the review of the 
Covent Garden opera season. 
Miss Clara Butt, a prominent English contralto, 
and a favorite of Queen Victoria, is said to be more t a» 
six feet in height. 
It is announced in a Boston paper that Camilla Urso 
will play in several theaters devoted to vaudeville- 
Miss Cora Vet, of Detroit, won a medal for viobo 
playing at the Paris Conservatoire. 
Miss Edith Martin, a Boston girl, has won 
praise in Europe for her fine harp-playing. She w 
said to be highly accomplished as a violinist, Pian 
and singer. 
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questions 
/<? answers 
fl)ur subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
,L Please teritc them on one Side of the paper only, 
T rif/i other things on the same sheet. IN Every 
cIse the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
iLmLtions will receive no attention. In no cose mil the 
M na n *be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
rilTt/ud lune no general interest will not receive atten- 
F A C.—The title of a music piece designates either its /arm, 
or mod Of the first kind are the sonaia and the ancient and 
modern dances (minuet, gavotte, etc.); totheseeond belong the fugue, 
canon toccata, etc. ; the third kind is of unlimited extent, l-ecanse 
of the inexhaustible variety of human moods. The nocturne (the 
subject of your question) belongs to this latter kind; and, as there 
•re moonlit, dark, serene, calm, stormy, weird nights; spring, 
tammer, autumn, and winter nights, so there will be all kinds of 
B. H.—1. Why should minor scales not t*e taught before the fourth 
or fifth grade? There Is, or should be, no cast-iron rule In this 
matter. Mg)or music is used more in the earlier stages of piaoo 
study than minor, and a comprehension of its structure would, 
therefore, naturally precede that of the minor. Add to tills the 
complications resulting from the uecessary chromatic alterations of 
certain notes in either form of minor scale from corresponding 
notesof the relative major scale, and it will be apparent that one 
must be well grounded in the simpler major mode before attempting 
the minor, else confuslou will result. SUII, a very bright pupil may 
be given the minor scales in one or two octaves eveu as early as the 
seoond grade. In general the study of scales In contrary and canon 
forms should wait until after some familiarity with minor scales, as 
article ** Clef,” will he found complete examples of the modifications 
that have changed the letters G, F, and C Into signs called clefs. 
M. S. \V.~We should say that in a mentally deficient child like 
the one you mention, who has been unable to learn the alphabet, the 
power of being able to memorize melody and words, when asso¬ 
ciated with melody, indicates a decided musical ability. Spend a 
half-hour each day with the child, and teach her orally. By being 
with her once every day, you can teach her the few simple finger 
exercises necessary to attain a correct hand position. Then you 
can teach her melodies by ear, the tune in one hand and a chord in 
the other. Say the same thing over to her every day, in as simple a 
form of words as you can. After a while you will naturally want to 
teach her the names of the keys. As she can not learn the alphabet, 
it is not to be expected she could learn the letters of the keyboard. 
Why not let her sing the scale? Start her on middle C, and let her 
sing as she plays: C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C. Give her a little tune in 
the key of C, and make her sing the names of the keys instead of 
words. If she associates words with melody, she can learn to 
associate letters with melody also. 
You will have to continue in this way for a long time, probably ; 
but after you have succeeded in getting her to associate letters with 
keys, you can try to make her associate printed notes with keys 
also. Understand as perfectly as you can the child herself. There 
must be a cause for her peculiar condition, and if you know the 
child's family and heredity it will help you to a comprehension of 
her. 
M. A. T.—There are no “ double-joints,” as the term is popularly 
understood. In childhood bones are soft. They harden somewhat 
irregularly, both in time and in place, so that motion in a finger- 
joiut may be more extended with some children than with others at 
the same age. While the bones are soft, joints in any part of the 
body may be moved more than is usual with adults, and by per¬ 
sistent practicing of such motions from infancy one can become a 
contortionist. But all this has nothing to do with either piano- or 
violin-playing. In these arts we use joints quite well within their 
natural range of motion, and the object of training is muscular con¬ 
trol. Until the hones have become solid it is useless to expect muc i 
power or a firm touch, and the teacher would be unwise in demand¬ 
ing heavy work; but all sorts of motions required in playing either 
instrument may tie taught with confident expectatn.uof good 
cadence. As a general thing, but one syllable ia sung to each of 
these half notes. Give one quick heat to each half note— M. M. s 
176 to 184. In the recitation, which usually is set U> a large number 
of syllables, you will find one word marked sometimes with an 
asterisk, sometimes an accent, sometimes italicized; this word or 
syllable is called the dwelling-point. This particular word or syl¬ 
lable, and all that follows it up to the line which divides the recita¬ 
tion from the cadence, should lie sung to two beats, same tempo as 
that used in the cadence, the dwelling syllable receiving the greater 
portion of the time. Example: 
Let us heartily rejoice in the I strength of I our sal I ration. 
Recitation. Dwelling- | Cadence. | 
point. 
The words of the recitation should not be taken much faster than 
the rate of utterance in clear, distinct reading. 
C. P.—The most popular and improved method for beginners is 
Landon’s “ Foundation Materials.” 
F. H. F.—“ Rag time” is a term applied to the peculiar, broken, 
rhythmic features of the popular “coon song.” It has a power- 
fully stimulating effect, setting the nerves and muscles tingling 
with excitement. IU esthetic element is the same as that in the 
monotonous, recurring rhythmic chant of barbarous races. Unfor¬ 
tunately, the words to which it is allied are usually decidedly 
vulgar, so that its present great favor is somewhat to be deplored. 
E K._1. The major scale is not derived from the minor, nor the 
minor from the major; both have undoubtedly existed from the 
remotest times, and came into existence long before men began to 
reason about them. But our so-called natural major scale, C, i» 
said to be a survival of the Ionian scale-oue of the church scales 
derived from the Greek. The church scales admit of no sharps or 
flats, and the lowest sound they admit ia A, first space bass; and, as 
the octave C to C is the only one in which the half tones occur 
between S-4 and 7-8, it is identical with our major scale. 
2. Both forms of minor scale should be practiced ; hut, as the 
melodic Is the easier form to play on the piano, it should he first 
learned. 
CURIOUS MUSICAL INCIDENTS. 
BY CAROLINE MATHER LATHROP. 
being of less importance. 
2. Some good teaching pieces for the organ, fourth and flit 1 
grades, are Leybach, transcription of M Freischiitz, ’ arranged by 
Strang; L. Maes, Romanza, arranged by Strang; Beethoven, Op. 40, 
Romanza in G; Opel, arrangement of “ Zarnpa.” 
3. We should advise the liberal use of Mason’s “ Touch and 
Teclmic” to develop smoothness in playing and velocity, rather 
than to trust to acquire it by playing sonatinas and other pieces. 
It is always best to practice directly the thing you want, rather 
than to try to get it indirectly. 
4. Scales were not invented by any one person. All races have 
musical scales, differing largely in their construction; that is, 
number of tones and the size of the intervals. Our major and 
minor scales reached us through the Greeks. 
I. J.—Many exercises are written for two pianos, four hands, for 
teacher and pupil, llenselt composed to Bertini (Op. 29 aud 32) a 
second piano accompaniment intended to be played by the teacher. 
The second piano part to Czerny’s ‘‘.School of Velocityt” page 299, 
is a help to rapid execution, and Henselt’s second piano to Cramer s 
studies are magnificent compositions. The second piano part to 
Kuhlau’s sonatinas, by Riedel, will be found to lie useful. 
Piano duos for two instruments are always preferable to duets on 
one piano. Each performer has a chance to use the whole keyboard 
aud is not forced to play in one clef so continuously. In composi¬ 
tions for two pianos the melody is generally distributed evenly to 
both parts, so that each player has more chauco for melody-playing 
and phrasing than in the ordinary duet for one piano. I would not 
advise the use of two pianos for sight-reading until technic is fairly 
well established and pupils are no longer obliged to struggle with 
reading. They must also understand phrasing and rhythm. Many 
symphonies and other orchestra pieces are well arranged for two 
pianos, four and eight hands. 
From experience, I have observed that the playing for two pianos 
is best suited to advanced pupils, who are far enough advanced to 
Play Cramer’s studies and Bach’s Inventions, although some work 
can be done in the fourth aud fifth grades by the selection of music 
suited to those grades. T. von Wkstkrnhagen. 
L C.—l. The following sentence on page 12, Clarke's” Harmony, 
viz.,“ When any one of the major chords in the scale is used to 
^company a chromatic scale, think of it as a tonic," taken in con- 
jnnetion with the two sentences immediately preceding, explains 
the method of harmonizing the chromatic scale. Thus, when a 
chromatic scale is used in the key of C and is accompanied by the 
chord of F, write the chromatic scale as it would he written in the 
key of F. If it is accompanied by the cord of G, write it as it 
would be written in the key of G. 
2. All clefs were origiually letters, and before the invention o 
e8Cr lines these letters were moved from one line to another, n 
order that the compass of the melody or part might be kept within 
limits of the staff. The treble, or G-clef, was simply the letter 
G»the bass clef was the letter F; the C-clef, the letter C. Iu modern 
u*age the C-clef is the only movable one, the G-clef being alwa) s on 
t e second line, the F-clef always on the fourth Hue, although, un l 
comparatively ret‘enl times, the F-clef was used also on the thlrc 
'me.and called the baritone clef ; the line that runs through the 
circular part of the G-clef is the G line. The line that runs be¬ 
tween the two dots of the F-clef is F. The line that runs between 
me two horizontal lines of the C-clef is C. In Groves’ “ Dictionary, 
I C -The secret of stretching closely knit joints consists in 
ng all the muscles that apply about that joint. Considerfthe 
oint of the finger-tbat by which it is attached to the ban . 
e, muscle of the finger the joint maybe extended (d™™ 
If, now, while holding it back by Its muscle the other hand 
d for the purpose, it will be found possible to ex end the Joint 
IV farther back. But if tbe finger be entirely relaxed, and no 
Bar effort be made with that hand at all, it will be found that, 
SrSTS 
;e against the ends of the ^.iTcat tb^thl ^e of the 
finger in tbe same a“j* ’ finger, and not the palmar sur- 
finger that is toward b xhen, without stiflcnlng 
of it, touches the en s h f from the hack and 
and or trying to reach out the in £ flng£r9 apart Relax 
ders toward the hand, Apply pressure sirni- 
repeat the pressure three" the exercise a few time., at 
to thumb and ring finger. hand will 
ra,s, each day, ^ with 
ttained. Tbe pyra while the fingers are held apart, 
ra and rolling of th. forea m^^^ ^ „c ueed for 
Jo the same work, or any ui, Hesky g. IUnchkit. 
L. G.-Xn starting *^rig“ g^e'-’M^cTuilding,’’ by 
- La,,,io"; a,,d 
,w^to Study: How to Teach,” Sefton. 
. „ I.r History or Music” will give you just 
'-»l—l-.-ure. 
np0 . for a conductor to beat J time down, 
A W.-U is customary for a wa.s_d„wu, left, up, or 
right, up; l Hr method usua.iy P-tic^by.ho 
n, right, up. The latte who conduct orcheslras. The 
conductors, cpeciaBy U ° ,o tha conductor’s right, 
on is that the second viollie second beat in the,r 
catch the movement better, 1 . 8 conductor will fre- 
3S. " Leo jSSiSEft *»d «* - 
ntly give specia ill include ,hc following 
LM._Avory«^eou«»f^7"0‘“him-, W. 8. B. 
:ks. ..How to understandMusic,, Tl,e Master, 
hews; ’’ Popular History of Mostc.^ J. C. 
, ■ - vti.sifi.” Mathews , ' „ ws.t is Good Music . 
It used to be the custom to dance nud sing in tbe 
churchyard on Saints’ days, aud a priest, who had been 
bearing the refrain of the song all night long, the next 
morning, in full canonicals at tbe altar, instead of 
chanting the “Dominos Vobiscnm,” m full voice 
chanted the refrain that hail haunted him. The song 
was publicly anathematized by tbe bishop. What a pity 
that some, now-a-days, are not treated in the same way . 
The majestic “Gloria in F.xcelsis” in C was written 
when Weber's spirit hail been stricken down by the 
order to renounce bis orchestral improvements. 
Dr. Burney thinks full church services were common 
enough in the time of Chaucer. 
Henry V had peculiar notions in regard to music. 
On one occasion he ordered all harps (possibly he 
_r. rangicj. He was a modest man, and forbade then, 
to celebrate his victories, saying that he would give all the 
praise to God. However, one song took farm bold upon 
the people,-that of Aginconrt. Minstrels were ordered 
once to attend him to France, and just before bis death 
he ordered gowns for sixteen minstrels, the expense of 
he or i B . . Henry VI. Minstrels were 
which was paid by his son, l enry vi. 
well paid during tbe reign ol Henry 
Pythagoras was the one who learned the secret of 
making strings vibrate over a sounding-board, the strings 
being supported by liridges. 
During the reign of Edward IV there was much music. 
He succeed in curtailing the liberty and audacity of 
wandering minstrels somewhat. Ever since, the royal 
bands and private chapels have provided lucrative and 
Lveted po.£ for some of the best musicians. His was 
the last^reign in which minstrels were recognized. He 
''id them right royally. When bis queen, Elizabeth, 
■t to church she was attended by band* of musicians 
Tud singers ^ trumpeters. Surely, this might be imi¬ 
tated now-a -lays better than by the nerve-tearing mili- 
l i • Every private family in those days bad its 
tj. 
■ m t— - 
-There are few habits that bring about more unhap 
niness than that of spending minutes and hoars anddajs 
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What Not to Do. 
c. w. LANDON. 
One of the best teachers that I know began teaching 
in an obscure country town when a young man, soon 
secured a good class, remained there for more than thirty 
years, and is still there. He never attends either the 
State or National Music Teachers’ Association meetings, 
reads little or nothing from music journals, and attends 
but few concerts, although he is in easy reach of a large 
musical center. He is, so far as can be judged, fully 
satisfied with himself, and seeks nothing outside of 
himself. He is full of good ideas, but never writes for 
music journals, therefore has no reputation outside of 
the immediate personal influence of his own musical 
community ; he uses the old style of music, especially 
in vocal training, while he is a stickler for the classics 
written by the great German composers. If he could be 
iuduced to attend the Association meetings and to take 
an active p »rt in them, it would make of him a musician 
of national reputation, while, at the same time, it would 
greatly enlarge and broaden his capabilities, as well as 
make him a thousand times more useful member of the 
musical profession, for he has many valuable qualities. 
He fails to realize that the musical world is rapidly 
advancing. While he is one of the best of the old 
school, yet he is at the tag end of the passing procession 
of advancement; whereas, if he would be active among 
musicians, and work on the newer ideas in musical peda¬ 
gogics, he would be a leader in the front of modern 
musical progress. 
Double Tempo. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
keyed instruments, tuned to the natural intervals, eonld 
not modulate far from the key of C or F. Willaert, in 
1550, advocated a change by tempering the intervals, 
but it remained for Bach, in liis “Well-tempered Clavi¬ 
chord ” (book i, 1722 ; book ii, 1742), to practically in¬ 
troduce the scale of twelve equal semi-tones—all more 
or less out of tune, but enabling the pianist and organist 
to enter all keys at will. 
Since that time many attacks have been made upon 
this compromise system, but it may be noted that these 
attacks nearly always come from the scientist, and never 
from the great composer-. It would be a gain to music 
if we could have the pure intervals of Nature, instead of 
the tempered ones, but until this reform can be effected 
one may remember that the “ tempered scale” was es¬ 
tablished by the greatest musician the world has ever 
possessed, and that Schubert, Schumann, Mozart, 
Haydn, Beethoven, and all the rest of the great band of 
famous composers have calmly acquiesced in its use. 
Methods. 
PEKLEE V. JERVIS. 
In onr recent war with Spain it was amply demon¬ 
strated that, while the enemy had even better gnns than 
ours, it was the man behind the gun that made our 
fighting so terribly effective. 
There is a deal of talk about methods nowadays, but 
do not lose sight of the man behind the method ; he it is 
who wins the victory. The best of methods can be very 
ineffective in the hands of a poor teacher, and a fine 
teacher accomplishes great results not because of the 
method he uses, but because of the brains behind the 
method. 
Many people practice everything in the same uniform 
tempo, and generally a little too fast or too hurriedly. 
This habit is not conducive to improvement. Others 
begin very slowly and work gradually up to a high rate 
of speed. This is a very excellent way, but there are 
occasions when practicing in double tempo will bring 
about wonderful results. 
Double tempo means playing first very slowly, then 
twice as fast, then four times as fast, and, if possible, 
eight times as fast. 
Double tempo is a test of ability. When you can play 
a passage twice as fast with the same perfection and facility, 
you may attempt it four times as fast; and if you can 
play it four times as fast, with the same conditions, you 
may try it eight times as first. But when any'new 
tempo is tried and it does not go so fluently and cor¬ 
rectly as the preceding, it must not be practiced, but 
go back and practice at the preceding tempos, which 
will finally make this one possible. 
For example, the practice of a trill with eight notes 
to a connt—the notes unevenly and hesitatingly played 
-will never make a perfect trill, while, by practicing 
diligently one, two, and four notes to a count, the day 
will arrive when the student will discover that he can 
make an even, rapid trill with eight notes to the count. 
Double tempo gives yon an aim, shows you how to 
reach it, and informs you when you have reached it. 
The Tempered Scale. 
' LOUIS C. ELSON. 
It is known to almost every musician that the scale 
used in our musical system is out of tune with the inter¬ 
vals demanded by nature. The composers of the fif¬ 
teenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries kept their 
compositions always in one or two keys, because their 
Editions. 
E. A. SMITH. 
Nameless ” is a word that may very appropriately 
be applied to the many editions now being published of 
various compositions, standard and otherwise, daily 
being foisted upon the market. Some of these editions 
are valuable only as waste paper. Poorly and incorrectly 
printed, they weary the eye and exhaust the patience of 
lx>th teacher and pupil. The standard editions will 
always differ so long as they are edited by men of 
different minds, and this is an advantage, for by com¬ 
paring the best editions one may obtain many good 
suggestions, at least in the fingering and marks of 
interpretation. In forming a library a good plan is to 
get the standard works bound in cloth ; they are durable, 
attractive, and comparatively inexpensive—advantages 
which the paper-cover editions do not possess. 
A Disagreeable Habit. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
W HO has not met piano players possessed of that m 
disagreeable and disgusting habit of wanting a gr 
deal of coaxing for a little playing ? 
There are a number of reasons for this reluctance 
play before others. The principal one is that when 
moment comes for them to show what they can do, tl 
begin to feel that they have not studied everything 
thoroughly as they should have done. They realize tl 
hey can not accomplish what is expected of the 
Always be prepared to play a number of pieces well. 
Others may refuse because they are nervous T 
so-called nervousness too often proves to be not an f 
ment, but a lack of concentration of the mind wli 
playing before others. Take every chance you can get 
practice the art of playing to people, and always 
your best. Nobody need be ashamed of having done his 
Some can not play on any other instrument hut thei 
own. Make it a point to play on all kinds of inst™ 
ments you meet, good or bad. Make the “best and 
most of things ” once a use and ever a custom. 
Again, when a performer has no music with him 
poor memory is often the excuse for not playing. Never 
give up trying to learn something by heart. It can he 
done by persistent effort. 
There are some who can not read at sight. The further 
advanced yon are, the greater the necessity of practicing 
sight-reading. It is undoubtedly the most serviceable 
accomplishment of any. You should be able to read 
music as rapidly as you can a newspaper. 
The most unpleasant impressions are made by those 
who refuse to play for no other reason than that they 
have been spoiled, because people make so much of 
them. They do not know what dear amount of flatter¬ 
ing they should evoke and extract from their would-be 
listeners. Probably the liest and quickest cure for such 
habitual refusers is to quit asking them. 
When you are called upon to play, respond pleasantly 
and with a cheerful face. Try your very best to infuse 
gladness into every heart. 
WHAT IS ART? Leo Tolstoi. Crowell & Co., $1.00. 
The views set forth in this volume are so new and, 
indeed, revolutionary, that they might becalled a Social¬ 
ist’s opinion on art, yet they are presented with so much 
wit and wisdom combined that the reader is at first 
forced into acquiescence, whether he will or not. But on 
calm reconsideration several points come into view that 
weaken the force of the first impression. 
There is no more certain source of error than to divide 
the world sharply into two classes, in accordance with 
any standard, and, assuming that “ Right ” is the ex¬ 
clusive property of one class, make “ Wrong” as inevi¬ 
tably the heritage of the other. 
The whole of his argument is based on the postulate 
“that.” The instinct of the uneducated—the peasant, 
the laborer—is unerring in its decision as to what consti¬ 
tutes a work of “ art.” Therefore, all that goes by the 
name of “art ” among the cultivated classes, or the rich 
(as he uses the terms synonymously), is false art. 
Now, there is nothing more notorious than the fact 
that the artistic sense is no respecter of persons, but is 
as likely to manifest itself in one station of life as >n 
another. The greatest creative artists—those who have 
given new directions to “art”—have arisen from the 
“people,” and, so far from conforming to the standards 
of either “ people ” or “ princes,” have in the end com¬ 
pelled both to try to rise to their altitude. 
Tolstoi' fails strongly to recognize the fact that the 
evolution of society must result in constantly increas 
ing complexity. Every rise in the plane of education 
brings into view wider horizons of thought, feeling, an 
emotion, to which the dwellers on the humbler planes 
must be strangers. He denounces “Hamlet ” ns false art, 
and praises a savage representation of a hunter and a 
deer by the Vognl Tartars as true art. But surey 
“there are more things in heaven and earth than are 
dreamed of” in Vognl philosophy, and to those * 0 
can receive it, “ Hamlet ” may be pregnant with valua e 
instruction far beyond the view of the Vognl, and it1* 
surely unfair to say that, because the Vognl can no 
enjoy it, it is false art, or that the educated has no ng 
to enjoy it because the Vognl can not. 
In the first chapter is an aceonnt of an opera rel,e^r*^' 
iu the thirteenth chapter of a performance of Sieg n 
Both are written with irresistible humor, yet are fa 
misleading. In the first case, because the ridicno^ 
accidents that are inevitable at a rehearsal should no, 
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influence the judgment in estimating the 
»lld cau ’ of the result. Doubtless the Vognl per- 
8rt‘8tlC ' required some rehearsing, and possibly the boy 
formance H ^ ^ wafl stllpid, and was sworn at in 
told Vognl by the mother deer, or cuffed until he mas- 
“flhe other case the ridicule is distributed impar- 
, “ amonv properties, music, action, and libretto,- 
£ what justice or injustice, we leave to the Wag- 
^BatinbR reference to the “ Magic Flute ” he seems to 
t zlimpse of the fact that, though all the accessories 
may be nonsensical, the music itself may yet have artistic 
^THe final chapter is a singular instance of the blind- 
ne83to the most obvious facts that results from adhesion 
‘ net theory The kind of reasoning that may pass in the 
‘Je realm of Art reveals its inadequacy when brought 
into the dry light of Science. In condemning experi¬ 
mental science he condemns the factor that has done more 
than any one other to produce amelioration in the ma¬ 
terial condition of the world at large. The thousand and 
one applications of electricity to-day grew from the seed 
planted by Franklin, Galvani, and Volta. Therefore, it 
is unwise to sneer at the X-ray investigators. The sur¬ 
prises of science are infinite and their consequences in¬ 
calculable. 
After making all allowances and detractions, there is 
a power and fascination not to be resisted in this book. 
The evident sincerity, the pure, lofty aims of the author, 
are everywhere apparent. 
It is impossible to read it without having one’s views 
of life, religion, and art widened and elevated. Tolstoi 
is an uncompromising foe to every species of insincerity 
and immorality. 
In these days when the art of the “ decadents flour¬ 
ishes and attempts are made to blot out the distinctions 
between false and true, right and wrong, such a book 
comes like the “ voice in the wilderness ” to recall man¬ 
kind to the old paths, or compel them, at least, to pause 
and look whither the path they are following leads. 
H. A. Clarke. 
Lohengrin was lately performed for the four hun 
drtdih time in Berlin. 
A monument is to be placed over the grave of Sechter, 
the great contrapuntist. 
Prof. Edward A. MacDovvell has arranged for a 
series of piano recitals. 
IN Nassau, piano-playing on Sunday is considered a 
crime and is punished by a fine. 
THE EPIC OF SOUNDS. An Elementary Interpreta¬ 
tion of Wagner’s “ Nibelungen Ring.” By Fkkda 
Win worth. J. B. Lippincott Co. $1.25 
A great many analyses of Wagner’s trilogy have been 
pnt on the market, yet this little volume has a place 
of its own. It is not only a statement of the story 
of the dramas, but also an interpretation ot the char¬ 
acters aud incidents. Wagner was a poet, and it is justi¬ 
fiable to assume that what he wrote, the dramatis personae 
themselves, everything, had a mystical or allegorical sig¬ 
nificance. It matters not to what extent the reader will 
coincide with the author iu her interpretation, there is 
much interest to he derived from it. The work is done 
keenly and is thoroughly and logically arranged. In a 
concise yet comprehensive manner the main idea ot the 
“Bing” is indicated, with an analytical statement of 
the races, particular characters of the drama, their re¬ 
lationships, the qualities they impersonate, and an 
ethical exegesis of the “Nibelungen Ring,” all ot which 
is not nearly so formidable nor abstruse as the casual 
reader may think, and is exceedingly helpful to a 
reading of the story of the dramas, which is well aud 
fully told, and illustrated by the leading motives. V e 
regret to say that the proof-reading in this latter respect 
was not so accurate as it should have been. 
^ e can conscientiously recommend this work to those 
°f onr readers who wish to study these great dramas, 
even if they look forward to no immediate opportunity 
°f hearing them. Every musician and music lover 
should know upon what ideas the epoch-making works 
of Wagner rested, and what the works are. The influ¬ 
ence, the theories, the constructive and musical principles 
°f the Bayreuth master have so permeated modern mush 
and musical literature that one who does not know them 
•s off the line of progress. 
Those who expect to be able to hear the trilogy, or any 
Slngle one of the operas, will be greatly assisted to an 
Understanding and appreciation of the work that will 
Paderewski has bought a beautiful home near Lake 
Geneva, where he is now living. 
Sousa’s new opera, “The Charlatan,” has been well 
received. The scenes are laid in Russia. 
The choir of St. Peter’s, Rome, contains sixty boys, 
between the ages of nine and seventeen years. 
Wagner’s operas belonging to the “ Ring ” series are 
to be given without cuts in New York this season. 
Aime Lachaume, who traveled with Ysaye and Mar- 
teau last season, is to teach in New York this season. 
The Royal Conservatorium at Dresden had 1084 
students last year drawn from all parts of the world. 
Richard Strauss’ new symphony is called “ Helden 
leben » (The Life of a Hero), and is in four movements. 
A hitherto unpublished opera by Lortzing, called 
“Regina,” has been discovered, and will be given in 
Berlin. 
Melba is said to be very fond of rowing, and is often 
seen on the Thames when she is at her home in Eng¬ 
land. 
IN a recent concert in Florence, Italy, all the artists 
who took part were Americans completing their studies 
there. 
THE Paderewski prize at Leipsic was won this year 
by a young Pole, who wrote the best symphony sub 
mitted. 
Stefano GOBATTI is the operatic composer who has 
JS .be ™ee» >" ” 
“ I Goti.” . . f 
VERDI, like Jean de Keszke, is an ardent admirer.. 
horses. His stable is said to contain some of the 
h°”eRS Arthur Sullivan is able to be at bis work again 
a„d will have charge of the approaching festival in 
.,uS be t~ bee. « <“ ^ 
tat given !■ >«*“' „„ g„v„ of 
A MONUMENT lia- b He was a pupil 
jacobStainer, the famous violin-maker. 
„f the Cremona makers. „ of Beethove„ „ 
.. 
raw nr.,* 
,„g unwilling g vioiinist. oilers a prize 
Henri Marteau, t violin, the 
of $100 for the best only. 
competition being ope*. ta ^ lail April, 
The composer ^ directio„ to apply the 
year,y- , . -aid to have been found 
A notebook of ■ o - ^ Mozart Society of Bcr- 
recently and Publ,>*!* ' ritten when he was but four 
iin, contains compositions writie 
years old. .. ,< modern raganini,” is to 
WILLY BURMBBTE , United states. He was 
make a concert ton.M . I5erUn Phi,harmon,c 
formerly concertmeister of 
Piano leather, a species of buckskin used in piano 
manufacture, is nearly all made by a family of tanners 
in Thuringia, who guard the process of tanning with the 
utmost care. 
Mascagni’s three children, two boys and a girl, all 
study music. The eldest, a hoy of eight, serious and 
with the air of a veteran, already takes his place in the 
orchestra as violinist. 
The Pennsylvania State Music Teachers' Association 
will hold a meeting at Williamsport, December 28th 
aud 29th. Mr. Roseoe Hnff, of that city, is the presi¬ 
dent of the Association. 
Mascagni has lately taken up the cause of an Italian 
boy, Orlando Salvatore, an orchestral player, who, at 
the age of eleven, has composed a symphony. He is to 
receive a thorough musical education. 
The writing of incidental music to Shakspere's 
plays has opened np a new field to English musicians. 
Sir Alexander Mackenzie’s latest woik was the special 
music to “ Richard II ” for Sir Henry Irving. 
An English journal announce* that the governing 
body of Oxford University contemplate* requiring can¬ 
didates for musical degrees to take np residence aud 
obtain the degree of Bachelor of Arts first. 
A GOOD proof that musical taste in the United States 
is spreading, and that the standard is rising, is afforded 
by the demands of “ star course ’ ’ organizer*. Traveling 
concert companies must present programs of solid worth. 
Rosenthal has about 700 different works in his rep 
ertory, any one of which he is ready to play without the 
slightest preparation. He plays his first engagement in 
New York, October 26th, and later will tour the country 
to the Pacific coast.’ 
Tosti, the famous song composer, seeks his recreation 
in upholstering, in which he is an expert. This is a 
new idea. Perhaps it would be well for a musician if 
he had a good trade at his fingers’ ends More than one 
composer has l»een called a good “ carpenter. 
The latest compo«er hero is Don I/irenzo l’erosi. an 
Italian priest, whose sacred oratorio, “The Resurrec¬ 
tion of Lazarus,” hns created unbounded enthusiasm in 
Venice He is hut twenty two years of age. lie has 
also written a great deal of music for the church service. 
Max Alvary, whose Siegfried is so well known to 
the opera going public, is said to lie dying at hi* home 
in Thuringia of a cancerous affection of the stomach. 
His long illness and inability to work has almost m 
piverished him, and it is feared his family may 1-e left 
in want. 
Willy Hubmcuter, the virtuoso violinist, who is to 
nl iv in the United States this season after four years of 
stmlv with Joachim, secluded himself for three year*, 
practiced eight to ten honrs daily, and then aP|»eared as 
a virtuoso of phenomenal acquirements. He was a 
protegfi of von Billow. .... 
Si evening, the Dutch pianist, was arrested in Ml, 
Austria, because he failed to raise hi* hat when a relig 
ions procession passed by in which the host was .-arried 
He would have been roughly handled if he had not kept 
gome of the fanatic popolM* at bay by main force. He 
is a very powerful man. 
THE King of Italy lias decreed that the conservatory 
at Milan shall hereafter be known as the 
Gniseppe Venii. By w»y <'f U,i"’ 'H ' 
remembered that when Verdi was a young man be ww 
Xed admission to this very school, on the ground 
that he showed no special aptitude for mnsic. 
A recent invention to facilitate tl* prodnrtion of 
higher notes on a cornet is des-rit-d by the PhihcdeU 
„hia “Record." The ordinsry mouthpiece is inclosed 
„ a sleeve controlled by springs. This is pressed in >.v 
ihe lips when a High note is to be produced. - - 
form a smaller opening in the rubber mouth ring. 
At tbe musical exhibition given under the patronage 
„f the German Emperor is an old-fashioned glsss har 
mon.ca which, according to tbe catalogue .* trom »>>* 
Majesty’s collection,” and belonged originally to Bcn- 
jnmioFranklin. A note says that the America.,isUtes- 
man invented the instrument, that Clack played one, 
and Mozart wrote several pieces for it. 
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THREE QUESTIONS'ANSWERED. 
BY EMIL LIEBLING. 
To answer your first question, as to Bach study, defi¬ 
nitely is manifestly as impracticable as to mark out the 
same course of work for all pupils. The ability of dif¬ 
ferent students is so varying, and their opportunities for 
practice are often dependent on so many other circum¬ 
stances, that any advice must necessarily be general in 
its character and elastic in its meaning. Let us, then, 
snppose that the student has mastered the rudiments, 
position of hand, major and minor scales, the common 
chords, those of the dominant and diminished sevenths, 
their inversions, and also the arpeggio forms of the same ; 
furthermore, that the instruction has been given by some 
live teacher, who could practice as he preaches, and 
demonstrates by his actual performance that which he 
expects the pupil to do and reproduce, and that a sys¬ 
tematic course of studies, properly graded, has been 
thoroughly mastered, including such works as Bertini’s 
Opera 29 and 32 ; Hasert, Opus 50 ; Biehl, Opus 66 ; and 
Czerny, Opera 299 and 740. Assuming, then, that a 
liberal course of sonatina and sonata work has been 
given, and that the earnestness and receptive faculty of 
the student can be supplemented by the corresponding 
knowledge on the part of the teacher (and it is barely 
possible that, in case the latter has given the subject of 
Bach long, extended, thorough, and special considera¬ 
tion), the study of this most difficile of all masters can be 
made valuable and enjoyable. For my own curriculum 
I make it obligatory for many reasons. Not only does it 
develop the independence of the fingers and hands, but 
it stimulates earnest thought, enlarges the analytical 
faculty, and furnishes the basis for all other musical 
forms. 
In a general way, therefore, the study of even the ele¬ 
mentary Bach already involves considerable advancement 
and presupposes quite an amount of skill. A pupil who 
is able to master the more exacting Mozart and easier 
Beethoven sonatas may begin the Inventions, which form 
the best introduction to Bach’s works. I prefer the 
Peters edition to all others; it is concise and does not 
burden the stndent with the unnecessary and tiresome 
foot-notes with which ambitious, albeit unpractical, edi¬ 
tors like Busoni incumber the text. The Germerand Rie- 
mann editions are entirely unfit for use, for they do not 
even present the text as Bach thonght it, and the Stein- 
graeber edition is likewise too prolix. From the thirty 
Inventions I would advise selecting the most useful and 
practical only, grading them according to the ability of 
the pupil; the same careful selection would be made 
from the French and English suites, after which the 
Clavichord should follow. There are six little Bach 
pieces, edited by MacDowell, which come in quite handily, 
though it is just a bit hard to determine where one ends 
and the other begins. I would not use many of the 
modernized Bach transcriptions or arrangements, as few 
of them preserve the character of the original work, and 
would alternate the study of this master by all means 
with that of the works of his great contemporaries, Scar¬ 
latti and Handel. 
When playing triplets against even eighth notes, play 
the second even note just half way between the second 
and third triplets, thus : 
I can sympathize with the trouble you have in mem¬ 
orizing lengthy pieces, and your case bears out my 
conviction that memory as well as sight reading is a 
specific quality of the mind which we either have or 
have to do without, and all claims which are made for 
certain methods that promise to make it possible for 
every one to memorize are spurious and fraudulent. 
You may understand the form of a piece, analyze it, 
have its plot at your fingers’ ends, and play it over and 
over, and yet it does not remain with you, all methods 
to the contrary. “Method ” is, anyway, a very elastic 
term, which may mean much or little, and usually hides 
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a fraud. It is hardly fair to tell you that unconscious 
volition is the best way to memorize, and that artists 
who have enormous repertories play in a semi-uncon¬ 
scious wTay, and that much practice will produce finger- 
memory, a process during which the fingers simply do 
that which endless repetition and practice has accus¬ 
tomed them to perform. Most every one has, after all, 
some individual way of getting at these mental problems 
and phenomena, and perhaps your own introspection may 
furnish tangible results. If the modes so far employed 
have yielded nothing satisfactory, try something dif¬ 
ferent, perchance photograph the looks of the piece on 
your mind, and, as it were, read it off mentally. When 
memorizing is a matter of great difficulty, and entails 
much extra trouble and time, I do not advise it, for the 
slightest nervousness undoes the arduous labors of weeks 
and months. Besides, I do not see any objection to any 
one’s using the text. Readers do it, also singers, preach¬ 
ers, and lecturers ; why not pianists ? 
CRITICAL COMMENT. 
BY LEONARD LIEBLING. 
If coming events really cast their shadows before 
them, even a cursory study of the musical horoscope for 
1898-’99 must reveal little else than the uncertain shades 
of a plethora of European pianists. The preliminary 
managerial announcements and bulletins promise Siloti, 
Sauer, D’Albert, Carreno, Rosenthal, Georg Liebling, 
Sieveking, Zeldenrust, and Madeline Schiller. What 
an imposing array of mighty names ! What a vista of 
supereminent musical performances ! What a houndless 
perspective of—empty benches ! 
One of the first principles of political economy has it 
that the supply should not exceed the demand. It were 
advisable that the perspicacious purveyors to our musical 
needs study well that law. Allowing for the proverbial 
optimism and the heated phantasy of managers, even 
though we strike several names from the list of our pros¬ 
pective visitors, yet our hospitality would be mightily 
overtaxed. It should not be forgotten that also our 
native players have prepared for the coming season. Of 
American pianists who always have concertos at their 
fingers’ ends, there are Joseffy, Godowsky, Sherwood 
Baermann, Fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler, Lockwood, Jessie 
Shay, Gallico, Jonas, Florence Terrel, Julie Rive-King, 
Spannuth, and Josephine Hartman. It looks as though 
the spoils of the new season were to be divided into very 
many small parcels. 
Edouard Zeldenrust’s chief claim to distinction lies in 
the fact that “he plays Bach marvelously.” Air. Zel¬ 
denrust’s manager displays acute wisdom in importing 
the Dutch pianist, for nowhere else is there such a 
demand for marvelous Bach-players as in the United 
States. 
A prominent music journal recently propounded the 
vital query in its editorial columns, “When will this 
country be ripe for a fruitful art life; when need we no 
onger look to Europe for artistic inspiration and guid- 
ance?” 0 
less commercial bump; when all our fellow-citi 
have been taught that a harmonica or a mandolin is 
on a par with the violin or piano ; when the masses 
applaud music other than “ Get Yo’ Money’s Wu 
and Enjoy Yo’self”; when people’s singing da, 
convermzionea, church concerts, glee clubs, college b, 
and mandolin orchestras, and the ubiquitous i 
quartet have all been relegated to their proper stai 
when music ceases to be a “fad”; when artists 
Joseffy MacDowell, Maud Powell, and Kneisel ins 
as much genuine enthusiasm as Black Patti, Weber 
Fields, Jules Levy, and Lew Dockstader ; when int 
gence, modesty, and culture shall have become commc 
all classes ; when we shall be in a position to found 
own great national schools of music ; when our compo 
shall conceive new musical ideas and shall voice «. 
through the medium of characteristic forms 2 , 
monies,-then, and then only, “ will this country i ■ 
fora fruitful art-life”; then, and then only 
no longer look to Europe for artistic inspiration "! 
guidance.” * t (m a»it 
ist is he who has a cosmic education. And yet wVfi i 
this forcibly illustrated in all professions, notably in £ 
musical. I have known many students who, becau* 
they studied piano, never attended a violinist’s concert ■ 
singers who knew nothing of instrumentalists • pianists 
who were ignorant of opera and general musical liter 
ature ; composers who were familiar with the classical 
masterpieces, but had neither heard nor studied the 
works of Balakirew, Arensky, Sgambati, Chabrier 
Svendsen, Mackenzie, and Puccini. I would also J 
gest to young musicians that it is advisable to be able to 
pronounce correcly the following names : Tschaikowsky 
Glazounow, Chopin, Moszkowski, Rimsky-Korsakoff 
Paderewski, and that it is of vital importance to be 
familiar with the fact that Beethoven died in 1827, not 
in the seventeenth century, as is popularly supposed. 
I have often wondered why our important American 
music-publishing houses do not play the same role here 
as their prototypes in Europe. Breitkopf & Hiirtel, 
Schott Frfcres, Bote & Bock, Ricordi, Peters, and Scbles- 
inger have made musical history ; they have been the 
middlemen between public and composers. With few 
exceptions, our publishers are merely dealers in music. 
A stray thought suggests : We have the publishers, but 
where are the composers ? 
OVERCOMING NERVOUSNESS. 
It may be said, in a general way, that the first 
requisite in overcoming nervousness is to learn to play 
with correctness and confidence ; and the second, never 
to attempt to play anything in public that is not well 
within your powers. It is better to entertain your 
friends with a correct and clean rendering of a simple 
sonata by dementi than to annoy them with a nervous 
and blundering performance of a Chopin polonaise. II 
you know the former thoroughly, play it; if you are 
uncertain about the latter, don’t play it. 
This advice does not appeal to the pride of pupils and 
teachers, both of whom are anxious to make as brilliant 
a showing as possible, but it should appeal to their com¬ 
mon sense. You may know the polonaise well enough 
to get through it once in a while without a mis¬ 
take, if yon have good luck. But luck is fickle and 
liable to desert you at the critical time, and then you 
wonder why you can’t play with confidence in public, 
whereas you know yon could have played the sonatina 
with perfect confidence. 
These cases are illustrative, and are intended to show 
that lack of confidence generally results from lack of 
suitable preparation. Remember that the greatest 
pianist you ever heard has seen the time when he could 
not play as well as you can. Remember, also, that » 
recital by such an artist as Paderewski, or Joseffy,or 
Sherwood, or Hofmann represents an enormous amount 
of patient and severe practice. Specific suggestions a5 
to materials and methods of practice would be super¬ 
fluous. Get a good teacher. Follow his direction- 
faithfully and conscientiously. Cultivate the faculty0 
attention, which is a prime necessity of success in *”? 
undertaking. Don’t be afraid of work. Use -vonr 
brains. Memorize your pieces. Criticize your own 
playing. If certain passages bother you, practice them 
more than the easier parts. Study harmony. Bwl 
help your memory and make yon more self-reliant. 
Finally, to return to the subject of confidence, be e® 
ambitious to see your name on a program in connect'0 
with a work of known difficulty than to give a bean 
ful and attractive rendering of something simpler 1 
you have fully mastered.—“ Presto.” 
A MUSICAL LIBRARY. 
by a. willhartitz. 
The active, wide-awake musician recognizes theim- 
tive need of a professional library just as much as 
!Ts the lawyer, the physician, the minister. The 
, eher who aspires to be well-equipped for his work is 
ware that it is not sufficient that he has fine technical 
!kin He must have a full and ready knowledge of the 
8 ' of music, the principles of teaching, the history of 
the art biographies of the great men of music, and vari¬ 
ous other points which make up the special province of 
BUnfortunately, it is but seldom that the teacher of 
music is able to spend much money in supplying him¬ 
self with books, and there is no more reason why the 
musical public should be obliged to buy, each as an 
individual, his own books than that the great numbers 
of the general reading public should be able to secure 
what they want at public libraries. 
It is a fact easily established that the average public 
library is not able to supply the demand for musical 
literature. And yet the remedy is simple. If a number of 
the professional and amateur musicians of a community 
send a request to the local library authorities, asking 
that a certain list of books be included in tbe year’s 
purchase, they are almost sure to find their request 
heeded. The special necessity is to give the purchasing 
board some help in the selection of works, so that only 
the best and most useful books in certain lines are 
chosen. 
The list given below includes a large number of well- 
known works which may aid those interested in the 
formation of musical libraries. 
Musical clubs can do much in their respective com¬ 
munities in spreading an interest in musical literature. 
Heading clubs can be formed, a plan by which, for a 
moderate sum from each member, a considerable num¬ 
ber of books can be purchased each year. This plan is 
especially to be recommended in communities in which 
no public library exists. 
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_jD skirting out upon a career of teaching, a per non 
should take into consideration two important qualifica¬ 
tions of bis pupils—adaptability and energy ; and be 
should make it one of hi* principal dnties to study care¬ 
fully the peculiarities of those tinder bis charge. Be¬ 
cause a young person is precocious, it does not follow 
that be will make a better musician tlian he who is 
“ doll ” or “ backward.” The muni cal faculty, like all 
others, lies dormant in some people, and does not mani¬ 
fest itself until the lapse of several years. Under proi- r 
guidance, however, it will grow rapidly and blossom cot 
in complete fullness. It is certainly more to tbe credit 
of a teacher if he brings out the talents of a so-tailed 
"dull” pupil than it is to increase the powers of a 
prodigy. The true art of teaching lies in the power of 
kindling into flame, as it were, tlm tiny sparks of inlel- 
ligencc that manifest themselves here and there. Tbe 
gift of imparting knowledge of any kind is a rare one. 
and should be cultivated in every conceivable way.— 
“ Metronome." 
__.— • ♦ • ■» *- " 
—J/ook about yon, ye teachers ; how many pupils have 
you that come up to any sort of an ideal standard of 
work? Not one in fifty. And why? Simply because 
you are asked to do in most cases an impossible thtng, 
viz., to take a child reared in a non-intellectual atmos¬ 
phere, calloused by neglect up to the age of nine.twelve, 
or fifteen, whatever age the judicious parent thinks 
proper to begin study-stiffened as to its muscles, with¬ 
out a {Article of sentiment, with perverted 1a»tes-to 
take such a child and transform it into the noblest ideal 
of manhood or womanhood-a cnltnrcd artist 1— 
D. DeF. B. 
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Stubio Experiences. 
Wasted Opportunities. 
RUBELLE 0. KIMBALL. 
Many parents think that because their child hates 
to practice and has to he nagged continually he may as 
well stop taking lessons. In nine cases out of ten, the 
child, when grown up, will blame his parents for not 
making him continue his lessons. 
Oftentimes the pupil is fond of mnsic, and would 
practice much better if his mother would only take 
more interest in his work. The mother of one of my 
pupils told him—so I afterward heard—that taking 
lessons was his own idea, and he could attend to his 
own practicing. She said she wasn't going to bother 
with him. When the mother feels that way, it is 
exceedingly hard for the teacher, as, of course, the child 
thinks he can leave his practice for anything he chooses, 
and bad lessons result. 
It is my opinion that it is a part of the teacher’s 
duty to inquire minutely into a pupil’s method of 
practice, and to try to obtain a clear notion of the 
pupil’s mental attitude in regard to it. The practice is 
equally important with the lesson. 
Lessons at Pupils’ Homes. 
VV. K. MACCLYMONT. 
The young lady is to take her lesson at four o’clock at 
her own home. You arrive a little before the appointed 
hour, and she has perhaps jnst reached home, having 
been detained at school to finish an algebra lesson. She 
approaches the piano with one eye fixed upon the clock, 
and begins her technical exercises. Her younger sister 
now comes bounding in from school, and calls to her to 
hurry up her practice (forgetting she is taking a lesson) 
and come fora bicycle ride with Ethel-. Atonceher 
mind is off her lesson, and she wishes that the hands of 
the clock would move a little faster. 
You get her mind back to the work again, and con- 
tinne. The door-bell rings, and Mrs. B. has called to 
see her mother. You occupy the parlor, so the maid 
ushers the visitor into the library. Mrs. C. comes 
downstairs and at once enters into an animated conver¬ 
sation with Mrs. B. (not in a low tone of voice, by any 
means) about styles of gowns, bonnets, or maybe some 
fashionable dinner party that has or is about to take 
place. Result—another break in the lesson, and you 
are obliged to speak to the pupil, sometimes sharply, in 
order to get the mind back on the work. Thus the 
lesson goes on, and you work harder and the pupil 
derives less benefit from the lesson than if given in a 
quiet studio, away from noise and all manner of things 
that tend to interrupt a lesson. 
Then there is a business light from which to view it. 
You lose time in goiDg from honse to house ; sometimes 
by missing a car, or by a pupil being out when you 
arrive and coming in late for thelesson, and yon feel you 
must do so much more with the pupil in order to expect 
some advancement by the next lesson. 
. *.*. 
“ Lessons in Classical Music.” 
aimf.e M. WOOD. 
“If you please, I’d like to take lessons in classical 
music.” 
I looked up hastily as the young girl made the request. 
Several experiences during my few months of teaching 
in the small village had rendered me skeptical as to the 
extent of the general information regarding the nature 
of “classical” music. 
This aspiring one I recognized at once as the daughter 
of a well-to-do merchant in the place. 
Upon inquiry, I found that she had received some in¬ 
struction from a teacher who formerly resided in the 
village, and that during this course of study (?) she had 
practiced on an organ, an ancient family relic, which 
had recently been exchanged for a piano—a very good 
instrument, as I afterward found. 
“I have a friend iu B,” she said, mentioning a city 
not far distant, “ who has been on a visit to us, and 
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she plays 1 classical ’ music. She says I do n’t play it. I 
want to learn those pieces she plays, and so I sent for 
some of them.” 
She produced a roll, and displayed the “ Rondo Capric- 
cioso,” also the “ Capriccio,” in B minor, of Mendels¬ 
sohn, several Beethoven sonatas, and a Chopin “ Polo¬ 
naise Militaire.” 
“What did you study with your last teacher?” I 
gasped at length. 
“ Oh, I took pieces out of ‘ Wright’s Method,’ ” she 
answered serenely. “ But I’d rather take these now.” 
I endeavored to make it clear that “these” might 
possibly be beyond the pale of her present acquirement, 
but promised that she should “ take lessons in classical 
music” from the start, if she began a course of study. 
She seemed pleased that her instruction could be com¬ 
menced at once, but cast rueful glances toward the 
pieces she had brought, and upon which she had evi¬ 
dently set her heart. 
Suffice it to say, however, that the matter turned ont 
very pleasantly, as I found her a most docile and atten¬ 
tive student, and a hard worker. 
For how much of this I was indebted to the inspiration 
of the city friend’s visit I can not say, hut the country 
merchant’s daughter was, in course of time, playing her 
etudes, Bach “ Inventions,” and graded sonatas with an 
appreciation and constantly increasing ability that gave 
every hope for her future success along “classical” 
lines. 
# * 
* * * 
“Opinions.” 
FANNY GBANT. 
“ In my opinion, Beethoven is not interesting. I do 
not care for that style of music. It’s a mere matter of 
opinion about different kinds of music anyhow.” 
This astute speech was made by a young person who 
rated herself as a leader of the people. She was seven¬ 
teen years old. In addition to instrumental and vocal 
music, she was studying drawing, painting, science, 
literature, German, and history as part of a high school 
course. A pale, weak, small creature, and full of ambi¬ 
tion to shine as a player on the piano, yet she confessed 
to having no knowledge of the “notes,” and was firm in 
her resolve to make an exceptionally weak, bloodless 
voice carry her to the front ranks of sopranos, both in 
the quartet choir of her church and on the concert stage. 
She could easily bring this about, since she was in the 
social swim to an extent that would open all places 
before her. How was it possible to make this girl—and 
many more like her—understand that in art we demand 
eternal truth ? that there never was, there never can be 
mere opinions in art? 
* *** . 
“Ear Training.” 
T. L. RICKABY. 
This pupil played only the simplest, note-against-note 
pieces, but one day she accomplished something which 
is beyond my powers. On beginning to play she inad¬ 
vertently got her left hand one key too far down, and 
played sixteen measures with the right hand playing in 
the key of G, while the left hand accompanied in the 
key of F. Her song probably was— 
“ Ah tunes sound alike to me.” 
***** 
Gratis Work. 
H. L. TEETZEL. 
Mrs. Brown is a musical amateur who is devoting 
her varied talents, musical and otherwise, to the com¬ 
pilation of a set of children’s songs, some of which she 
writes herself, and others of which she gleans from varied 
sources. 
The other day she went into the stndioofMr _ 
who is an arranger of band and orchestral music This 
gentleman was up to his ears in work which must he 
ready for the rehearsal in two hours, but Mrs. Brown did 
not consider any such possibility, nor that perhaps Mr 
: ought only to be interrupted in his work for strictly 
business reasons. She unfolded her ideas to the extent 
of twenty precious minutes, and coolly asked Mr_ 
to write gratuitously the mnsic to some words which 
she gave him, probably considering that he would fe i 
highly gratified at the honor of having his name and 
music appear in her publication. 
Mr- is an old bird, however, and, instead of 
making an enemy of Mrs. Brown by refusing, he con¬ 
sented. She went away highly gratified. Mr. -_t|lat 
night devoted ten minutes to the “ song » and sent it to 
the lady, telling her she could publish it under her 
name, which she did. 
The moral of all this is: It is very had form to ask 
professional people to exercise their talents and use their 
time for your schemes for nothing. They don’t feel 
happy to have you ask them ; they think bad things 
about you. Do n’t ask favors of people on whom yon 
have no claims. 
_ * * 
* * * 
Musical Terms as They are Spoken. 
s. c. VERY. 
The other day a maiden of seven, being asked what 
lesson she had prepared, announced, “You gave me 
yesterday those scales—the generals. ” Having forgotten 
the word major, she dimly remembered it as of military 
import. 
Another member of the same family astonished it by 
declaring her lesson to have been on the rheumatic 
scale. 
A sturdy youngster whose clumsy endeavors to manip¬ 
ulate the dainty ivories—herculean task to him, coming 
from that other practice of baseball—contemplates (so he 
told his teacher last week) patenting a keyboard whose 
ivory keys shall have round depressions which “a 
fellow can stick to.” 
* * 
* * * 
Pupils Who Compose. 
FEED A. FRANKLIN. 
An old German violin teacher with whom I once 
studied had many peculiarities. Every violinist knows 
that the most important, as well as most difficult, work 
of the teacher is in forming for the pupil a habit of play¬ 
ing in a correct position, not only of the hand and arm, 
but of the entire body, and without which a free and 
easy bowing and a good tone are well-nigh impossible. 
It is said of the teacher mentioned that he had a long 
stick, six or eight feet long, with which he “poked” 
the younger members of his class into position. I can not 
vouch for this, as he never used the “poker” on me, 
but at times when a pupil made a very bad mistake I 
have heard a conversation something like this : 
Teacher : “Herr-, vos dot moosic written der vay 
you haf blayed it? ” 
Pupil: “No, sir.” 
Teacher : “Veil den, vot for you blay itdot vay? Yon 
dinks you vos a better gomboser as der man vot wrote 
dot moosic? ” 
How many, many pupils compose in this fashion, 
altering the ideas of the composer by careless reading, 
and stamping them indelibly on the memory by careless 
practice ! 
* * 
* * * 
Peculiarities of Pupils. 
KATHERINE LOUISE SMITH. 
Teachers meet many peculiar pupils. One I know 
used regularly to ask that the windows and doors might 
be closed before she started to play, lest any passer-by 
might hear her playing. When remonstrated with she 
announced she wished “ to bnrst upon the world like 8 
revelation as a fine player.” Alas! When she did, the 
revelation had no confidence in herself, becanse she had 
never learned to play before others. 
Certain tricks scholars have are very objectionable, 
hut laughable withal. A girl of the awkward age 0 
fourteen, “standing with reluctant feet,” usedtosbrng 
her shoulders whenever she made a mistake. IP°D 
being corrected she would try to do hetter, and, when 
ever the inevitable shrug came, would say, 
me.” The lesson was much like this, as she count 
one, two (shrug and “pardon me”), three, foor,°b 
one (shrug and “pardon me”), two, three, f°nr. a 
infinitum. Shrugs were bad enough, but the “pardoa 
me” added made one feel like calling for mercy, a0 
life was a burden until, at last, both ceased. 
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HOWTO KEEP THE BEGINNER INTERESTED. 
by ELLA J. TALCOTT. 
ike of the most important and ofttimes the most per- 
,1, questions that confront a teacher is that of 
lujto keep the beginner interested” in his work, 
ils differ greatly both in taste and temperament; 
me are much interested iu one phase of musical study, 
lie others are just the opposite. Therefore, the 
teacher is obliged to become thoroughly familiar with 
,he character and tastes of her pupils ; she must be 
original in her work, and must take more than ordinary 
mins to make each succeeding lessou increasingly 
attractive. It has been well said, “ First interest, then 
instruct.” 
The teacher should be earnest and sympathetic, and 
in the beginning should try to get the love and confi¬ 
dence of the pupil. In doing this there is a great deal 
to be gained, as there is nothing more pleasing to a 
teacher0 than to he met affectionately by her younger 
pupils, who all exclaim, as with one breath, how they 
love her and how hard they have worked to have a good 
lesson. If only their souls can be aroused by applying 
the beauties of nature to their work, they will more 
readily see, feel, and reverence the beauties that lie in 
soul-inspiring mnsic. As Mr. Albert Parsons has so 
exquisitely said, “The spirit in which pianoforte 
playing should be cultivated and applied throughout 
life should be one of sincerity and reverence. To the 
tiny child who longs to learn to play, as to the ripened 
genius who moves nations and continents by his powers 
of artistic expression, the instrument reveals in the 
inexplicable magic of sound a primal mystery of crea¬ 
tion. To the child, therefore, as to the genius, the 
instrument should be as an altar at which to minister 
to the spiritual needs of one’s self and one’s fellow-men, 
and the place where the instrument stands should 
always be regarded as holy ground. So long as the 
soul intuitively apprehends the ultimate and essential 
unity of the true, the beautiful, and the good, so long 
will true art continue to be rooted in the soil of sincerity 
and reverence.” 
The teacher must be full of enthusiasm. She can not 
appeal to the pupil without this. She must keep up 
with the times; she must make good use of her musical 
magazines, and she must talk intelligently with her 
pupils. Every teacher should own a musical library, so 
88 n°t to be entirely dependent upon the circulating 
libraries for standard works. 
Why not interest pupils in making a library for them¬ 
selves? In years to come they would have something to 
look upon with pleasure. In trying to train pupils to 
*1®come admirers of the masters, old and modern, sug¬ 
gest to them the benefit of making a musical scrap- book. 
Give them a few ideas as to using “ scissors and paste,” 
and, in a short time, there will be an extremely inter¬ 
ested and enthusiastic class, which will be the happy 
Pessessors of instructive and valuable books. 
Speaking of the scrap-book, brings to mind one that I 
M" a young woman making, and possibly it may he 
interesting to know how she arranged the matter that 
e had saved from the time she began her study of in- 
bumental music. She had iu her collection biographies, 
criticisms, anecdotes, and portraits of artists, besides 
er musical articles, which she had taken from maga- 
tnes, musical journals, and newspapers until now she 
8 very valuable collection. 
( "luing to the second page, I found there were twelve 
lithographs portraying the masters—Bach, Schu- 
°’ Haydn- Handel, Chopin, Schubert, Mendelssohn, 
Tli - beedloveu> Liszt, Wagner, and Rubinstein. 
^* third page contained the “Celebrated Names in 
,7-* How to Pronounce Them,” arranged in 
J 6tlCal °rder bY n- A- Clarke, Mus. Doc. On the 
ChieMifeWaS a "Concise Chronological History of the 
1885 ”, US*<'an8 and Musical Events from A. D. 1380- 
T ’ 7 C' E' Lowe’ iuul a “ Short Glossary of Musical 
0f next that met the eye was the “History 
“stein aNuteheU,” “The Power of Music,” “The 
°f Mnsic>” “ The Musician’s Creed,” “The 
8 Vlty Of Composers,” “ The Piano—What is it?” 
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by Frederic Dean, and the “Historical Cycle of the 
Sonata.” 
Plenty of spare space for additional notes had been 
allowed all through the book, the biographies of the 
famous musicians being arranged in alphabetical order, 
with a picture of the artist placed beside the article; 
violinists, vocalists, pianists and directors, all had their 
special place. 
In giving a new piece to the pnpil it is well to 
add a little sketch of the composer’s life, and, if one 
chooses, mark the date of the composer’s birth upon the 
piece. If one of Robert Schumann’s selections for 
children, such as the “ Little Hunting Song,” is given, 
describe the scene in the forest, and have the pnpil listen 
attentively for the bngle-call. In the “Frohlieher 
Landmann ” tell the pupil of the father joyously return¬ 
ing from a hard day’s work to his wife and little ones, 
eagerly watching for his return. Do the same with any 
one of Haydn’s sonatas. I remember a teacher calling 
my attention to a little part in one of this master’s 
sonatas, where she said, “ You can hear Father Haydn 
and the children all laughing if yon will listen for 
them. ” 
To be successful in this work the teacher must first 
have clear ideas, and must then be able to impress them 
upon the mind of the pupil. 
Do not be afraid of a word of encouragement now and 
then. It is hard for a faithful pupil to plod on without 
some sort of stimulant. 
THE OUTPOSTS IN MUSIC. 
BY FLORENCE M. KING. 
Yhile the spirit of adventure is urging men to great 
1 doughty deeds; while they are taking their lives in 
,ir hands and are braving the frozen seas and bleak 
•them lands on behalf of science or in search of Klon- 
:e gold, wiU not some great musical artist, great he¬ 
ld the crutch of well-paid advertisements and beyond 
. need of the mighty dollar, with his heart overflow- 
- with a musical missionary spirit, penetrate the vast 
ises of our interior villages and towns and raise the 
ndard of musical taste for that great majority who. 
ue day, are to swell the mighty anthem of the “choir 
•isible of the immortal dead ” ? 
True there have been pioneers in musical missions, 
mine artists who, having fallen on evil day^ have 
Me a dash for the woods, where the musical world was 
They "have either succumbed to the stagnation and 
nr bones and tones lie bleaching on the sand, or 
‘teor-like, they have flashed across the unfriendly 
rizon leaving a train of memory and regret. 
The musical missionary has blown into some vil^n 
, “uppers” (save the mark, and heaven bless the 
m)ers” 0 armed with a music-roll in one hand and 
ippers ■), watts up the Street 
3 iron nerve in ,heotbe^ A9 nt,ered, the 
hears, with groan.ngs wh.cb ean o ^ ^ ^ 
• c iLo lAmf-snffcnnu MiiiufiD 8 I j > 
ralns of " funded upon all sortsand con- 
,isy Leonine Siesta, po ^ coff.WK which 
ti0DS er?to“unitor, should chance consign him to a 
:ver were in tune , » i,P catches thecnt snd- 
ore hopelessly np-to da > King,” dear to 
led measure of the immortal March K.r g, 
e memory of brass bwids. be “ a man 
Bnt the .“^Hn^otherlUhe must be 
ifore he is an a • itable little hoosebold 
ansformed iMtan‘?^ ^ f yonng ladies renowned 
*1- He becomes tbe ado™ hair --the right- 
1 “ tifed f the women of the church. He is presentee! 
ind man of the wome - - sterling silver 
ith pincushions, embr0' andi incidentally, be- 
nick-knacks, and PmnP mu(.h better known than 
lines an antliority in "^ure” of social fnno- 
andel or Mozart. H jn pjlent rage as giddy 
ons, and ^^ ngh his Chopin nocturnes and 
mng misses <-'batter th ^ ])0gts 0f friends, certainly, 
eethoven sonatas. H 
at that does not pay hi9 vitals, be either 
When desperation • • hif ufe, 0r succumb* 
seB heroic measures and escapes. 
to his environment and drowns his sorrows, some times 
in the waters of Lethe, but more frequently in the cup 
of Bacchus. 
If the missionary be a woman, especially a yonng and 
pretty woman, she is sure to be voted an adventuress by 
her sisters. She becomes the bright and particular star 
of all the small fry who are nnder her tutelage, and has 
sighing Strephons at her feet by the score,—Strephon* 
who will even condescend, when she plays the ride of 
St. Cecilia, to blow the wheezing bellows and murmur 
with delight at offertories, meditations, and elevations, 
brought ont by the aid of an execrable enmo]>ean and a 
much-abused oboe. A long and tiresome Bach Ingue 
becomes a haven of rest for an ardent lover, and Batiste 
“Communions” are nothing short of divine communi¬ 
cated by her magic touch. Moreover, a woman’s power 
of endurance is proverbial. She pluckily sticks it ont 
until she is literally starved out. 
So much for ninsical missionaries. Yet, who can say 
that they have lived in vain ? They have been with ns 
and have left their mark. The direct result of their 
influence is disheartening, it is true. The divinely 
beautiful “ Moonlight Sonata,” executed (I nse the 
word advisedly) by “ Kiihler exercise ” fingers ; Men¬ 
delssohn’s “ Rondo Capriccioso ” and Raff’s “Spinning 
Song,” mangled beyond the power of recognition from 
their nearest and dearest friendB, are the legacy of their 
teachings. Musical societies, with unpronounceable 
names and high-flown elasaical programs, interpreted 
with infantile comprehension aud an alarming absence 
of “technic,” represent another phase. 
Yet, why should we cavil ? It is a step in the right 
direction, at any rate, and brings the promise of the 
aforesaid celestial anthein lieyond the bonmlary lieea of 
the “ Gospel Hymn ” school. 
Bnt we want something more gennine than this. 
We want the liberal education in the tone-world that, 
like all others, must lie bnilded Irom the ground np. 
We need literature and object lessons. We lack direc¬ 
tion. We need the guiding hand of a powerful, enthu¬ 
siastic, genuine musical philanthropist, who will unlock 
for us the door of a brand-new world of sensations by 
the polished key of onr quickened understanding. 
A PHASE OF MUSIC STUDY IN PARIS- 
Attai.ii Claim, of the Boston Opera-in-English 
Company, speaking from experience, vehemently warns 
American girls against phases of manic study in Pans 
“ The Boston Globe ” quotes her: 
<* When an American girl unwisely chooses to exhibit 
her voice before the glaring lighte of foreign public opin¬ 
ion, it is not criticised on It* own merits, but upon the 
personal attractiveness and other charms of its owner. 
You must hope against hope, liecause yon must 
work against people who are ahead of yoo through their 
especial talent for the basest of intrigues. Art to them 
is nothing ; publicity everything. 
“It Is needless to remind yon of the experiences 
of either Sibyl Sanderson or Marie V»n Zandt Their 
hitter trials turned the light of publicity upon the de¬ 
testable power of the French claque and hatred of for¬ 
eigners. Bnt where these shining examples have finally 
conquered all opposition, there are IKKtB American girl, 
who every year are forced to retire beaten, discouraged, 
and world-weary. 
44 If American jfirl* would but d*vot* to horn* toarber* 
and to home study a tithe of the energy and ambition 
with which they purstie their musical life abroad, the 
result would be not only far more to tlieir own personal 
good and happiness, bnt It would build np in this 
try a class of students and singers letter voiced and oi 
purer lives than wlmt are found abroad ” 
-American teacheni who have studied abroad may 
not be as scientifically perfect in technical iutrieaore. 
but they have clearer ideas and the gift of impart mg to 
others an intuitive perception of what is required by 
the pupil. *»<1 adaptabilities to fill all emergences. 
The American mind i. creative, inventive in more tilings 
than wooden nutmeg and telephones.—Ottmvxa Henttl. 
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“I would be grateful if you would suggest some 
means of home improvement in piano or organ music. 
“Some time ago I studied music in Ann Arbor for two 
years, for my own pleasure. For the last two years I 
have been teaching from necessity. It is not possible 
for me to take further instruction away from home, but 
I feel the need of it for the sake of my class.” 
The question you ask is a very important one, but 
difficult to answer in consequence of the imperfect in¬ 
formation you give. If yon had told me that you play 
such and such pieces, mentioning six or eight of differ¬ 
ent styles, I should have been able to form an opinion 
of the degree of facility with which you play the piano 
or organ ; for want of this I can only make the fol¬ 
lowing suggestions: 
You need to cultivate technic, and to play a considera¬ 
ble number of studies by good writers, and some well- 
selected pieces. I would suggest that you begin with 
the studies in the “ Standard Grades” ; start in to play 
at whatever book you are able to play easily. This will 
probably be about the fourth grade : if that is too diffi¬ 
cult, start in with the third ; if too easy, start in with 
the fifth. Every one of these studies should be prac¬ 
ticed until it can be played fluently ; then the good pieces 
and the more difficult studies should be learned by heart. 
For example, the first three studies in the fifth grade 
will not make yon a great deal of difficulty, as they are 
short and easy. The “Minuet,” however, No. 4, 
must be memorized and practiced until it goes smoothly 
at correct time and with proper expression. This will 
very likely be a matter of two or three weeks. Make a 
daily practice of the next study, No. 5, from Czerny’s 
“ Velocity,” for two or three weeks, meanwhile work¬ 
ing part of the day upon something else. 
In the case of Handel’s “Allemande,” it is a question 
of making the left hand equal with the right. You 
have to practice each hand by itself quite a good*deal. 
Meanwhile, Nos. 7, 9, and 10 are mechanical studies, 
which.can be worked at a little every day for several 
weeks together. 
At the same time that you have been at work on this 
book you might also have learned several pieces of par¬ 
lor music, besides the four I have already indicated in 
the book of studies ; for example, Gottschalk’s “ March 
of the Night,” “ Last Hope,” and “Dying Poet,” and 
Wollenhaupt’s “Whispering Wind,” and, if you like, 
one or two new compositions by recent writers, such as 
“Minuet,” by Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, MacDowell’s 
“ Witches’ Dance,” etc. 
In addition to this, you ought to learn something about 
the more serious kind of music, and for your purpose a 
selection from Beethoven, Chopin, and Schubert, edited 
by myself, will furnish you a number of slow movements 
by Beethoven and some pleasing pieces by the other 
writers ; or, in place of this, it would be quite as well 
for you to work away at the pieces in my second book of 
Phrasing, in which there are a number of “ Songs With¬ 
out Words,” by Mendelssohn, and several selections by 
Chopin, Kubinstein, etc. You ought to learn each one 
by heart, and play it just as well as you can imagine 
that it ought to go. In this way, to cover the ground of 
the fifth grade, with the other work that I have indicated, 
will probably take up six months’ time ; but this is not 
all that you ought to do in the six months. You onght 
to work diligently at the “ Mason’s Technics,” and if 
you have had no instruction in them, I would advise you 
to begin with the two-finger exercises for about fifteen 
or twenty minutes a day, following the order just as 
they stand in the book. Also begin work on the arpeg¬ 
gios, volume III, and learn what are called there the 
“ direct forms” nnd “reverse forms,” Nos. 1 to 15 
carried out in the first seven chords. 
Two questions necessarily arise in this connection. 
The first is as to how you are to know when you are 
playing these things correctly. This will be very diffi- 
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cult for you. You can ascertain the tempo from a me¬ 
tronome, since all, or nearly all, the pieces are marked 
for the proper time at which they onght to be performed ; 
they can be practiced slowly in order to get all the de¬ 
tails carefully, and occasionally at the proper tempo in 
order to get the effect of the pieces. 
In regard to your technical improvement, I will say 
that you might commit a number of very serious faults, 
carrying out a course of study like this, but if you are 
careful you do not need to do it; so if you learn to play 
finger passages legato, to play in melody style,—that is, 
to play with legato everywhere, and to make breaks 
only when the ideas break,—you will gain steadily in 
quality of technic. 
The same course might be marked out in connec¬ 
tion with the sixth grade, in which I should lay most 
stress on Nos. 7, 10, and 12 ; the others are exercises, 
more or less thinly disguised. Your improvement 
in the course of six months’ study will not depend 
so entirely upon the selection of matter as upon your 
working regularly a little every day, and following along 
a definitely selected track, instead of browsing carelessly, 
a little here and there, a bud from this tree and blossom 
from another, and so on. Make clean work as you go, 
and then everything you do will help you to do some¬ 
thing else. 
“1. I have a pupil whose fifth fingers are double 
jointed. When I give her the Mason two-finger exer¬ 
cises, she has a hard time using her fourth aud fifth fin¬ 
gers. Do they need any different treatment from the 
ordinary fingers? 
“2. I have a little pupil, about nine years old, who 
understands time like a grown person, and always has 
her slow studies well ; but it seems when it comes to 
playing a piece, she can not do it. She seems to have no 
ear for music. It is all mechanical. I have given her 
little pieces with pronounced accent and time, but she 
does not seem to improve. I have given her three dif¬ 
ferent pieces, and she can not play one passably. When 
I play the pieces over on the piano and tell her to listen, 
she can not always name the pieces correctly. I think 
the trouble is all with her ear. 
“3. I have also another pupil who has no particular 
talentfor time (rhythm), and she is just as liable to start 
anywhere on the keyboard to play the lesson as not, and 
will never know the difference. She has absolutely no 
ear for music. She will probably end a piece on F in 
the left hand and on G chord in the right, and not know 
the difference until her attention is called to it. 
“4. In ‘Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2,’ by Liszt, can 
you give me the metronome time for the different parts 
or movements? Can not the trill on the sixth page, 
which is written out for left and right hands, be played 
just as well by the right hand, in the ordinary way ? 
“5. Can you give me a correct rule for playing grace 
notes and appoggiaturas? Are they to be played on the 
beat, or is the note which they precede to be on the beat ? 
I think I have more trouble with these than with any¬ 
thing else in music. In my annotated edition of sonatas, 
etc., they are almost invariably written to be played on 
the beat, and in some editions the grace note is marked 
to be played on the beat. How are the appoggiaturas in 
the polonaise ‘ Mignon ’ to be played ? Also is the opening 
appoggiatura in ‘Impromptu in A-flat,’ of Chopin, to 
be played on the beat, or does the accent come on the 
note following?” 
With reference to your first question, I am not quite 
sure that I know what you mean, but I am sure that if 
she practices a little more with her fourth and fifth fin¬ 
gers she will gradually get control of them. 
With reference to your second pupil, and also the 
third, you need to start a course of training in ear. The 
best thing yon can do with these pupils, if it is practic¬ 
able where you live, would be to put them into a singing 
class. If this is not practicable, yon had better form a 
class on Saturday mornings consisting of these two little 
girls and perhaps some others which you might get for 
a class for ear training. What you want to do with 
them is to teach them the rudiments of melody, har¬ 
mony, and musical rhythm. The firet thing is to cause 
them to observe, and to do this I would like to know 
whether either of them can sing a tune or not. If neither 
of them is capable of singing tunes, you will have to 
begin at the foundation by singing a tone in convenient 
pitch, and ask them to sing the tone after you with the 
voice ; this should be successfully done in any tone be¬ 
tween E first line and D fourth line, or two or three 
higher. Then, if you like, you could give them little 
phrases of three tones, beginning on E—“do, re, mi,” 
‘ ‘ do, re, mi, fa, sol, ’ ’ etc. Teach them to sing the scat 
teach them to skip in the scale, according to a nato 
given to them on the blackboard by you. 
So soon as the foundation of melody is established ; 
this way, you could give them little phrases to sine 0, 
if it is impossible for you to sing, play on the inL’ 
ment a little melody of four or five tones, of any de,M' 
you like. Play or sing thepiece twice to the pupils • the! 
let the pupils sing it to you, or as much or little of itas 
they can remember. If they remember the entire ibm 
of five tones, it is well; if not, repeat the phrase until 
they catch the missing tones. From exercises of tbs 
kind, go on to require them to write the phrase yon die- 
tate. First play the phrase once or twice, then let the 
pupils sing it alter you, and then write on the blackboard 
what they have sung. If their ear for melody is very 
crude, you will have to teach tonic sol-fa notation or 
numeral notation. 
When melody begins to be observed, then it wonld be 
proper to take up measure and relative duration, and to 
make the pupils conscious of pulse ; teach them the ele¬ 
ments of musical notation and the use of the bar, and 
the use of the different kinds of notes representing 
pulses, and so on. 
Landon’s “Writing-book” covers much of this 
ground, and “ Ear Training, ” by A. E. Heacox, is a 
text-book on the subject that will give you jnstwhat 
you want. They can be obtained from the publisher of 
The Etude. 
The course I have marked out will give you a good 
deal of trouble ; but when you have spent one season in 
a class of this sort, yrou will find that you have no further 
trouble with pupils of this kind. 
The movement of the second “ Hungarian Rhapsody” 
of Liszt will be effective at the following tempi: Alter 
the introduction (two lines), play the slow movement at 
from 80 to 96 for quarter notes ; the movement at the 
end of the work twice as fast, or as fast as you like. 
The trill on the sixth page, written for two hands, would 
not do to be played by one ; by the use of the two 
hands the arm clement comes in, and thereby a very 
different effect is produced ; when you use the lingers, 
it is a much smaller affair. 
Nearly all grace notes and nearly all embellishments 
are played on the beat; that is to say, the small note in 
the right hand begins with the bass note in the left hand; 
and this is also the case with the mordent in the begin¬ 
ning of the Chopin “ Impromptu in A-flat” There the 
mordent begins with the bass note, and occupies as lit¬ 
tle time as possible ; it consists of three tones—the first 
note is accented and the last is held, so that the mordent 
has the effect of an accent. 
The questions that you have asked in your letter are 
very important ones indeed, and no doubt will interest 
a very large number of teachers who read The Etite. 
In every community where singing is taught in the 
public schools, and especially with children who bare 
had a certain amount of kindergarten training, 
would not find this ear-blindness that you mention 
above ; but as soon as you do find it in any degree, there 
is only one way to proceed, which is to train the pupil*0 
hear. A few cases remain permanently unmusical, hut 
the great majority—at least ninety-nine per cent.— ^ 
velop musical perception when you go to work right 
wake them up. But you never can do this by fastening 
their attention upon the keyboard ; the tone is 
thing to be heard, and to be thought as if heard, sn 
unless you have this background for your music, }°n i 
never make players of them. 
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To F S H.—You ask what understanding there 
should be between the teacher and the pupil about 
i33ed lessons? Whether they should be charged for, 
“d on what terms they should be made up? 
To ascertain the right and the wrong in this matter, as 
ia all other matters concerning music, it is fundamental 
to settle in your mind whether you are contemplating 
music as an art or as a business. Music, as it exists 
among the cults of the American people, is both an art 
a„d a business. In each sphere it should properly be 
controlled by different laws, and the standards of value 
are entirely diverse. To illustrate my meaning I will 
take extreme cases. Here is a teacher spending an hour 
of patient, mental labor, counting time, defining the 
exact value and significance of those queer, distracting 
little marks called notes ; thus the time of the teacher is 
consumed, the mental acquirements of the teacher are 
drawn upon, the nerve-power of the teacher’s body is 
used up. As these little fragile filaments of musical 
knowledge are slowly tied upon the pupil’s attention 
and dexterously woven into complex patterns, the teacher 
is performing a task of skill quite similar to that ot 
those weavers of tapestry in Europe, who, with patience, 
foresight, and artistic constructive power, bring forth 
from a tangle of vari-colored threads a beautiful picture, 
a symmetrical design done in textile fabric. 
Precisely such high-grade skilled labor as this is the 
work of the capable piano-teacher. It is a well-recog¬ 
nized principle of political economy or economics that 
money is merely an algebraic expression or equivalent oi 
wealth, and that wealth is only another name for, or a 
disguised form of, human labor. The gold is not valuable 
even for ornament until some skilled human laborer has 
pat it in shape by the application of his ability. 
If yon consume the time and strength of the piano- 
teacher, you are just as strictly obligated to offset that 
use of energy by money, or some equivalent, as for any 
other commodity. Potatoes and perfumes, silks and 
sermons, are commodities and must be purchased ; but 
they are no more truly commodities than are the 
didactic hours of drudgery that the music-teacher must 
endure. Thus far we have been looking at music as 
skilled labor, definitely measurable, as business, as a 
kind of spiritual watchmaking. Now, turn the shield 
and contemplate it as an art. 
The pianist may be, in one and the same person, a 
workman and an artist, yet be the same man, existing 
and operating under widely diverse conditions, just as, 
according to the teachings of chemistry, charcoal aud the 
diamond are each nothing but pure carbon, although the 
one is a dull, perishable substance, the food of com¬ 
bustion, and the other is the most durable and most 
compact expression of value to be found in material sub¬ 
stance. When your friend touches your inmost soul 
with the mystic joy of art, you should reward him with 
honor, gratitude, and remembrance. So, also, should 
you do with the public performer. Your little fee for 
the ticket is but a trifle in balance against the spiritual 
tplift which you receive if his music be good and your 
receptive faculties at the proper tension. 
When you engage lessons, it is a business contract, and 
as no necessary relations to sentiment whatsoever. Just 
“nd legal contracts are not made on the principle of 
heads I win, tails you lose,” but both parties to tlie 
contract should bear an equal weight of the contin¬ 
gencies which inhere in all things human. Your teacher 
,. nse UP time and money getting ready to exercise 
I** ‘-^ttng ; this is quite as really an investment as if he 
’ought a house nnd rented it to yon. Again, he must 
aVe a convenient and well-appeariug studio, hand- 
•'niely furnished ; then he has to take all the risks of 
Deal th in good working condition, and, like 
a ler nien. he is exposed to mauy possibilities of disease 
■sturbance. You would never think of paying him 
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for a lesson, were he for any reason absent. Why, then, 
should you saddle all your contingencies upon him, 
especially when many of them are merely whimsical in 
their character and origin ? Continued sickuess, of 
which he has been promptly notified, a necessary absence 
from home, or some extraordinary and unavoidable 
engrossment alone should excuse you, and even then the 
lessons should be made up at some time convenient to 
the teacher. 
The ethics of this matter are plain. After you have 
agreed with a teacher upon a course of study, you should 
carry out your half of the business arrangement with 
scrupulous exactness, so far as may he at all possible, 
and yon should carry honestly your half of all contin¬ 
gencies of loss. Every reputable teacher is willing, 
even anxious, to make up lessons to any good pupil— 
indeed, few teachers are there who do not give away 
many free lessons as a bonus or lanyapp ; whereas nearly 
all pupils, or at least all parents of pupils, display in 
their dealings with music-teachers a petty spirit of 
gouging, crowding, and overreaching. This evil ten¬ 
dency of music-teaching is, alas! aggravated by the 
fierceness of emulation and sometimes the underhand 
and unprofessional behavior of the teachers themselves. 
I once heard A. R. Parsons, of New York, say that he 
told bis pupils, on this head, that if he missed giving 
them a lesson, it was as if he should hit them with a 
single pebble ; hut that when they missed, it was as if 
he were hit by three or four dozen. 
Treat your lesson with your music teacher as a very 
important thing, and do not trifle with art. Better give 
it up altogether, rather than deal with it aud its repre¬ 
sentatives carelessly and slightingly. Remember the 
maxim of Mrs. Browning, “ Better far pursue a friv¬ 
olous end by serious means than a sublime art friv¬ 
olously.” 
To S. L. M.—You ask if there is not too much talk 
about fingering, and if one may not be so precise, and, 
as you say, bother so much about the fingers as to lose 
the music out of it ? 
No ; it is hardly possible to give too much attention 
to the matter of fingering in the art of piano-playing. 
So many elements which enter whenever contemplating 
any one of them that I find myself prone to say, “This 
is paramount; this is the most important of all.” Some¬ 
times it is tone-quality, sometimes the significance of 
phrasing, sometimes the perils aud fascinations of the 
pedal, sometimes the brilliancies of fade 
But the truth of the matter is, a perfect pianoforte per- 
formanceis the fusion of many things, each made per 
feet by study. Everything in piano-playing reste upon 
fingering. There was a time, before the <‘P°«h “ „ . 
Bach when the thumb was never used, and the fiftl 
but seldom. It was Bach who introdU^ 
the thumb. Clementi developed, systematized, a 
Uonw, " •>' ” f h m „», 
„ i. — .r... 
Op. 37, No. 2, yoi i(J m.rjM 
strongly ai, kinds, from 
of double notes, arranged min^ ^ # ^ 
the third jo the oeto . treat*d in eight different 
Ssaa ZS, which Karasowski ded*. - * «" 
most beautiful that t^tatricaU) and bewildering inter- 
Now, plunge into these fingering, and yon 
vals without carefully “e"’0,r'L_veg jn a whole Central 
will be in a bramble bus , ' - R carcfnii v learn 
African W * »M «»d '>»' "* 
the fingering of each in ^ ^ ftt ]east feasible 
passage becomes uo . 'fl jng there are a great deal 
and flowing. I“^b P ” ',_s!,merimes the fourth twisted 
of peculiarities of hngern j, fifth fingers take 
ov^rthe fifth, aud often the ourth a teUe 
another. When Moscheles, the teacher of Mendelssohn, 
first played the music of Chopin, he said that lie felt as if 
his fingers were thrown out of joint. 
But your question probably was provoked by a certain 
pedantic, excessive attention to finger-selection, and 
especially the marking of it,—a proneness to which 
causes some “ dry-as-dust ” teachers to lose sight of 
everything else,—so that both eye and mind are dis¬ 
tracted. But what you should do is to determine care¬ 
fully the best finger-selection for any given passage, and 
then never deviate from it, but make that particular 
fingering automatic,—indeed, subconscious. 
No; the selecting of fingers upon which phrasing 
directly rests can not be regarded as anything less than 
a matter of primary importance. Your teacher is not at 
fault for too great care about fingering, but for stopping 
short at that and not carrying you on through the whole 
extent of artistic beauties. 
ToT. R. W\— So you wish to know, do you, whether 
oue must always study classical music? Of course, this 
opens up subject enough for a volume, but I think your 
questiou bas tbis kernel : May one not learn music of 
simple harmonic substratum, and of a striking iliyth 
mical outline, which may be enjoyed by player and 
listener without straining the mind up to a high tension ? 
Why, certainly ! There is music for every mood, aud tor 
our feelings in all degrees of depth and shallowness. 
The wrong in these matters, I think, lies in three 
things: 
First, in relishing those cheap und wretchedly marie 
musical confections which do not really express anything 
artistically or well. 
Second, in loving the lighter aud wore lucid music out 
of its just proportion, and consequently spending loo 
much time upon it. 
Third, not disrelishing misplaced music. We do not 
always want to hear the adagio of Beethoven's “ Moon¬ 
light Sonata”, nor the “St. Anthony Variations” by 
Brahms; bat you ought to consider it positively i» sin il 
you can relish tawdry, operatic music in church. Il is the 
duty of your teacher to select for you a well-balanced n • 
pertory in at least three different strata of music. A moug 
the light, pleasing pieces I might name "The Spinning 
Wheel,” by Litolf; the “ Fifth Nocturne,” by Leybacfa; 
und “ The Hundred Fipcrs,” by Vincent Wallace. Then 
there should come what may 1ms called moderately classi 
cal such as Welter’s “ Invitation to the Dance,” Mendel* 
sohu’s “ Wedding Msrch,” Chopin’s “Cradle Song." 
and Liszt’s “ Rhapsodies." Then there should t* the 
high classical, such as the fugues of Bach, the later 
sonatas of Beethoven, the deeper works of Chopin, and 
the music of Brahms. There ought to lie, in every ten 
years of yonr life, a distinct and recognizable advance in 
yonr power to relish intricate music. 
KINDLY FEELING AMONG MUSICIANS. 
IN spite of the oft-repeated assertion tliat there are no 
people on earth who are so jealous as musicians, fact* 
are constantly disproving the statement. As a matter 
of coarse narrow-minded Individuals must still lack 
broadness of mental outlook, whether they belong to 
the musical profession, are wlclders of the l.rnsh, or 
walk the thorny paths of literature; but there are as 
few of this objectionable class in music, perhaps, as in 
any prefe-ion. The sincere inlereat which onr older 
teachers feel not only In the yonng aspirant, under 
their immediate wings, but in eo-laborer* along the same 
lines they are following, is always gracing. The 
quick recognition, the sincere applause the hearty hanff 
shake at the close of a well executed Dumber are aft 
welcome evidences of the warm hearted, whole-souled 
mauline» which distinguishes the real musician. Ut 
the spirit be encouraged. Repeat aft the good you know 
of those who are struggling for firm footing, and say 
nothing of the petty faults and trifling mannerism, 
which are apt to hamper the work of the grandest geti.m, 
A strong musician in a community belpe all bis brother 
professionals. The result will 1m- worth the effort£ 
quired, and will lienefit all concerned - Aon fha- 
formi*!.'1 
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THE MUSICIAN AND THE MAN. 
BY HENRY HOLLEN. 
It has been the subject ol' much ironical comment in 
recent years that musicians are the most unpractical of 
all men, and the truth of the statement has been admitted 
in many cases by the followers of the musical profession 
themselves. That it contains more than a modicum of 
truth can not well be denied. Musicians have certainly 
gained for themselves this reputation of impracticability, 
and, moreover, it bids fair to stay with them for some 
time, unless, indeed, they outgrow it by rubbing up 
against the world a little more, and thereby acquire the 
off hand, business-like manner of the average man. 
As men of business, musicians have been voted fail¬ 
ures, and the saying that “ you can beat the bandmaster 
every time ” has become a trite one. At any rate, it is 
a well-established fact that comparatively few musicians 
have become wealthy. This fact has been cited to show 
that men of business do not exist in the ranks of the pro¬ 
fession. Foreign artists have been handsomely received 
by the American people, and many of them have accumu¬ 
lated riches. Patti, Jean de Reszke, and Paderewski, 
among numerous others, have acquired wealth. Some 
have had riches poured upon them, and others have be¬ 
come wealthy by business-like effort. Many have dis¬ 
tinguished themselves by their liberality, and there have 
been many examples of public and private benefactors in 
tha ranks of the profession. Even as I write, I have be¬ 
fore me a newspaper, which records that just recently 
Jean de Reszke contributed $500 to the fund now being 
raised in London for the benefit of the English singer, 
Sims Reeves. 
In the rank and file of musicians,—I refer to music 
teachers,—those who acquire wealth are few and far 
between. From this, people argue that musicians are 
not business men. To argue from this quarter alone, 
however, is hardly just, for while there are comparatively 
few teachers who are rich, there are many who are well- 
to-do and comfortably supplied with the world’s goods. 
A short time ago I was in conversation with a jovial 
fellow, who informed me that, according to Adam Smith, 
a man is an animal who makes bargains, and that, ac¬ 
cording to this definition, a musician was not a man at 
all, since a musician, although he sometimes attempts it, 
never succeeds in “ driving a bargain.” This informa¬ 
tion, lightly given, was seriously received, and after 
some deliberation I concluded that there was more than 
a little truth in it, however absurd it seemed at the 
moment. 
There are people in the profession,—and a large num¬ 
ber, too,—who deem it unbecoming to their calling to 
solicit pupils. There are others who look askance at 
those of their co-workers who resort to ordinary business¬ 
like methods to increase their patronage. Again, there 
are many who stand aghast at the idea of advertising, 
and any suggestions relating thereto they repel with the 
utmost scorn. Happily, the number of such narrow¬ 
minded people is gradually decreasing, and the profession 
is being benefited thereby. 
There is no room for such shallow ideas. They are 
sadly out of place, and the teacher who entertains them 
will surely come to grief. The musical profession must 
needs keep pace with other professions, and consequently 
all ridiculous, time-worn notions must be repudiated and 
abandoned. In the same manner musicians must keep 
pace with their co workers, and if time-worn ideas are 
held, he who keeps to them will be abandoned on the 
side of the way to success. It can not be otherwise. It 
has always been so. 
Music is termed the divine art. He who follows the 
calling is necessarily surrounded by an artistic atmos¬ 
phere. But that is no reason why he should deport him¬ 
self any differently than does his fellow-worker,-the 
doctor or the lawyer, the farmer or the artisan. Nothing 
calls for different action on the part of the musician : 
nothing justifies it. The business man conducts his 
work on business principles. Why should the musician 
not do so? The lawyer publishes his professional card 
and the musician has the same privilege. Why should 
he not rise to it? 
As a matter of fact, he who, in addition to his musical 
education, has had a little experience in commercial life, 
is the most successful. He has learned how to deal with 
men, and, far from being a detriment, this knowledge 
has been the means to a successful end. He is not non¬ 
plussed when he approaches business. He acquires confi¬ 
dence in himself and his methods. He knows how to 
approach people, and to talk terms in a manner which 
befits him. I have in mind a teacher of this character, 
a thorough musician, and an educated, broad-minded 
gentleman. Being one of a family of scanty means, he 
was obliged to enter a commercial house as bookkeeper, 
and in this capacity he profited by the busy association 
of varied types of people. When he entered the musical 
profession he began under most favorable circumstances. 
To-day I consider him one of the most successful teachers 
whom I have met. Business-like in all his undertakings, 
prompt in all engagements, he is at the same time a con¬ 
summate artist, and is recognized as such. I shall always 
remember him as one of the exceptions to the rule,—if 
rule it be,—that musicians are impracticable people. 
THE SUCCESSFUL TEACHER. 
BY AIMEE M. WOOD. 
Lord Lytton wrote long ago : “ We are our own 
fates !” and Spenser affirmed that it is the mind that 
“maketh wretch or happie, rich or poore.” Modern 
theorists have proposed the idea, advanced also by 
Emerson, that each individual creates his own little 
world, making it what it is to him by reason of his 
innate personal attributes and qualities. This philos¬ 
ophy shifts all responsibility from outer influences— 
from “ circumstances, ” from heredity (since inherited 
traits and tendencies may be overcome), from “ Provi¬ 
dence” even,—to the individual himself. 
We can not but acknowledge that to a great extent we 
make our own lives, and to arrive at a belief that we 
make them wholly, especially in the line of achieve¬ 
ment, is to take but a step further. From this stand¬ 
point, then, having chosen his vocation, and later his 
field of labor, we may assume it to be within the power 
of the teacher of music to achieve success in his work 
if he is truly intent upon it. 
Before considering how best this may be accom¬ 
plished, let us first question “What constitutes the 
successful teacher?” 
I entered one day the studio of a young but already 
noted teacher in New York city, whose name is widely 
known chiefly because of her success in foundational, 
work. It was my privilege to remain within an ad¬ 
joining ante-room through two lessons, and possibly I 
could scarcely have chosen a more favorable occasion 
for the object of my visit. The pupils engaging her 
attention during the time were children who presented 
a great contrast, both as to temperament and ability 
yet each showed in her playing a remarkably developed 
individuality of style, together with an exact technic 
and an easy rendering that was most pleasing to hear 
Noticing a particular absence of repetition, that is of 
going over and over certain passages or phrases, I recog¬ 
nized that there was no practicing allowed during the 
lesson hour, and that these midgets evidently must 
have done good work by themselves, apart from the 
teacher. The pupil who first arrived was, it seemed 
somewhat indifferent, yet of an easy-going disposition,’ 
and anything but painstaking by nature. I could 
imagine her in the hands of some instructors—making 
slight progress, blundering, refusing to practice, to the 
discouragement of parents, and, misunderstood and 
mismanaged by the teacher, eventually “giving un 
music.” 6 F 
To-day she was, perhaps, particularly inattentive at 
first, and to my idea particularly trying. Ten minutes 
later she was laughing happily, and immediately after 
giving her whole endeavor to the work in hand her 
latent faculties awake and asserting themselves,’ her 
don t care” manner replaced by a careful, studious 
attentiveness. What had wrought the change? An 
attribute innate with the teacher manifesting itself out¬ 
wardly in what may be called tact. A storv n , 
told, as if inadvertently, the attention turned i n 
ieally to the lesson, and then held there wfth 
skilful diplomacy. Points were brought out 
interesting, and impressed upon the memory the i^ 
inative faculties frequently appealed to and r 
taking for granted that a certain (limiffid 1 « 
work, assigned and carefully gone over, was to be ! 
pared at home in exactly the way designated and 
perfect rendering of it expected as a matter of course, 
the next lesson. 6e st 
Then ensued a most delightful few minutes of 8Mtt 
ling conversation, the child aroused and wide-awl' 
the teacher animated and evidently unaffectedly inter’ 
ested in the little one’s every saying, until'at the 
entrance of pupil number two the child skipped happily 
away, transformed as to appearance and with many 
degrees added to her knowledge, to say nothing of the 
increase in love for her teacher and her music. 
The child succeeding her at the instrument was 
plainly at cross purposes with life on this particular 
morning, aud hearing her voice, I needed not to see her 
face to confirm my idea that an evident sullen obstinacy 
in her disposition was dominant on the presentoccasioa. 
But the young teacher’s methods of overcoming diffi¬ 
culties and peculiarities in execution and rendering were 
not more potent in effecting desired results than her 
methods for the transforming of wayward characteristics 
and the magical evoking of best and happiest moods in 
her pupils. A certain soothing sympathy, expressed 
only in manner, a selection, before commencing the 
lesson, of a most pleasing tone gem, to be taken up if 
the rendering of the present work in hand merited it, 
a fascinating description and playing of it by the teacher, 
and the gloom by degrees lifted, the voice expressed 
interest, pleasure, and at length perfect equanimity; 
the lesson progressed charmingly and the piece was 
given before its close. 
During the brief period occupied by these lessonseven 
a casual observer might gain a perfect comprehension 
of the reason for this teacher’s immense success in the 
line of work she has chosen. Her time is always filled, 
although her terms might be considered high; parents 
and friends of her pupils are more than content with 
results, and her occasional informal musieales are antici¬ 
pated with pleasure by all who are so fortunate as to 
attend them. 
A successful teacher, we may safely affirm, ha’ 
achieved his fortunes, first, through a sincere love for his 
work, allied to a love for his pupils and unaffected inter 
est in them ; secondly, by that inseparable concomitant 
of success, taken little account of by the world, which 
we designate as tact; and, lastly, by a certain quality, 
that like the above requisites for the realization of suc¬ 
cess, if not already inherent, may be cultivated,—the 
so-called “gift” of magnetism, of which the ingredients 
are said to be patience, animation, intelligence, hopeful 
ness, persistency, enthusiasm, and dignity. 
There are some minor, yet none the less important, 
points that might be considered as having direct bearing 
upon the attainment of success along pedagogical lines. 
A thorough and comprehensive preparation for the work 
has been assumed, and therefore not referred to; and a 
“ gift for imparting ” is taken for granted as already an 
innate possession, although it can be acquired to a great 
degree ; but the influence of the items which go to make 
up what is called “personality,” while yet of k® 
significance, it may be thought, has a most potent effect 
whether thus considered or not. Cultivation, refinement 
and dignity here add their quota. Amiability of tern 
perament, unconsciousness of self, courtesy, deference 
toward aud consideration for others, appreciation for the 
beautiful wherever discerned,—all these form prominent 
constituents of that all-round individuality which draw* 
to itself success. 
--, 
—Originality does not consist in escaping from for®' 
but in the worth of ideas ; a tune is no more old-as 
ioned now than it was in the time of Mozart, and it ** 
been branded as obsolete simply because the inventive 
powers of respectable mediocrity are iueapable of Pr0 
ducing it.—Philip Woolf. 
GENIUS AMONG STUDENTS. 
BY FRANK H. TUBBS. 
THERE is keen delight in the heart of a music teacher 
•hen he discovers special aptitude in one of his pupils, 
d he i8 not to be blamed if he builds air-castles with 
tot pupil as the central figure. Every teacher has had 
pnpils occasionally from whom he hoped great things, 
bnt in most cases the expectations were not realized. 
Because of blasted hopes many teachers have reached 
the point where they will no longer anticipate. They 
teach all who come to them as well as they can, thank¬ 
ful if one, now and then, becomes a good musician. 
Can it be that former judgment was wrong and that 
those from whom so much was hoped had no specially 
great gifts? Is it possible that the latter course neglects 
some who are truly filled with genius? Can we not 
make much more from the material placed in our hands? 
Practical,every-day helps in music teaching are welcomed 
by thoughtful musicians. A writer may not know more 
than do those for whom he writes, but since he crystal¬ 
lizes his thought, while the majority do not, he can help 
his brothers. Therefore a word about genius to the 
readers of The Etude. 
Close study of musicians who have taken high place 
does not reveal many among them who had special 
genius. As that word is commonly used it means 
uncommon endowment. There are persons who have 
natural gifts in music. Such is true of a child who can 
go to the piano and play music which he has heard even 
when he knows nothing of key, scale, or technic. 
There are singers who can sing almost anything, and to 
the common people it passes as very mnsicianly work. 
In the backwoods of New England men were found in 
onr early times who would play wonderfully on the 
violin (or fiddle, as they called it). All these performed 
“naturally.” That was genius, without doubt. But 
did you ever know such persons to make good professional 
musicians? Never. They seem to be incapable of re¬ 
ceiving instruction, and can not shape that faculty within 
them so as to use accepted musical forms. One such, 
who essayed to become a great singer, after repeated 
failures in trying to learn some music of Mendelssohn, 
said, “Play it like a waltz and I’ll sing it for yon!” 
To this day that genius can sing nothing but waltzes, 
but, be it said, does those well. This leads to the 
remark that before a teacher decides that a student has 
genius he should seek to learn if he has that soundness 
of gifts which will enable him to make something out of 
his special gift. If he has n’t, do n’t build hopes upon 
him. 
Someone has defined genius as “ talent for hard work. ’ 
That is not altogether fair. There must be special talent, 
or all the hard work in the world will not make a musi¬ 
cian. It is equally true that genius (or special talent) 
will amount to nothing without hard work. With a 
view to avoiding disappointments accept, please, this 
advice: When you discover a specially talented pupil, 
see if his character can be shaped. If so, make him 
work—hammer day and night—building up an “all¬ 
round” man and musician. 
Some little study of Robert Schumann brought thought 
to mind on this subject of genius or talent. There was 
a boy who, from heredity, obtained apparently nothing 
of musical genius. From some source during boyhood 
he imbibed a love for music. Until he was eighteen 
years old he had no serious musical instruction. He 
was taught the rudiments by teachers in his own town 
aud grew up as most school-boys do. His characteristics 
were those to be found very frequently. Lovable 
nature, strong emotion, sensitiveness, love of nature, 
keen appreciation of the beautiful. He was not driven 
to be or do anything. His father was a bookseller and 
author, aud he browsed among the books. His own 
nature found among poets kindred spirits, aud lie wrote 
Poetry. Had he, in later years, bent his energies to 
Poetry he would, without doubt, have been a Schiller or 
Jean Paul. But he heard some good musicians. That 
shaped his decision for music. We look upon Schumann 
88 a genius, and it is almost treason to music to say he 
not. Out of that remarkable nature and from the 
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store of thought culled from study of books and music 
he evolved the musician. The nature of the man was to 
break away from accepted theories and to invent. Call 
that genius if you choose, but, had he been a military 
man, that same genius would have made him devise 
new guns aud high explosives. Had he been a fanner 
he would have found better ways of growing celery and 
other produce. Now, from that nature evolved he the 
musician. How? By hard work. Thwarted in one 
direction, he turned to another. Having spoiled his habd 
for piano playing, he made himself the composer. There 
is example in every life by which all lives can be shaped. 
Schumann is quoted not because different from all 
others, but because known, and he is such a plain 
example. The evidence is clear that he made his posi¬ 
tion through his nature. When you find a nature in a 
pupil which has the characteristics of the artist, in such 
condition and surroundings that they can be nurtured 
and grown, then may you allow the heart to hope for 
great results. Such will come not because of great 
talent, but because of the upbuilding forces around such 
talent as may be present. A little musical talent, in a 
pure, refined, sensitive and willing nature, will show 
more result when all is summed up than will any case of 
so-called genius. In this may all teachers take hope. 
Every teacher has such pnpils occasionally. Every 
teacher can have one or two pupils go out from his studio 
every year to goodly successes and most beautiful musical 
lives. 
HOW TO TEACH TIME. 
There is, perhaps, no more perfect index to the 
possession of a genuine musical talent than the exhibi¬ 
tion of an innate rhythmic perception. Usually the 
faculty for the correct apprehension of various divisions 
of time goes hand in hand with that which leads to the 
exact comprehension of the different tones, but not 
always. Frequently time is well developed while tune 
seems to be quite deficient, or vice versd. How diflerent 
in degree is this faculty in diflerent mdmduals. To 
illustrate: I have a pupil but six years of age, who can 
with the utmost ease and accuracy play scales in groups 
of four, six, eight or nine notes, while J 
advanced age can not combine two notes ol a sing e 
count without inserting that inveterate l.oppi.ig_pole 
“ and ” between the counts. It is not always certain, 
because a pupil does not play in time, that she can not, 
NoTinfrequently a parent will bring me a pupil and 
declare .ha. be,^ 
Sbetug aX Z tell, mathematically, the value of the 
uote !nd rests ; in not having had impressed upon her 
Z necity of counting time ; in not having the proper 
tne netess. j Qr tcchniCi whereby, from 
£££££ “.i* - —■—“ ,l””e",c‘ 
larity of respiration » jlg Hh(inld be 
”*£££*Z*Z^tZZ count, and to 
taught to breat ^ ^ meJUlIires as convenient, 
retain tbebrea* , , firnl and clear and the accents 
The counting sb aiwavs sufficient to estab- 
emphasized. Co™ W ^ iinpretoon is frequently 
- to-toJ+XSjE 
.b'b,,w 
the technical difficult. g(lTantage. Better than 
come, will be oum sharp raps in accurate time 
this, even, is a p am r ^ found most effective 
upon a book-cove^ ^ gpDge 0f rhythm in a 
in “waking up b d^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a<ldHiona, 
pupil. Accent sho"W tbi. „ot influenced by 
stamp of the foot , " tbn9 burn ing or dragging the 
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perate battle with these aceelcrandos that pupils in¬ 
dulge in, wherein an andante at the beginning reeolves 
itself into an allegro at the close! 
When the hand is fairly well formed, aud the pupil 
plays a good, firm legato with perfect evenness, then the 
subject of accentuation should begin to receive attention. 
A word here in reference to the technic of an accent. 
It requires much greater care to preserve the legato when 
accenting than otherwise. Avoid those murderous ac¬ 
cents produced by lifting the hand at the last note of 
one measure aud falling down with a thud on the first 
note of the next. Hold the last finger firmly while the 
next is raising, and bold it long enough to blend the 
unaccented with the accented note, and then your 
accent is soft, yet forcible, and characterizes your 
rhythm with true expression. 
Practice a long time on the primary rhythm (one 
count to each note) until this technical point is thor¬ 
oughly mastered, and then proceed to the combination 
of notes into groups of two, three, six, eight, nine, 
twelve, sixteen, etc., regarding each note as a unit. 
As I have intimated, some go on to do this with 
perfect readiness, combining almost any number of notes 
at once. Let us suppose we have a very stupid, or, 
more properly speaking, a very undeveloped pupil to 
deal with. He cun say “ one and two and," and artic¬ 
ulate at the same time four notes with bis fingers ; but 
he cau not say “one—two,” and not tally the inter¬ 
mediate notes with some movement of his tongue. 
Remedy : Write down the alphaliet for him in succes¬ 
sion, and have him to point to A and count one; then, 
skipping B, place the pencil on C and count two; omit¬ 
ting D, count the next letter one, aud so on until the 
idea is fully inculcated that two letters are to lie re¬ 
garded as one. Proceed in jierfect time, and you may 
soon apply the idea to a five-finger exercise or scale 
without difficulty. Choose always the simplest melodic 
figure possible to which to apply rhythm ; first within 
the compass of the five fingers, then a scale, and then an 
arpeggio. The repetition of this figure gives practice, 
and is the surest means of developing a faculty for 
correct musical measurements. Let the chromatic scale 
precede the diatonic, and the four-note arpeggio the 
three-note. These, however, are technical and not 
rhythmic distinctions. 
The difference between rhythm and tempo should l»e 
clearly defined. Teachers should tiear in mind that 
much is impressed by example. Play a new exercise 
very slowly, just as you will exper t it to be practiced 
by the pupil ; otherwise she will spoil the rhythm in her 
endeavor to imitate your tempo. 
And, again, do not run into that most egregious of all 
errors, viz., giving to undeveloped pnpils piece* con¬ 
taining a great variety of rhythm-two* in every meas¬ 
ure, now and then a triplet, and here and there a scale 
passage in fours. How can yon expect them to divide 
it properly and feel the rhythm force of its element* in 
combination with no previous drill In counting, group¬ 
ing, or accenting? Then, too, the matter of dotted note* 
and tied notes and syncopated notes is not a little 
abased and misunderstood by pupil*. 
In order to come to an understanding of all these pecu¬ 
liarities, a course in that department of mental arith¬ 
metic known as common fractions is earnestly ree-om- 
mcmled ; afterward subdivide; subdivide until the 
shortest note lmcon.es a unit, and then estimate how 
many of these nnita the larger note* in the measure 
contain. , . , 
Finally, persevere; write, talk, sing, and play in 
time With your pnpils, rap the time, beat it. stamp 
it count it. Make then, feel It. Otherwise they are 
failure*, and so are your efforla.-D. D. B., «« " 7*' 
Leader." 
—There is often about as much justice in the criti¬ 
cisms that artists receive from professional critics for not 
plaving with expression, when the truth is. the cntic 
does not understand the composition he is playing The 
easiest way for him out of the dilemma is to say, ' Mr. 
So-and-so has a very finished lethnigue, hut he i* defic.nt 
'in expression.” 
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©lb jfoo\> IRebtvmis. 
The tropical weather in the early part of last month 
set a dozen problems whizzing in my sknll. Near my 
bungalow on the upper Wissahickon were several young 
men, camping out for the summer. One afternoon I 
was playing with great gusto a lovely sonata by Dussek, 
—the one in A-flat,—when I heard laughter, and, rising, 
I went to the window in an angry mood. Outside were 
two smiling faces, the patronizing faces of two young 
men. 
“ Well ! ” said I, rather shortly. 
“ It was like a whiff from the eighteenth century,” 
said a stout, dark young fellow. 
“A whiff that would dissipate the musical malaria of 
this,” I cried, for I saw I had musicians to deal with. 
There was hearty laughter at this, and as young 
laughter warms the cockles of an old man’s heart, I 
invited the pair indoors, and over some bottled ale—I de¬ 
spise your new-fangled slops—we discussed the Fine Arts. 
It is not the custom nowadays to capitalize the arts, 
and to me it reveals the want of respect in this headlong, 
irreverent generation. To return to my mutton—to my 
sheep : they told me they were pianists from New York 
or thereabouts, who had conceived the notion of spend¬ 
ing the summer in a tent. 
“And what of your practicing ? ” I slyly asked. Again 
they roared. “ Why, old boy, you must be behind the 
times. We use a dumb piano the most part of the 
year, and have brought a three-octave one along.” That 
set me going. “ So you spend your vacation with the 
dumb, expecting to learn to speak, and yet you mock 
me because I play Dussek ! Let me inform yon, my 
young sirs, that this quaint, old-fashioned music, with 
its faint odor of the rococo, is of more satisfying musical 
value than all your modern gymnasiums. Of what use, 
pray, is your superabundant technics if you can’t make 
music ? I’rainingyour muscles and memorizing, yousay ? 
Fiddlesticks! The ‘Well-tempered Clavichord’ for 
one hour a day is of more value to a pianist technically 
and musically than an army of mechanical devices. I 
never see a latter day pianist on his travels but I am 
reminded of a comedian with his rouge-pot, grease¬ 
paints, wigs, arms, and costumes. Without them, what 
is the actor ? Without his finger-boards and exercising 
machines, what is the pianist of to day ? He fears to 
stop a moment because his rival across the street will be 
able to play the double-thirds study of Chopin in 
quicker tempo. It all hinges on velocity. This season 
there will be a race between Rosenthal and Sauer, to see 
who can vomit the greater number of notes. Pleasing, 
laudable ambition, is it not? In my time a piano artist 
read, meditated, communed much with nature, slept 
well, ate and drank well, saw much of society, and all 
his life was reflected in his play. There was sensibility,— 
above all, sensibility,—the one quality absent from the 
performances of your new pianists. I do n’t mean su¬ 
per sickly emotion, nor yet sprawling passion,—the pas¬ 
sion that tears the wires to tatters,—but a poetic sensi¬ 
bility that infused every bar with humanity. To this 
was added a healthy tone that lifted the music far above 
anything morbid or depressing.” 
I continued in this strain until the dinner-bell rang, 
and I had to invite my guests to remain. Indeed, I was 
not sorry, for all old men need some one to talk to and 
at, else they fret and grow peevish. Besides, I was anx¬ 
ious to put my young masters to the test. I have a 
grand piano of good age, with a sounding-board like a 
fine tempered fiddle. The instrument, an American 
one, I handle like a delicate thoroughbred horse, and, 
as my playing is accomplished by the use of my fi’ngere 
and not my heels, the piano does not really betray its 
years. 
We dined not sumptuously but liberally, and with 
our pipes and coflfee went to the music room. The lads 
excited by my criticisms and good cheer, were eager for 
a demonstration at the keyboard. So was I. I let 
them play first. This is what I heard : The dark- 
skinned youth, who looked like the priestly and unin¬ 
teresting Siloti, sat down and began idly preluding. 
He had good fingers, but they were spoiled by a hammer-- 
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like touch and the constant use of forearm, upper - 
arm, and shoulder pressure. He called my attention to 
his tone. Tone ! He made every individual wire jangle, 
and I trembled for my smooth, well-kept action. Then 
he began the B-minor Ballade of Liszt. Now, this par¬ 
ticular piece always exasperates me. If there is much 
that is mechanical and conventional in the Thalberg 
fantasies, at least they are frankly sensational and ad¬ 
mittedly for display. But the Liszt Ballade is so empty, 
so pretentious, so affected ! One expects that something 
is about to occur, but it never comes. There are the 
usual chromatic modulations leading nowhere and the 
usual portentous roU in the bass. The composition 
works up to as much silly display as ever indulged in 
by Thalberg. My pianist splashed and spluttered, 
played chord-work straight from the shoulder, and when 
he had finished he cried out, “ There is a dramatic close 
for you 1” 
“I call it mere brutal noise,” I replied, and he winked 
at his friend, who went to the piano without my invita¬ 
tion. Now, I did not care for the looks of this one, and I 
wondered if he, too, would display his biceps and his 
triceps with such force. Bat he was a different brand 
of the modern breed. He played with a small, gritty 
tone, and at a terrible speed, a foolish and fantastic de¬ 
rangement of Chopin’s D-flat Valse. This he followed, at 
a break neck tempo, with Brahms’ dislocation of Weber’s 
C major Rondo, sometimes called “ the perpetual move¬ 
ment.” It was all very wonderful, bnt was it music ? 
“Gentlemen,” I said, as I arose, pipe in hand, “you 
have both studied, and studied hard,” and they settled 
themselves in their bamboo chairs with a look of resig¬ 
nation bnt have you studied well ? I think not. I 
notice that you lay the weight of your work on the side 
of technics. Speed and a brutal gaasi-orchestral tone 
seem to be your goal. Where is the music ? Where 
has the airy, graceful valse of Chopin vanished ? Encased, 
as you gave it, within hard, unyielding walls of double 
thirds, it lost all its spirit, all its evanescent hues. It 
is a butterfly caged. And do you call that music, that 
topsy-turvying of the Weber Rondo? Why, it sounds 
like a clock that strikes thirteen in the small hours of 
the night! And yon, sir, with your thunderous and 
grandiloquent Liszt Ballade, do you call that pianoforte 
music, that constant striving for an aping of orchestral 
effects? Out upon it! It is hollow music—music with¬ 
out a soul. It is easier, much easier, to play than a 
Mozart sonata, despite all its tumbling about, despite 
all its notes. \ ou require no touch-discrimination for 
such a piece. You have none. In your anxiety to 
compass a big tone you relinquish all attempts at finer 
shadings,—at the nuance, in a word. Burly, brutal, and 
overloaded in yourstyle, you make my poor grand groan 
without getting one vigorous, vital tone. Why ? Be¬ 
cause elasticity is absent, and will always be absent 
where the fingers are not allowed to make the music’ 
The springiest wrist, the most supple forearm, the light¬ 
est upper arm can not compensate for the absence of an 
elastic finger-stroke. It is what lightens up and gives 
variety of color to a performance. You are aU after tone- 
quantity and neglect touch—touch, the revelation of 
the soul.” 
any iorcing ot tile tone,’ 
rather impudently. 
“ the dickens do you want to force the toi 
said I, in tart accents. “ It is just there we disag 
I yelled, for I was getting mad. “ ln your mad”, 
of tone you destroy the most characteristic quali 
the pianoforte,—I mean its lack of tone. If it < 
sustain tone, it would no longer he a pianoforte 
might be an organ or an orchestra, but not a pianol 
I am after tone-quality, not tonal duration. I W£ 
pure, bright, elastic, spiritual touch, and I let the 
mass take care of itself. In an orchestra a full c 
fort,ss,mo is interesting because it may be scored i, 
most prismatic manner. But hit out on the key bo, 
smashing chord and, pray, where is the variety in c< 
With a good ear you recognize the intervals of P 
but the color is the same-hard, cold, and monotor 
because you have choked the tone with your idi 
hammer-like attack. Sonorous, at least, you claim 
dely you to prove it. Where was the sonority in 
metallic, crushing blows you dealt in the Liszt Tun , 
There was, I admit, great clearness-,^ 
became a smudge when yon used the damper nel , 
No, my boys, you are on the wrong track with!! 
orchestral-tone theory. Yon transform the instrame t 
into something that is neither an orchestra nor a nil 
forte. Stick to the old way ; it’s the best. Use Ll't, 
of finger pressure, elastic pressure, play Bach, throw 
dumb devices to the dogs, and, if you use the arm pre8 
sure at all, confine it to the forearm. That will mor 
than suffice for the shallow dip of the keys You 
can’t get over the fact that the dip is shallow, so wh! 
attempt the impossible? For the amount of your 
muscle expenditure you would need a key dip of about 
six inches. Now, watch me. I shall, withont yonr 
permission, and probably to your disgust, play a noc¬ 
turne by John Field. Perhaps you never heard of him? 
He was an Irish pianist and, like most Irishmen of 
brains, gave the world ideas that were promptly claimed 
by others. But this time it was not an Englishman 
but a Pole, who appropriated an Irishman’s invention. 
This nocturne is called a forerunner to the Chopin noc¬ 
turnes. They are really imitations of Field’s, withont 
the blithe, dewy sweetness of the Irishman’s. First 
let me put out the lamps. There is a moon that is sus¬ 
pended like a silver bowl over the Wissahickon. It is 
the hour for magic music.” 
Intoxicated by the sound of my own voice, I began 
playing the B flat Nocturne of Field. I played it with 
much delicacy and a delicious touch. I am very vain 
of my touch. The moon melted into the apartment 
and my two guests, enthralled by the mystery of the 
night and my music, were still as mice. I was enrap¬ 
tured and played to the end. I waited for the inevit¬ 
able compliment. It came not. Instead, there were 
stealthy snores. The pair had slept through my play¬ 
ing. Imbeciles ! I awoke them and soon packed them 
oft to their canvas home in the woods bard by. They’ll 
get no more dinners or wisdom from me. I tell this 
tale to show the hopelessness of arguing with this stiff¬ 
necked generation of pianists. Bnt I mean to keep on 
arguing until I die of apoplectic rage. Good-evening! 
Old Fogy. 
Clementi Villa-on-the- Wissahickon, Sept. loth. 
CHOOSING A MUSICAL CAREER. 
We often hear the question, “Am I fitted for 
music? ” and also such expressions as, “I have a good 
idea of music, and would be successful if I only had a 
chance,” or “ I wish I had studied music when young,” 
etc. We can not understand why any one should waste 
his or her time in vain regrets of this kind. If a person 
is gifted with musical genius, it will come out in some 
form in due time, but it will never seek those who are 
constantly sighing over lost opportunities. So many 
men and women rush into the musical field who have 
no ability whatever that it is no wonder that we are 
overcrowded with hundreds—yes, with thousands—of 
half-educated instrumentalists and vocalists. They 
choose the musical vocation not because they have any 
talent, but because they want to shine above others, and 
foolishly imagine that a musician’s life is an easy one. 
They are so carried away, too, with self-conceit that they 
really think that the musical art would suffer without 
their aid. 
No one is fitted for music who is afraid of work, and no 
matter how high or how grand may be one’s ideas of 
the art, he will fall flat unless there be something pr!ic' 
tical in the person himself. The number of people who 
would have “startled the musical world” had they 
been blessed with opportunities “ when young” would 
probably go away up in the thousands in this country 
alone ! Perhaps it is wise that they were deprived of 
studying the divine art in their youth, for just imagine 
how we should be overrun with musical geniuses now, 
had they been allowed to develop their wonderful gift5- 
—“ Metronome. ” 
—The nobleness of life depends on its consistency) 
clearness of purpose, quiet and ceaseless energy. 
To Miss Mertie R. Sibley. 
With the Tide. 
Barcarole. 
Andantino. 
H. S. Saroni. 
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THE peculiarities of the piano. 
by DE. ROBERT GOLDBECK. 
SUrvev the entire vast field of musical literature, 
w, no difficulty in coming to the conclusion that 
wehaveQU“l —_nwuon;™ wWh 
theComPo3,uU.., written for the pmno-or hose in which 
Lo plays the principal part-are at least equal in 
S quality, and importance to all the rest of rnusi- 
'Tworks whether orchestral, operatic, or for the voice, 
, or without instrumental accompaniment. Bach, 
Ldn Mozart, Clementi, Beethoven, Schumann, Men- 
wLh’n Brahms, Grieg, and an imposing array of other 
Linzuished composers, all have largely contributed to 
this special piano literature. Chopin and Liszt-partic- 
olarly Chopin—derive their fame and ascendency almost 
exclusively from their piano creations. Piano music is, 
therefore, a factor with which the musical world has to 
reckon. The twenty-seven sonatas and the nine sym¬ 
phonies of Beethoven hold equal rank. If the sympho¬ 
nies seem more impressive, it is because the effect of the 
orchestra, with' its varied instruments, is greater than 
that of the piano, restricted to the same tone-color, which, 
under the fingers of a great artist alone, may, to some 
extent, evolve different tints and hues. Piano music, so 
easily accessible, readily commands the attention of the 
vast majority of musical people, and exerts a corre¬ 
sponding influence upon the manner of interpretation of 
compositions by the masters. It is my intention in this 
short essay to examine and analyze, to some extent, how 
far this influence of piano music and piano interpretation 
upon true musical art and its true nature is legitimate 
and correct or weak and faulty, with the object ol point¬ 
ing out how to avoid and hide, as much as possible, de¬ 
fects which arise, partly from the imperfection of the 
piano and partly from the limited power of the ten 
fingers, to which is assigned the task of reproducing 
complete tone-paintings, similar to those delineated so 
much more easily, completely, and perfectly hy an or¬ 
chestra, with its many accomplished players. 
First, as to the imperfections of the piano : An instru¬ 
ment of percussion, its tone is short-lived, and incapa¬ 
ble of a crescendo. From the moment the key is sounded 
its tone begins to fade away—an effect charming in it¬ 
self, but one the player has no direct means of contrasting 
with an expressive, controllable increase of tone. Yet 
here we find the cause of a considerable part of our pres¬ 
ent piano technic. Repeated notes and chords, rapid 
passages of every imaginable kind, a passionate storming 
onward, the introduction of the pedal and its artistic 
Me—all with the more or less unconscious thought and 
aim to seek compensation for the scant tone length of the 
instrument and to simulate a crescendo ; in fact, actually 
producing it by fast repetitions of many different kinds. 
Thus is seen how imperfection becomes a cause and 
stimulus of progress, improvement, and evolution, in 
music as well as in other things. These results, again, 
were accepted in other forms of music, such as the 
orchestral symphony or instrumental chamber music ; 
while vocal music even, not excluding the opera, is 
emboldened to introduce a grander, more effective style. 
Yith acquisitions of such value and importance, none 
would feel disposed to find fault with the defective tone 
of the piano—the cause of so much good. Had the organ 
been the only keyed instrument, the process of musical 
progress would have been much slower ; for it is well 
known how the organ itself owes its later development 
of style and effect to the piano, adopting its lighter and 
®°re flexible tonch and form of composition, frivolous 
only under frivolous hands. 
The limited tone-length of the piano necessitates the 
®ore emphatic marking of notes of longer value, espe- 
p,ally tied notes. This is not called for in music for the 
V°’ce> or any instrument capable of prolonging the tone, 
a°d may, therefore, be considered a peculiarity of the 
piaao' It is an unavoidable imperfection of style, requir 
lnS careful modification. 
-ts the piano tone is produced by pressing down the key, 
'~lt« control being limited to the first touch,—it is evi- 
ei’t that beauty of piano-playing depends entirely upon 
m this touch. The pianist must learn to touch and 
Pr«» the keys with sufficient emphasis to prolong the 
ton* no_ , . . nr 
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hard. Hence, all the artistic devices of dropping the 
fingers, wrist, or arm easily, yet firmly, upon the keys, 
holding them down to their full depth, or merely press¬ 
ing the keys (without drop), varying the weight of the 
pressure from a mere feather-like gravity to the most 
impressive demonstration of force ; or else caressing the 
keys with almost imperceptible moving of the finger tips 
upon their surface, in contrast to the crisp grasp of the 
direct attack. 
Possibly the progress of music would have been the 
same had there been no piano, but assuredly a much 
longer time would have been required, nor would it have 
penetrated the masses so readily. 
The shortness of the piano tone has also most forcibly 
brought into evidence the necessity of a perfect legato— 
the very foundation of all expressive musical interpreta¬ 
tion. 
The universality and self-sufficiency of the piano, in 
connection with its imperfect tone and the limited 
capacity of the fingers of the human hand, has produced 
a style, notably in the embellishments, which does not 
fully coincide with the requirements of true musical 
art, and has been productive, consequently, of contro¬ 
versy and dispute, thus creating opposite factions. For 
instance, in the matter of beats (mordents), grace notes, 
short and long appoggiaturas, and trills: The orchestral 
player, say the violinist, executes a beat or a grace note, 
simply and freely, without regard to the question whether 
the first note of such an embellishment shall come 
together with some particular bass note, given by 
another player. In fact, he could not do it and does not 
think of it, for it is neither necessary nor required. The 
pianist, however, if he belongs to the conservat.ve fac¬ 
tion , will be fearful of committing a sin if be does not 
scrupulously and with painful exactitude throw the 
first note of the mordent or beat upon the principal 
note played in the left hand. And as to the grace note 
he will often be in doubt whether it is not perhaps a 
short appoggiatura. He will think himself particularly 
orthodox if in case of a whole series of p**.notesi be 
contrives to have the first of these l*gm with hefunda. 
this nonsense, it is as rampant as ever 
piano (or harp) effect, rmulng ^ ^ # 
sometimes an octave. Such 
chord simultaneous y Md then 
chords occur likewise in violin or cel.o^ ^ ^ ^ 
the accent is invaria . significance than to 
lower notes have no otbe,nMNp* ^ broken 
enrich the effect ol « riM-ketnj chords on the 
arpeggio chords aw derive a different 
piano. L^t ha^ C bre‘ 9harmonic or th»rough-b<u» sig- 
character, because requiring that it should be 
nificance of the lowes foundation and 
distinct, so as to be able cborti(, I, is 
voicing of the l0W<*. ^ in(, ,be habit of playing the 
from this necessity tP thord with the melody note 
lowest note of an 1 regt of tbe chord notes to 
of the right hand, alio g formaDoe is alienrd and 
follow. The effect —tenUy to- 
unmusical, yet it wp wgy cf playing such ar- 
formed playere- Tb«|P ^ opper not* come together 
peggioed chords is ■ ht band, the whole of it 
with the melodic note evenly executed. 
as much as P<>*'ble " -t tbe same time to play the 
The player must contr.ve at «« » ^ ^ 
lowest note and the **. which 
retain its harmonic ^6* ^ Were'cello sod 
should be perfect, arpeggio«i chords of this 
violin to play s,*nlta“rfc<.t*Sogy ofleft and ngbt- 
kind. we would wouM never think of em- 
phasizing the lowe. -d throw, taking care, o 
like the violinist, at on P ^ perfc(i distinctness^ 
ever, to sound all the 4Dd others introduced 
Thai berg, Liszt, Chop'^ * b)v exceeding even a tenth. 
wide chords, often -" ’ ^an.ier style, a 1-W. — 
was to attain a gra 
orchestral effect There ia a wholesome tendency now 
to avoid excessively wide chords, as they are ugly when 
they become jumpy, failing entirely in their primary 
object, that of rendering the style of piano-playing 
grander or more orchestral. 
A whole book might be written upon the peculiarities 
of exeention and interpretation arising from the restric¬ 
tions connected with the piano ; suffice it to say, at pres¬ 
ent, that a great number of the device* of expression 
and technic, familiar to piano players, are not atru-tly in 
accordance with pure musical art, and that the pro 
gressive and well-educated musician should avoid and 
counteract them as much as poesihle. It is a good 
thing, when studying tbe interpretation of some master¬ 
piece, constantly to have in mind the naturally more 
perfect styleof the orchestra, endeavoring to come nearer 
and nearer to it. In this manner piano interpretation 
might be purified as well as elevated and lwautifled. 
ENSEMBLE PLAYING. 
Of pianofortes ‘‘the visible stock,” as they say in the 
metal market, ia enormous. And It ia a stock to w hich 
huge additions are weekly, daily, hourly made. Each 
of these instruments, we may take it, la played on by 
nn average of at least two persons, and Uie resulting 
total of players would consequently, if accurately com 
puted, reach n surprising figure. Now, of all this army 
of pianists how many are there who can acquit them¬ 
selves tolerably in hour accompaniment T Would not 
the percentage lie represented by a decimal point fol¬ 
lowed by several noughts before a significant digit is 
reached? If we demand an *cconi|»nim«t to au 
instrumental solo, the percentage will lie even smaller, 
whilst, if we ask for an ad equal* treatment of the |tlano 
forte part in a chamber-music composition, tbe numls-r 
will be not beautifully, but hatefully. l»*a. Why should 
this he ? There are plenty of pianists wlio have a auffi- 
cient technical equipment. 
It seems to me that in the case of these prisons tlx 
failure to play »» accompaniment decently arises from 
an inartistic lack of appreciation of the fitness of things, 
or from want of thought, or from sheer ignoranc*, or 
from want of practice, or from a combination of all or 
any of these things. As to the first, tt should not be 
necessary at this end of the cent ury to point out that an 
accompaniment means an accompaniment-that is, tbe 
awxinipaniment should always 1* subordinate to the 
»,lo To too manv pianists the accompaniment is appar- 
ently the important part of the composition Far tie it 
from them to consider the composer's retention, to 
reflect that the accompaniment is but tbe Wkgrotin 
beautiful though it may 1* even In itaelf-to • 
figure--the solo. No, tbe accompaniment shall be 
background, middle distance—aye, and foreground, too 
—and heaven help the solo ! 
Again, the lamentable failure to accompany may 1* 
due simply to want of thought. It la easy to forget that 
the pianoforte la a very powerful instrument and an 
otherwise most artistic player may, from sheer fongHfnl 
I1WW „f this ffict, utterly spoil the ringer's or vmlinl-t . 
"Z Ignorance of the capabilities of the parti- 
rl.n„nsible for much. One ncrel not I- • great musician 
to realize that a ptanW shot,Id, when dealing with » 
delicate and florid violin passage, •»-* »^ r 
than when accompanying strong, ensUined not*, of 
''Tirevaloe of practb* In accompaniment, as in other 
m Jttcrs, is *o obvious as te need no special argument, in 
• pianist of moderate ability can hardly lay 
op for bim-elf and for others a store of greater pleasure 
tL by making a special stud, of the art of acrempaui 
ment.~‘‘tf««'*' Answers.” 
-Let us not unduly depress ourerlvre because « 
tave not succeeded in what we have unde,taken U 
may be the tot, bwt thing tliat has ever happened to 
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HOW TO OVERCOME SO-CALLED DRUDGERY. 
BY F. J3. HAWKINS. 
Not long ago I heard a piano teacher say to one of his 
pupils: 
“ Yes, it is too bad to be forced to do so much drud¬ 
gery, but there is no help. I myself have got to do a 
great deal more of it before I die. When you come to 
sum up, life is nothing but endless drudgery, and I can’t 
truly say that I shall be sorry when it is all over.” 
Now, I am not an extreme optimist in my views, but 1 
claim that such a discouraging picture is entirely un¬ 
called-for and out of place. I know that those who 
teach piano-playing have many cares and anxieties, but 
I can see no reason why one who has the right concep¬ 
tion of the musical art and is free from melancholia and 
dyspepsia should become so pessimistic as to say that 
life is nothing but endless drudgery. 
Let us stop a moment and endeavor to ascertain just 
where we stand. In the first place, no one likes to work 
for the mere sake of working. There must be an object 
to gain, an incentive of some kind to reach or some 
motive to be accomplished before any one will volun¬ 
tarily exert himself, either mentally or physically. 
In the realm of music, as in all the other arts, there 
is no room for the word “drudgery.” Music teachers 
and those who are enrolled as pupils of the divine art, 
should be so thoroughly interested in their work as to be 
indisposed to look upon their efforts as in any sense par¬ 
taking of drudgery. 
I wish particularly to impress upon teachers and pupils 
the fact that so-called drudgery is a misnomer, having 
nothing in common with artists and students who strive 
to keep in the highway of progress. Unfortunately, 
many people who make music not a study but a pastime, 
have an idea that if they could avoid doing what they 
call “unnecessary labor” they would have more time 
for indispensable work and be more likely to shine as 
teachers and musicians, and of more service to the world 
and to themselves. 
I once asked a bright, promising pupil what he con¬ 
sidered drudgery, to which he replied : 
“ Practicing the scales, going over my exercises, and 
counting time.” 
A similar question, propounded to a piano teacher, 
received this answer: 
“ Trying to teach pupils who have no aptitude is the 
only drudgery of which I have any knowledge.” 
I will grant that there is a monotony connected with 
practicing scales and exercises that is not always pleas¬ 
ant, but it is not, by any means, drudgery, since a pupil 
who really loves music looks beyond the routine work and 
forgets all discomforts, so engrossed is he in his study. 
A conscientious and energetic student delights in hisdaily 
practice, looking upon such work with as much pleasure 
as the professional athlete bestows upon his regular exer¬ 
cises. The true musician realizes that it is essential to 
possess as perfect a technic as possible, and whatever 
efforts are necessary he gives cheerfully, knowing no 
such words as fail and drudgery as he climbs up the 
ladder from day to day. 
The question of drudgery or no drudgery is deter¬ 
mined by the way we look at it, after all. Of course, 
if a teacher has no real love for music as an art and is 
only following it because of the financial gains that are 
to be made from it, then there is more or less drudgery 
attached to the profession. This same teacher, if he be 
inclined, can so change his attitude as to entirely over¬ 
come his ideas of drudgery, and not only will he him¬ 
self be benefited, but his pupils will receive new enthu¬ 
siasm and new strength. The moment he feels that 
true musical art is to be prized far above all monetary 
considerations, that moment he becomes endowed with a 
quickening life and an impulse that acknowledges no 
defeat or discouragement. 
It is impossible for any one to experience that inde¬ 
finable joy and satisfaction in music teaching, until he 
has come to a realization of what the study of music 
means, and this state never comes until one absolutely 
feels that there is no such thing as drudgery in any 
walk of life, with which one’s heart is in harmony. 
To the successful teacher it is a source of pride and love 
to watch the progress that his pupils are making from 
month to month and from year to year ; he takes the 
keenest delight in watching the development of his 
pupils, and if you question him regarding their progress 
he will answer you guardedly, being careful not to 
overpraise or underrate their talents. 
I firmly believe that teachers could soon overcome 
this bugbear of so-called drudgery, if they would but 
stop to think more of the importance of the seemingly 
insignificant trifles that come to them almost every day. 
Every little detail is worthy of careful and conscientious 
thought, whether it be connected with the starting of a 
new pupil or is directly concerned with one who is about 
to receive his diploma. 
I want to say a word or two here in reference to pupils 
who look forward to musical careers. Some, undoubt¬ 
edly, wish that their daysof drudgery were passed, so that 
they may have an opportunity to show the world what 
they are capable of doing, and, like the one we have 
already quoted, they believe that they will not feel a 
true sense of freedom until they are beyond the grade 
that requires them to practice scales and exercises. Let 
me assure them that, no matter how great a name they 
may make in the musical world, it will never be beneath 
their dignity to daily practice the scales and exercises 
which were given to them by their teachers in the begin¬ 
ning of their studies. A great singer, whose name I 
can not now recall, said, in reply to the question as to 
how she kept her voice : 
“ I work as hard as I did when I began.” 
“ But what do you sing?” was the next question. 
“Scales, scales, scales,” was the answer. “I find 
something new every time I sing them.” 
The same rule applies to those who study the piano 
and all other instruments. Ask any great pianist his 
opinion concerning practice, and note well his answer. 
It is only by constant work that a person is able to keep 
his grasp on music, and the instant he considers such 
work drudgery he loses interest and his thoughts drift 
farther and farther away from the subject. 
Convince yourself that all so-called drudgery is essen¬ 
tial to your unfoldment, and you will be at ease; it 
matters very little whether you overcome it in this 
manner or in some other way. The principal thing for 
you to do is to grow into a larger and fuller realization 
of musical growth, and if you do this I am quite sure 
that the word “drudgery” will have no abiding place 
in your practical vocabulary, even though it might 
come up as a haunting shadow occasionally. 
A SIMPLE REPERTOIRE. 
BY JOSEPHINE MARTIN SANFOED. 
That life grows daily more complex, we all agree, and 
we deplore the same ; but beyond admitting that sim¬ 
plicity should be the watchword of the age, little indi¬ 
vidual effort is made to remedy the present perplexing 
conditions. Simplicity, indeed, is fast becoming an old- 
fashioned word, bringing a smile to the faces of the 
young and a regretful sigh from the hearts of the old. 
It is not strange, therefore, under the prevailing condi¬ 
tions, which exist in every plane of life, that the young 
music student should fall into the common error, and 
aim far over his own head and those of his audiences. 
Quantity, not quality, is too largely the universal 
demand, and many a pupil feels that if he can boast of 
a large repertoire of difficult compositions he has reached 
the desired goal. It is one thing to attempt a thing and 
quite another to do it well ; but even if he has attained 
skill in mastering his ambitious selections, he has but a 
faint understanding of what his art should mean to him 
and toothers if he feels satisfied to pursue his work simply 
for his own artistic gratification. He has accomplished 
little until he has put his knowledge to the highest use, 
and the best use we can make of music, as of anything 
else, is in placing it at the service of others. 
Too many do not consider the subject from this stand¬ 
point at all. Some of these students say, and not with¬ 
out a certain complacency, “I never play for any one.” 
What can be more selfish? It is as if one admitted 
frankly “! absolutely refuse to give pleasure when, 
can. But the excuse often given is, “ People d 
enjoy what I play.” Well, the remedy’is not far to IT 
play what they will enjoy. ’ 
This does not imply that you must lower your standard 
by playing worthless music. That is not necessary r 
there is much good music that is pleasing to the uncult” 
vated taste. It may not be of the same degree of diffi 
culty as that which you affect, lmt-and here our Ja 
for simplicity comes in-if simpler music pleases yoM 
hearers, then you should be willing to give it to them 
Indeed, many of our young performers would give far 
more pleasure in every case if they would choose simpler 
selections. It is a mistake to perform your most difficult 
compositions to any audience, however small and friendly 
Always choose something below your capabilities. Yon 
should allow a margin, and a generous one is advis- 
able. 
Piano pupils have said to me, “ I do not want to play 
that piece. One of my friends plays that, who has not 
taken nearly so many lessons as I have.” But supposing 
that to be the case ; can the less experienced performer 
produce the same results? No ; far from it. The study 
and training of the more advanced pupil will tell in 
every tone and phrase. The quality of the tone; the 
smoothness and accuracy of the runs ; the beauty of 
intelligent phrasing—all the charm of artistic and sym¬ 
pathetic rendering is felt in the simplest composition, 
thus giving it a value which one less skilled can not pos¬ 
sibly impart. 
Do not, I beg of yon, lose sight of the fact that it is 
not what yon do, but the manner in which you do it, 
that counts ; not alone in music, but in the larger field 
of life. Do not, then, hesitate to perform for the pleasure 
of an audience who are incapable of appreciating the 
best music. They will, even if unconsciously, appreciate 
a skilled performance. Many an opportunity of giving 
pleasure is lost because the performer will not “con¬ 
descend ” to his hearers’ level. 
A yonng lady whose wealth and leisure have been 
devoted to educating herself in music, who is a finished 
amateur pianist, refused to play in aid of some charitable 
object because the entertainment was popular in char¬ 
acter. She claimed that for her to perform there would 
be to lower her art. Rather would Bbe have raised 
herself in the estimation of her associates had she 
generously contributed her aid in a worthy cause. 
At mauy of our charitable and other public institu¬ 
tions the inmates are delighted to listen to music, and 
visitors who play or sing can give a world of pleasure by 
an occasional half hour’s performance. What if the 
audience does not care for Bach or Beethoven, Wagner 
or Grieg? There are plenty of good things they can 
enjoy. It would be well for teachers to impress on their 
pupils the duty they owe to others in this direction. 
Every one should have a repertoire of pleasing selec¬ 
tions committed to memory. Not necessarily long and 
elaborate compositions ; it is better to have short ones, 
and a number of them. And having your materials 
carefully prepared, do not fail to make worthy nse of 
them. Yon will find that the .more pleasure you tan 
give to others, the more you will receive yourself.^ All 
gracious service, like the quality ot mercy, 
him that gives and him that takes.” 
“ blesses 
THE UTILITY OF MUSIC. 
In his article in “ The Forum ” Mr. Henry T. ® 
gives some figures that convince ns that music shou 
given a place among the useful arts. He says that 
number of persons in the United States employe* * 
connection with piano and organ factories, music sto* 
tuning, etc., is about 75,000. Then the United * ^ 
Census for 1890 gives the number of music teac ers 
this country at 62,000, so that we have a respects) e ^ 
centage of the inhabitants of the country who are ^ 
pendent npon music for support, and in the nn . 
above given are not included those who are supp® ^ 
either wholly or in part by their singing in 1 al 
theaters, etc. Mr. Finck estimates the whole num ^ 
250,000. It would be interesting to know the am 
spent by patrons of the music trades and profession 
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tone and touch. 
by A. MAK1K MERRICK. 
« perceived by even the musically uncultured that 
, Lcellence in singing and playing stringed or wind 
instruments must depend largely upon the quality of 
Z tone produced. It is not always understood, by 
1 the musically cultured, that all excellence in 
piano-playing is equally dependent upon the quality of 
toScTtone-prodnction should be a leading thought 
i, aii piano study. From the first exercise to the most 
difficult composition, one should listen, listen, LIS TEN 
unceasingly, constantly passing critical judgment upon 
every tone produced. That the student may he enabled 
to intelligently judge of his tone-work, correct tonal 
ideals and standards must be clearly established in 
his mind. 
While notation and keyboard are under study, simple 
successions and repetitions of tones should he practiced 
daily, with the double purpose of training the ear to a 
nice perception of musical tone quality, and the physical 
members to capacity for producing that quality. 
In connection with finger training, a strict observance 
of tbe following rules should be insisted upon : 
“Never force tbe fingers, but always feel that they are 
performing their work without undue effort. 
“So use the parts employed that there is no sense of 
fatigue or of stricture anywhere. 
“Increase of volume, or fullness of tone, must be 
secured by drawing upon the hand or arm for increase 
of weight or force, never by forcing the fingers.” 
Unmusical and musical tones should be frequently 
contrasted for the student. The singing-tone, as op¬ 
posed to the hard, chopped-off tone, should be continu¬ 
ally in evidence. 
To make every tone produced sing sonorously and 
long enlists the student’s closest attention, and helps to 
insure the slow, carefnl practice so indispensable to 
satisfactory results. From the beginning the pupil 
must be made to understand that musical toue-quality 
will be as rigidly exacted of him as correct reading and 
time-keeping, and that it is as important an element ot 
piano-playing as either. 
A musical tone of medinm volume is to be chiefly 
sought at first. As power of musical tone-production is 
gained, it becomes a comparatively easy matter to modify 
the general tone-character to suit the requirements of 
the work in hand. 
“Never sacrifice musical quality of tone to speed,” 
should be another inflexible rule for every piano 
student. 
Not only must attention be concentrated npon making 
each tone produced sing by itself, but upon prolonging 
its voice, so to speak, until the next one to be played 
commences to sound, and noting the effect of continuous 
singing thus obtained. This effect is to be continually 
contrasted with the opposite that is secured by leaving 
each key so soon as it is struck. Thus we incidentally 
cultivate the legato and staccato touches. Every tone 
should ring out crisp, clear, vibrant. “ Your tones are 
dead ; put life into them,” one must so often say to 
pupils; and even the youngest quickly' learn to know 
what is meant, and will immediately obey the in- 
jo notion. 
In seeking variety of tone-color, a variation of a rule 
already given is to be strictly observed : 
Never sacrifice quality of tone to quantity ; ” or, in 
other words, “Never play so loudly that your tone 
oscs its musical quality, or so softly that it loses its 
clearness.” 
Clearness, as a separate characteristic of tone, is to be 
as carefully sought when the pupil commences to play 
ith some rapidity as the sustaining of tone must be in 
°w practice. It is always necessary to emphasize that 
^ ere must be sufficient pressure of the keys to insure 
ejraess in the most rapid or pianissimo passages, 
ouch, it will be perceived by pursuing this course, is 
loosly cultivated from the beginning, but entirely 
he means, not the end. 
f0Uch Sin,I i_ 
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When people exclaim, “ What a fine touch,” they really 
mean, “ What fine tone-qnality.” The latter impresses 
be! ore technical skill or expression, as the orator’s voice 
claims attention before his logic or eloquence can affect 
his audience. 
Unless tone is at times made the center or unit of 
thought, there can be no intelligent control of nerve- and 
muscle-condition j no intelligently directed, effective 
action ot any part. There will be too much relaxation 
or too little. 
Correct and varied tonal conceptions are not, how¬ 
ever, to be instantaneously established; nor are the 
physical parts immediately to materialize those con¬ 
ceptions. While the first, then, are growing, the pupil 
must learn how touch is allied to tone in the closest 
relationship, and that certain physical conditions and 
positions are essential to its effectiveness. 
The gospel of relaxation must be preached totheover- 
tense pupil, and the need of more tension or infusion of 
nerve-energy to the placid, phlegmatic one. 
The use of the damper pedal as an aid to musical tone- 
production should commence while the pupil is still in 
the first grade. Blurred and clear tonal effects should 
be contrasted for him until he recognizes the difference. 
Then must he make of all pieces, and of certain etudes, 
pedal studies. 
His attention should be called to every harmonic 
change, and to the discords generated by using the pedal 
through conflicting harmonies. The student must be 
taught to consider both pedals as potent qualifiers of 
tone, rather thau mere devices for increasing or dimin¬ 
ishing its volume. 
To briefly sum up and conclude : In cultivating tone 
and touch, mental conditions and activity must precede 
and control physical conditions and activity, that tbe 
latter may also be of the right kind. 
A FRAGILE POSSESSION. 
Is there any other fortune so fragile and uncertain as 
the musician’s? Material property may depreciate, 
stocks and bonds shrink up and decrease, hanks may 
break, but how many harriers stand between these pos- 
sibilities as compared with the slender thread that bind* 
the pianist or the singer to his phenomenal possesM.m? 
Business is uncertain to an extent and it> req««* some 
decree of shrewdness and a certam kind of skill to make 
it win in life’s battle. But even should the mischance 
of fate and circumstance topple the °f 
the business man still possesses the means w.th which 
another or ....... S»**_ ” 
said that th* ™"“ ;;e;„nd those of other and lews sne- 
no sense or ba J J ^ &n erideDct 0f some- 
cessful men. Hi ^ financial success ha* 
return wonld cause scarcely a ripple! How many 
pianists are there to day whose phenomenal powers 
startled us ten years ago? How many of five year* 
back? And of the great army of players who have 
essayed to subdue the musical world daring the last 
quarter century, how mauy can bo even named by the 
average lover of music ? 
But this phase of the subject, fruitful as it is of 
thought and even warning, is not the one we started to 
discuss. It is the physical uncertainty of the artiet- 
mnsician’s career that was in mind. And the thonght 
was suggested by the report from England that Pad¬ 
erewski had lost the use of two of his fingers. The 
painful rumor has since been denied aud is unfounded, 
but it is as suggestive as if true, for hundreds, per¬ 
haps thousands, have had their careers cut short by tbe 
same or similar misfortune. And the loss of a finger, 
the straining of a muscle, or the disturbance of tbe 
smallest controlling tendon, is sufficient to shatter the 
pianist's dearest hopes. So the delicate organs of the 
throat may in a night lie so affected as to end forever the 
aspirations of the singer. There is no other calling so 
critical, and it is probable that in no other pursuit have 
there been so many hitter disappointments. It is no 
wonder that the pathway to musical Olympus is strewn 
with wrecked ambitions. It often seems that, instead 
of smiling Apollo, the beautiful art is more often pie¬ 
sided over by Atropos of the fateful shearo.—“ /Vcsto.” 
THE BIRTH OF CHOPIN’S FUNERAL MARCH. 
Tbe inspiration came to Chopin in the studio of an 
artist-friend, who had been one evening to the studio of 
Prince Edmond de Polignac with several others of the 
artist profession. There was a skeleton in the studio, 
and among other Bohemian whimsicalities Prince 
Edmond placed tbe skeleton on a chair in frout of the 
piano and guided its lingers over the keys. 
“ Some time later on," says the artist, “ Chopin came 
into my studio just as George Hand depict* him, bis 
imagination haunted by tbe legends of tbe land of fogs, 
besieged by nameless shapes. After frightful night¬ 
mares all night, in which lie had struggled against spec 
ters who had threatened to carry him off to bell, be came 
to net in my studio. 11U nightmares reminded roe of 
the skeleton scene, and I told him of it. His eyes never 
left my piano, and he asked, * Have you a skeletont’ 1 
had none ; but I promised to have oDe that night, and 
so invited Polignac to dinner and asked him to bring 
his skeleton. . 
“What had previotmly been a mere farwy ooutiuueo 
M Ziem, “became, owing to Chopin's inspiration, some¬ 
thing grand, tom hie, and painful. Pale, with -taring 
eyes and draped in a winding sheet, Chopin held the 
skeleton close to him, and suddenly the silence of the 
studio wss broken by the broad, slow, deep, gloomy 
not«w. The Dead March waa composed there and then 
from beginning to end.” 
thing lacking. The man "* nmke money. 
,b. wwr, 
but not so much of • * ^ £ wealth of the dollar- 
approaching a tot. • comfort and delight in 
and-cent order, We n.f„ now, of 
riches of lees tangi e eetiiabty—«f*n of the 
course, to the ^ wealthy men lack, 
order of genius which ^ m.y tack, or 
But, however muc‘ ^ ,g ^ tba, no other date 
the man of brains poA ^ ^ nncertain as the great 
of intellectual workers mny cunt upon 
practical musicians The 1pan ^ ^ ^ vefl„. The 
his source of strengt ^ or qubinstein, or von 
greatest of them, a- r* b f thejr powers, poised 
lulow, after reaching the height^ ^ ^ dedined. 
there but tor a tery ■ of thenl dl, and his long 
Liszt holds the greatostrec ^ ^ ^ ^ 
life was a checker “ . 0 argument—*ee how 
-I believe that the musical talent U tbe higbewt gift 
of the Creator, and that he who can worthily cipree. s 
musical thonght speaks In » Ungwge more ri.Hed that, 
that of orator, sculptor, poet, or printer. Holding U.I- 
Ti«.w of our divine art and Its followers, 1 have very 
croat faith in the good intentions of every homan twin* 
who has been endowed with enough of the e-wnee ot 
heavenly concord to become even a moderately good 
musician. The heaven of musical art, however, is not 
• ■ paved with good intentions.” In music, as in rrl.gvm. 
we roust build on s snre foundation, or, lo make • do« r 
application, we mnst, if we ever learn to ,d.y the 
pianoforte artistically, begin end cstoror es f*<- ~rv 
foWobon of - *<•«' '»’»*« » »■!*—»«» 
This is no “new idea." a* has been freqnently suggest*! 
to me, and doubtless to yon, by badly tanght pupils _ In 
i,rad ice it dates from tbe days of HebasHan Bach, am in 
nrinoiple from that first day when “tbemorning tar. 
Tug tU'cr -<> ^ ,0f 
joy.” 
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THE TRAINING OF THE EAR. 
BY J. COMFORT. 
A well trained ear is indispensable to the intelligent 
hearing of any musical work. This proficiency can only 
be gained by practice, and the earlier this practice is 
begun the better the result. How very few, even of real 
music lovers, can tell the key of a composition, much 
less follow the harmonies and modulations ! Ear-tests 
should be started with young children and ought to be 
as much a part of the public-school music as sight¬ 
singing now is. 
From naming the pitch of single tones, the pupils 
should gradually be taught intervals, so that they can 
instantly recognize them ; then the more complicated 
chords should be taught, and, after a time, even these 
can be readily known. This can not be done in a few 
weeks, or even in a year; but, if ten or fifteen minutes 
were given at least twice a week, at the end of the 
public-school course, almost every child would be an 
intelligent listener. 
To some the ability to distinguish pitch is a natural 
gift; to others it is almost an impossibility to acquire 
facility, yet every one can acquire some skill. 
In the theoretic study of music,—harmony, counter¬ 
point, etc.,—if the ear were trusted, the result would be 
much more satisfactory. In a great many schools the 
exercises are never played, but are worked out by the 
pnpil and corrected by tbe teacher, without any use of 
the piano. Much better results do seem to be gained 
when both the working and the correcting are done en¬ 
tirely at the piano. The students are more attentive if 
they are expected to distinguish a right from a wrong 
progression by the ear alone. 
It may seem to many impossible that children can be 
taught this, but it is possible, and even at a very early 
age. Like any other faculty, it is dormant unless culti¬ 
vated by constant use. To be sure, it takes a much 
longer time to cover the same amount of work, but the 
result will infinitely pay for the extra time. In almost 
all conservatories and colleges the average pnpil gets 
through harmony in one year, and it is only a “getting 
through.” An eminent teacher cautioned a certain pupil 
to take the best care of the certificates that he had ob¬ 
tained by passing the harmony examinations, as these 
same certificates were all that he had to show for his 
year’s work, and without them no one would suspect 
his knowledge. 
It was not the fault of this pupil, who was ambitious 
and diligent, but it was the result of a superficial 
method of teaching an important subject. It may be 
urged against the more thorough system that so few 
stndents have either time or money to spend on a long 
course of harmony, etc. That may be so, and very 
likely is often true ; but if the ear-tests had been started 
when the pupil was in the public school, he would have 
been a proficient listener, before he even thought about 
harmony as a special study. If this had been the case, 
a short course under skilled teachers would be amply 
sufficient. It can be said in favor of this system of 
teaching that it makes a pupil much more ready in ex¬ 
tempore playing. Ordinary pupils become confused if 
asked to transpose any hymn tune a half step higher or 
lower, while one who is used to listening will have 
thought of the formation and progression of each chord, 
and so can easily play the tune in any other key. 
It does seem as if this most important part of a 
mnsical education was neglected ; for, not so very long 
ago, a graduate of one of the leading American conser¬ 
vatories was given a harmony class in a school where 
this method of teaching was used. Consternation seized 
upon that graduate when he heard children half of his 
age, and even less, name pitches, keys, and progressions 
with a readiness that he could not approach ; then and 
there he determined that, in the future, he would teach 
harmony by ear alone. It was too late to mend the 
fault in himself, but his pupils are now the gainers by 
his rather unpleasant experience. Nor does this facility 
destroy the power of working away from the piano, but 
it seems to quicken the mental ear; for pupils so taught 
do better original work, and distinguish more quickly 
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the peculiarities of style that characterize the different 
composers. 
In hearing modern music, this talent, or more prop¬ 
erly speaking, this training, is absolutely necessary, as 
the beauty of the composition very often lies quite as 
much in the cleverness of the treatment as in the work 
considered as a whole. If any one is skeptical as to the 
greater value of this manner of instructing pupils, let 
him take two classes or two pupils of average ability, 
and give to one the entirely written system and to the 
other the ear system, and then judge by the result of 
even one year’s training. Apart from the benefit result 
ing immediately to the musical study, it gives the pupil 
a confidence in his own discernment as to what is good 
and what is not good in the various compositions that 
he may hear. In young children it would help that 
power of concentrating the mind, which, after all, is the 
object sought for in all methods of instruction—mnsical 
or literary. 
FICTITIOUS VALUES. 
In the London “Musical Record” Mr. Franklin 
Peterson, in commenting on the high prices demanded 
by the great teachers in the art centers of Europe, states 
some instances which can be paralleled in American 
cities. Students who are seeking to reach the plane of 
artistic piano-playing can not be too careful in their 
choice of a master, who will be to them what they need, 
a real teacher and a sympathetic, inspiring friend. Mr. 
Peterson, among other things, says : 
“The price commanded by a teacher’s time has been 
carefully nursed, until it has reached the very high 
level of to-day. This is a feature of musical life all over 
Europe at present, but it has appeared within one gen¬ 
eration, and it may be said to have arisen first in 
England. 
“ A very distinguished musician used to give lessons (?) 
in London at what was then thought extravagant fees. 
He taught (or at least his name appeared in prospectuses 
as the chief teacher) in the most exclusive and expensive 
schools. Three pupils shared the attentions of this often 
somnolent elderly gentleman in an hour, each one ‘play¬ 
ing her piece ’ and going away without any real light 
being thrown on her task. On one occasion, as the story 
runs, the teacher, wakening suddenly, asked a fright¬ 
ened maiden where Miss So-and-so was, and whether 
she was not taking her lesson to-day. ‘Oh, she has 
played her piece and gone, sir, ’ was the answer. 
“In case there should appear aught of the mythical in 
this instructive story, I may add an example, for the 
truth of which I can vouch. A lady of no mean tech¬ 
nical attainments made a journey to London in order to 
study some special classics with the best procurable 
teacher. She took six lessons—all she had time for— 
and in the course of these she played many a sonata. On 
one occasion, when she entirely broke down in the ex¬ 
ecution of a passage, her teacher observed that the pas- 
sage would be the better for another week’s practice. 
With this solitary exception, she had no word of criti¬ 
cism, elucidation, or assistance offered during the lessons, 
only the general commendation, 1 Very good ; very good, 
indeed,’ at the end of each piece. 
“ Of course, such absurdities very quickly proved 
their own cure, bnt the upward swing was given, and the 
scale of fees has steadily risen ever since. There is no 
donbt that it is only the best, the most careful, most 
successful teachers who can hope to command the highest 
fees now ; but when the fee is at its highest, and the 
‘hour’ is shrunken to thirty or thirty-five minutes, we 
are forced to the conclusion that the pupil is paying the 
price of her teacher’s time, of his personality, of the ad¬ 
vantage to herself of his name, rather than the price of 
the training she receives. Indeed, under such circum¬ 
stances lessons may be compared to visits and fees paid 
to consulting physicians. Musical education, in its true 
sense, can never be imparted by such methods. 
Liszt may be looked on as the last teacher of the old, 
the princely regime, when to become a pupil was more a 
matter of talent than of money, and to be a pupil was 
to be privileged to live in the circle which daily sur¬ 
rounded the master, to hear him play, teach, and talk 
It is true that Liszt never was in need of m 
although he lived and died a poor man ; and conditions 
of life change with the changing generations. Bnt 
although we can not alter matters, even if we were con 
vinced that alteration would be desirable, we can not 
but contrast the systems of teaching in London and 
other centers of population to-day with those of Porpora 
the Abbfi Vogler, Czerny, and Liszt. 
“ As has been said, the high scale of fees obtainable in 
Loudon has spread over Europe, aud Leschetitzky now 
commands his $10 an hour, while great pianists who are 
not, like Leschetitzky, professed specialists in pianoforte 
teaching, get quite as much. 
“The generous recognition of the work and status of 
the music teacher in this country brings a few inevitable 
evils in its train. As is well known, every girl must 
learn the pianoforte, whether she has any aptitude for 
the study or not. If the parents grudge the expense, or 
are unable to afford the proper fee for a trained teacher 
or think that, as their daughter is so young or so stupid, 
a cheap teacher will do quite as well to begin with, then 
comes the chance of the untrained, incompetent, so-called 
music teacher. These two evils feed each other, and in¬ 
judicious parent and incompetent teacher will flourish 
side by side until the present wholesale system of teach¬ 
ing has given place to one more rational. 
“As the social recognition of the music-teacher is so 
ungrudging and his remuneration so fair, he must recog¬ 
nize his privileges and take his proper place in society 
amongst other educated people. But these privileges 
are apt to lead musicians far from the best work, and to 
place a burden on their shoulders which the hardest 
daily drudgery only will enable them to bear.” 
PADEREWSKI ON THE PHYSICAL SIDE OF 
PIANO-PLAYING. 
The September number of “Physical Culture,” a 
magazine under the direction of Sandow, the athlete, 
contains an article by Paderewski. Tbe great pianist, 
in the course of his remarks, says : “It is highly desir¬ 
able that he who strives to attain the highest excellence 
as a performer on the pianoforte should have well-devel¬ 
oped muscles, a strong nervous system, and, in fact, be 
in as good general health as possible. 
“It might be thought that practice on the pianoforte 
in itself would bring about the necessary increase in 
muscular power aud endurance. This, however, is not 
altogether the'case, as it sometimes has a distinctly 
deteriorative effect, owing to the muscles being kept 
cramped and unused. The chief muscles actually used 
are those of the hand, the forearm, neck, small of the 
back, and the shoulders. The latter only come into play 
in striking heavy chords, for which the hands and arms 
are considerably raised from the keys ; in light playing 
the work is chiefly done from the wrists, and, of course, 
the forearm muscles, which raise and lower the fingers. 
“It is not so much that greater strength of muscle 
will give greater power for the pianoforte, but rather 
that the fact of the muscle being in good condition will 
help the player to express his artistic talent without so 
much effort. To play for a great length of time is often 
very painful, aud you can not expect a player to lose 
himself in his art when every movement of his hands is 
provocative of discomfort, if not actual pain. Some¬ 
times, indeed, a great amount of playing brings on a 
special form of complaint known as ‘pianist’s cramp, 
which may so affect tbe muscles and nerves that the 
unfortunate artist thus afflicted finds his occupation 
gone. 
“I have frequently found that though, whilst pluf" 
ing, I have experienced no trouble from my muscles 
being overtaxed, afterward the reaction had set in, aud 
I have had no little exhaustion of the shoulders and 
neck, and I have also suffered from severe nenralgu 
pains affecting the nerve which runs from the head and 
conveys impulses from the brain to the deltoid muscle- 
Weakness in the small of the back has been by no mean3 
uncommon.” 
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[Written for Tub Etude.] 
LETTERS TO DEAD MUSICIANS. 
NO. 2. RICHARD WAGNER. 
Honored Master: I have been reading your prose 
orks aud have been annihilated with wonder at your 
ertraordinarily diverse powers at every other page. Your 
easoning is so clear and concise, your views on esthetics 
and philosophy so original and profound, and your 
humor so dry and pungent that it seems to me by your 
writings alone you could easily have secured a worthy 
place among the great men of the world. 
But besides your powers as a writer on music and the 
drama, you were still more gifted as a poet and as stage- 
manager ; and as a conductor you were absolutely su¬ 
preme. But, of course, your genins was best shown in 
your mnsical compositions—those stupendous, Herculean 
works, that astound every one by their absolute mastery 
of every detail of every department of the art and science 
of music ! I verily believe that had you set your mind 
to painting, exploring, cobbling, cooking, or any other 
study, profession, or trade open to maukiud, you would 
have made almost as great an impression on the public 
as you have done by your music. Ah ! you think 
so, too? Of course you do ! You never underestimated 
your powers: your faults were many and varied, but 
modesty was not one of them. 
It pleases me greatly to be able to write to you in this 
admiring strain. No doubt it pleases you also ! You 
are, perhaps, rather angry that I did not begin this 
series with Richard Wagner ? Well, really, I have no 
excuse to offer, except that your name was not the first 
to enter my head. Yes, I repeat it: I am greatly 
pleased to be able to write to you like this! In these 
days (it was the same in the days in which you lived) 
musicians are noted for being men with wonderful tem¬ 
peraments and no brains worth speaking of. From the 
days of Mozart to the present time, musicians have lived 
and attained world-wide fame with nothing with which 
to bless themselves except a highly strung artistic tem¬ 
perament and a wonderfully organized ear. They wrote 
. because it pleased them to write ; the why and tbe 
wherefore of the matter did n’t trouble them one instant. 
But you ! . . you ! . . Ah ! how very different 
you were ! You made the best possible use of your keen 
intellect in every crisis of your art-life, and you, at least, 
attained unto the “ sigh without which the aroma of art 
cannot ascend into space” I hope I have quoted your 
remark correctly. It is a real gem, is it not? 
I must confess that I have always had a great desire to 
know your works, and I still hope that the day will 
come when I shall know your music as well as most 
people are supposed to know their Bibles. But in the 
course of my study, I have gradually come to the con¬ 
clusion that because in the earlier part of your career 
tbe great public would take little or no notice of you; 
you were therefore led to exaggerate some ot your 
theories on music-drama, simply through sheer cussed¬ 
ness. You were never the sort of man to have any sym¬ 
pathy with a stupid person, and I do not blame you ; 
hut when you were young the whole world was stnpid, 
with the single tragic exception of yourself, and it was 
for you to teach the public what was right. But, the 
public, as was very natural, had not the slightest desire 
to be taught, and, in fact, rather doubted the capabilities 
of its wonld-be teacher ; and for this reason you got rather 
excited, lost your head, and became an extremist pure 
and simple. You exaggerated your ideas, and acted 
nP to them, and now we have to suffer 1 You would 
Perhaps hardly credit it, bnt it is a fact none the less, 
that even to this day there are men who do not believe 
y°«- Yes, “ believe in you ” is the right expression. 
“Wagner?” they say. “Ha! Wagner is a humbug!” 
And then they walk over to the piano and play one of 
Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without Words” to clear the 
atmosphere. It is all very funny, is it not? 
Aon are the essence of greatness, the wonder of the 
world ! The religion of Wagner has now more adherents 
‘han any other religion of the last fifty years, and there 
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I should have liked to have said a few words to you 
about Bayreuth, but space forbids. I dare say you know 
a lot more about it than I do, but my opinion might have 
been of some little value as that of an outsider. 
Allow me to sign myself 
Your Ardent Admirer, 
C. Fred Kenyon. 
ON THE LEGATO IN PIANOFORTE-PLAYING. 
BY ARTHUR WATSON. 
One of the great difficulties in pianoforte-playing is to 
obtain a perfect legato. It must be remembered that the 
term legato, as used in music, has, or ought to have, a 
meaning only as it is applied to results appreciable to tbe 
ear. The way to obtain a legato effect is to listen for it, 
and having learned what it really is, to find out what 
movements will secure it. There are certain acoustical 
and physiological conditions the knowledge of which 
might be helpful in awakening a sense of the need for 
this appeal to the ear in the first place, rather than to the 
movements of the hands in playing. A scale played 
with one fixed set of muscular movements may produce 
a legato effect, a confused overlapping, or a staccato 
effect. It is necessary to learn many varieties of move¬ 
ments to produce a simple legato under all possible con¬ 
ditions. This statement should make it clear that the 
only groundwork for obtaining it under all conditions, 
where it is possible, lies in an appeal to the sense of legato. 
The reason for all the necessary .variety of touch depends 
upon the following facts : 
The lower strings of a piano axe heavy, and, in conse¬ 
quence, slow of speech. They need more force to start 
them, but once started they may not be silenced abruptly 
with advantage. The felt of the dampers must not a<t 
too suddenly, otherwise the effect would be a repetition 
of the note. A low note of a piano, then, does not cease 
so promptly as one in the middle of the instrument. 
The high notes, on the contrary, speak rapidly, but die 
away so quickly as to render damping unnecessary. A 
rapid trill may be played there with effect. A similar 
trill in the low notes of the bass would produce a confused 
roll This simple illustration will show that one of the 
determining conditions in legato playing is the positron 
in the scale of sounds at which the notes nrustbepro 
duced No touch could make a rapid tnll on the lower 
notes of the pianoforte anything but confused Again 
in the highest range two note* at an interval of two 
seconds could not be legato in effect. Two notes play«l 
wUh the same time-interval, in the lowest range, might 
ZLTed. In the upper range, then, the conditions 
bottom poser and pianist. Another fetorptay-« ««- 
portent * 
portions on tto J ^ ^ worklng of which he 
was one of great J. iciam) with sensitive ears, 
secured t,'ec0"I*n* c ^nd line below the staff, 
It was found that ,’a after the external 
W0Ul?rad^ tr^higher^ofa^ 
third octave, rb of a second^ w„y physical 
These results sho . % varje,y of touch in 
phenomena "hichrcn^ ^ U to be produced on 
pianoforte playing .f»a^iote ^ NflWber this nor 
the various planes of legato-pUy- 
that way is » un.versal y ^ firet ^ much 
on a suppose vra. . p, gaining the power o 
be better to direct in *>und effect, after 
recognizing what is** Jfing * would, especially if 
which the means P ^ 8ide.l,ght which science 
taken in conjunction 
PUPILS’ CONCERTS. 
Each season has its annual crop of “ Infant prodigies.” 
Not every one knows the process by which these pianists 
are made, and credit is given to the teacher. Tbe child 
is first taught the name of tbe keys and their place on 
the keyboard. Then the instructor calls out the notes of 
a measure of melody, thus: “ F-sharp; G, C, Bflat" 
Then he does the same with the harmony. After the 
child has learned the measure another is taken, and 
thus a whole concerto is gone through and memorized. 
Tbe pupil, or victim, a* you will, ia guarded zealously 
meanwhile from any other studies. Is it to be wondered 
at that a repertory and a teehuic that would ordinarily 
require yeara to acquire ia obtained in a marvelously 
short time? 
The pnpil makes a df-hut an the “ wonderful pupil 
of Prof. Blank, shows au agile tecliuic, tbe audience 
applauds, the professor real* many other pupils, and 
the prodigy’s work is done. Perhaps the pupil goes on 
a tour, playing pieces of stupendous difficulty and en¬ 
larging her repertory by the means already stated, until 
the time comes to put on long clothes or resume the 
ordinary life of school children. Tbe public wonders at 
the disappearance, and then says: “That’s the way 
they all do,” and a new prodigy appears ou the program 
of the eminent professor's pupils’ next concert. 
These “hot-house” pupils do not know manic. They 
can not tell one note from another on a sheet of music ; 
they play mechanically, as they have l*en drilled, never 
incorporating their own individuality or feeling with the 
words they interpret. 
It is much better to atndy with a teacher who allows 
the performance of no difficult work until the pupil 
thoroughly understands the composer’s ideas and is 
technically proficient. There are many snch teachers in 
the city, bnt they are otiaeure ; there are many of the 
other kind, and they are famous. 
Another misleading individual at these ooucerta is tbe 
vocal pupil. The amouut of nndlguilled “scrambling” 
for a pupil who shows promise under a rival teacher is 
inronceivahle to tbe uninitiated. One young girl who 
had a contralto voice, but who was of foreign birth and 
unable to speak English well, was tbe subject of such a 
contest early in the fall. She was paying for her Instruc¬ 
tion at one conservatory, where her voire had lsen 
placed and for fnn tried the entran.-e examination at 
another. She wn» ,*s*ed for instruction. »™t *»>• 
preferred tier own Instructor,ami explained why she liad 
tried The conservatory, which ha. . high sounding 
name, repeatedly ordered her, nerertbelew, to report for 
instruction, and tbe girl, thinking she would be arrert.-d 
if .be did not. spoke to the director of her own conserva- 
tory, whereupon a controversy ensued. 
Students who have selected good temhere to begin 
with are in the minority ; but those who have should 
May under their guidance until their voices have under 
gone the “placing” process. After that they «» not 
harm their voices. Hut the fact that a rival Umrber ha. 
just made a great sureeas with one pupil brings -J- 
dent* from other studios, one or two of whom may " 
sufficiently advemed to \* mode into a alar jmpil »y 
U„ new teacher by means of a ««*!. trick of voralira- 
“w-s- «-*«• «» <•<**?* *•,”22 
.MU*. .toMM—O -I* ■ " »: 
voice l.y neglecting the former for the latter, 
unscrupulous teacher can double discount the P— 
progress, bnt is the pupil • capable musician ? 
Ai^Brander Matttiewa says: “ There is many a gir 
plaving « concerto in concert who ran not tell a msjor 
from a minor chord.” Ho, too, there are 
who can hardly read their selection, much leas road 
sight.—“fhsusMvcia/Arfrerttare,’ -'-J. 
—.Schumann Is one iff the most difficult com,o-cre in 
the world just becauae of the incidental, the eptwxbc 
latnreof hi. inspiration. The grand obstacle in playing 
him is to follow, as it were, a golden thread, tbeper- 
gistence of his feeling through passage after P*"*»ee, 
Vetoing the separate character of each intact, yet show 
ing how delicately they are joined together. cm*, 
BlocHaro. 
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AMERICAN STUDENTS’ CONCERTS ABROAD. 
BY EDITH LYNWOOD WINN. 
Three classes of students go abroad for study: those 
who wish a little veneering, who are grossly ignorant of 
the very rudiments of music, who do American teaching 
immeasurable barm ; those who are earnestly preparing 
to teach, who wish to supplement their excellent work 
in America with observation, contact with foreign life, 
and the instruction of some excellent teacher abroad who 
is not a “fad ” ; lastly, those who are virtuosi, who go 
abroad for further instruction and preparation for exten¬ 
sive concert work. 
One occasionally finds the first class giving con¬ 
certs. Any one can give a concert abroad. Unfledged 
German birdlings warble to delighted friends and pay 
the expenses of their own ddbut. Americans do the 
same out of vanity, or love for a certain prestige (?) 
which it may give them at home, and they pay the bills, 
too. 
The members of the second class of students do not 
aspire to give free concerts, and they are rarely drawn 
into a concert save by their own merit and the wish of 
teachers. It is astonishing how averse virtuosi are to 
teaching, and it is even more astonishing how little 
teaching ability some young virtuosi have. A prodigy 
must concertize. “ Genius must not lie dormant,” say 
the worshipers, and so every one goes out to hear, 
especially if everyone is presented with a complimentary 
ticket. 
The Americans in Berlin are very loyal to their sons 
and daughters. I attended the concert of a young 
American violinist in Berlin last year. Her fame had 
been heralded all over her native country. Some call 
her a genius. I know that she has been a hard-working, 
sensible girl, whom Fortune has singularly favored, and 
one who has unusual gifts. She is, however, the most 
unspoiled young virtuoso whom I have ever seen. This 
concert was largely attended. Diplomats, musicians, 
the traveling public, admiring and envious students— 
every one was there. Amid a veritable Chautauqua 
salute, the young lady stepped forward for her first solo. 
It was exquisitely rendered. Even the orchestra cried 
Bravo ’ at the close. The whole concert was an artistic 
success, and I believed the financial harvest very great. 
Had I looked about, I might have discovered that the 
greater part of the audience was American iu every 
aspect. It was a “smart” looking audience, well 
dressed, interested, and proud of the achievements of 
its young countrywoman. After the concert, I heard 
two noted critics conversing in the Garderobe, or cloak¬ 
room, below. 
“ You can never tell anything about these American 
concerts,” said the fierce-looking critic to the mild- 
looking, bald-headed critic. “ You see, there are too 
many friends here, too many Americans.” 
After this I inquired concerning concerts and concert- 
goers. I learned many things concerning the mechanism 
which surrounds the successful concert, and considerable 
halo departed therefrom. 
To give a successful concert—a first concert—abroad, 
one must have lived some time in the city in which the 
initial performance is to be given. One must have 
friends and, some might possibly add, be very popular. 
Again, one must have a good manager. Herr Wolff 
in Berlin, is excellent, but he is not in the habit of 
undertaking concerts, unless a certain sum of money 
is guaranteed. 
Nine hundred marks ($22.5) will pay for your concert- 
hall and the Philharmonic Orchestra. Your advertising 
does not cost much, since it is the custom for concert- 
artists to place their photographs in the windows of the 
principal music stores in the city. The program of your 
concert may also adorn the windows. Programs cost 
but little, for they are printed on very coarse paper and, 
on the night of the concert, they are sold at the doors 
for ten, fifteen, or twenty-five Pfennige (2\ to 5 cents). 
Bote and Bock (dealers in music) sell concert tickets 
for the week, and do a great deal of advertising for 
artists. The photographs of Sarasate, Lilli Lehmann, 
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and the most amateur of young concert-givers may stand 
side by side in the windows. It is a singular fact, but 
I never saw a lithograph in the whole city. 
At the end of important streets, or at street-corners, 
one sees curious cylindrical sign-posts. Upon these are 
posted the weekly concert and theater bills. In the 
outer halls of the Sing-Akademie, Saal Pechstein, and 
Philharmonic, one sees a large yellow or white bill 
announcing coming concerts. The newspapers are an 
excellent means of advertising, but even then a busy 
student does not always know what is “going on.” 
Sousa came and departed before I knew of his presence 
in the city. I sat beside a coal-black singer, in the 
American church, one Sabbath in early spring. Her 
voice was wonderfully clear and rich. I believe I stared 
at her in open admiration. Some one told me it was 
“ Black Patti ” ; and I had not known she was in the 
city. 
There is a mistaken idea among American students 
abroad that a failure there in a concert means total de¬ 
feat on return to America. Not so. Very few people, 
outside of large cities, ever hear of such a failure. 
A young Western girl said to me last year: “I have 
been four years abroad and have not given a concert 
yet. My father often writes, asking when I will give 
my first concert, but my teacher does not say, and I 
shall not give one until he advises.” She is a sensible 
young woman. 
Another, who had neither money nor friends, gave 
a concert and failed. Now she declares that she will never 
return to America until she has retrieved her losses. 
She is not like a bright student who went to Russia 
after failing in Berlin, and there won many laurels, 
received flattering attentions, and earned enough money 
to pay her debts and relieve her parents. 
Another young American lost $1200 in concerts, but 
won most excellent criticisms from the press. Another 
was offended because the press accused her of trying to 
look “childish.” I confess that this effort to look very 
young is mainly confined to girl virtuosi and not to boys. 
Fr'aulein So-and-so was to give a concert in Berlin. 
She was a pupil of my teacher. 
I heard her concert program at a rehearsal. 
“ How long has she been preparing this program ? ” I 
asked my teacher. 
“About a year,” he replied. 
“And how long has she studied?” 
“Aboutthirteen years,” was the reply. 
“With good teachers? ” 
“Yes.” 
“ Has she ever been in school much? ” 
“No.” 
Well, I do n’t wonder that German concerts are a 
success,” I ejaculated. 
“You’re jealous,” replied my teacher, slyly, as he 
went on playing the accompaniment to the first move¬ 
ment of the Mendelssohn Concerto, and the young vir¬ 
tuoso drew a bow of which any one might be proud, and 
which any American student might emulate (is it libel?) 
in thirteen years of good teaching. 
WHAT THE MASON SYSTEM HAS DONE 
FOR ME. 
BY L. CAMPBELL. 
Having, as one desirous of entering the musical pro¬ 
fession, a desire to study the best methods, I was ad 
vised by friends to take the trip to Europe for the purpose 
of studying the piano. 
Having studied at one of our American conservatories 
I knew of no other method of playing than by the high 
raisiDg ot the fingers, and was not inclined to oppose my 
professor’s method. J 
Settling in the city of Hanover, Germany, and en¬ 
gaging the best teacher which the place afforded I was 
immediately presented with Herz’s fiIlger exercises for 
performance. I was naturally rather weak in the wrist 
and found the hand stiff after having endeavored to 
play them rapidly even for five minutes at a time v 
teacher insisted, however, that the fingers must be raiS 
very high, and also that great force must be used T 
few months there was a decided stiffness noticeable s 
when I performed such pieces as Weber’s “Pp , 
Motion,” Chopin’s ftudes, etc., my whole arm 22 
and continued so to stiffen that, at the expiration of ! 
year and a half of high lifting of the fingers, the fl J 
page of a piece could scarcely be performed withon 
great effort and fatigue ; this was owing partly to J 
having been obliged to perform difficult pieces when a 
delicate child and at a time when great looseness of 
wrist should have been cultivated. But, somehow when 
I was a child there seemed to be nothing known about 
a loose hand and arm, and I suffered all my life jn con- 
sequence. 
My tocher insisted that I would return to America 
with “ fingers like iron,” they would be so strong • his 
prediction proved true in one sense, for the fingers indi¬ 
vidually did become strong with the use of rather stiff 
dumb piano and high lifting. But there are other things 
to be considered besides the mere strengthening of the 
fingers, and the arm must also receive some considera¬ 
tion. 
I persevered, however, through the whole conrse, not 
quite convinced, though, that there was no better 
method in the world than that which I had already 
pursued. 
I proved to be right, and in the end got what I 
wanted. After settling down once more in my native 
land, my eyes fell constantly upon articles in the lead¬ 
ing musical jonrnals on the subject of Mason’s “Touch 
and Technic.” What did it all mean? Surely this 
was what I had been after,—loose wrist, playing without 
fatigue, and no high lifting of fingers, either. The 
method must surely be looked into ; so, inquiring of 
one who instructed in this method, I once more set to 
work. From the very first lesson I could see that the 
Mason system would fill my long-felt need. 
The great point which struck me was the principle of 
“resting,” “ relaxing,” as my teacher puts it. This is 
just where I had failed, and had all unconsciously stif¬ 
fened my hand from the very start of performing a piece, 
and nothing was said about it and no one observed it. 
Now, while playing, my continual thought is, where 
to find a point of “ rest,” and if I become conscious of 
a sense of the old returning stiffness, immediately Isink 
the wrist, and can now perform pages with little or no 
fatigue. 
As a matter of course, I instruct my pupils in the 
Mason method, and it works beautifully ; the little girl 
who smilingly plumps herself down on the piano-stool 
to take her first music-lesson, receives among other neces¬ 
sary things some Mason exercises. To my frequent in¬ 
quiries of whether the hand feels stiff, comes the sur¬ 
prised answer, “ Why, no !” 
Have yon looked into the Mason method yet, and are 
you still struggling with pupils whose rigid arms and 
hands will not yield to graceful playing ? My advice is, 
to those who wish to be successful teachers as well as 
performers, that they should by all means procure a 
teacher of this system and obtain the principles at least; 
these can be obtained in fewer lessons than is, perhaps, 
thought possible under the guidance of a discriminating 
teacher, and will be well worth the trouble. Perhaps 
you are bent upon studying the piano in Germany, and 
think you have not time to waste upon learning any 
more methods here at home ; but if these enterprising 
Americans have got hold of something which Europeans 
have not yet found, why not have it? You say the mu¬ 
sical atmosphere is so much greater in Germany. i 
agree with you, for, from the nightingale which warbles 
over your head early in the morning and late at night,to 
the nurse who sits with the children in the great coffee- 
gardens listening to the orchestra,! everything seems to 
assume a musical atmosphere ; there is plenty of time 
to give to music, and the Germans give it, and one is 
never hurried through a lesson to make room for some one 
else unless all business on hand is finished. 
Having had experience both at home and abroad in the 
study of music, my kindly advice is, to all aspirants : By 
all means study the art of music first at home, and study 
the Mason method. 
RAW MATERIAL. 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
The word “ raw ” conveys but a faint idea of the con- 
"iTwhich young pupils come to teachers. Every¬ 
th^ that goes to make a desirable pupil is either lack- 
1 or is in an undeveloped state. They are in the 
widest sense raw material. They have no power of atten- 
. j was surprised, recently, to note that a bright 
boV nearly five years old, found it impossible to listen 
to a'genuine child’s story, full of life and interest, for 
more than from one to three minutes at the longest. 
After a moment’s digression he could come back to the 
remainder of the story ; but as to listening to a page 
from a child’s story-book, that was out of the question,— 
he had not the power of attention sufficiently cultivated 
to enable him to do so. Now, when we remember that 
“inattention is the pupil’s worst foe,” we have but a 
small starting-place left, while at the same time we re¬ 
ceive needed light on the question, why our best teach¬ 
ing endeavors have produced such small results. Apply 
this lack in the child to note-reading and to all the 
details of his lesson. 
Then, again, young children are sadly wanting in ac¬ 
curacy. All of their play and frolic has been spontane¬ 
ous—not an effort toward accuracy in anything. So, 
then, when it comes to trying to do a thing according to 
a definite rule, it is all new to them—new to brain and 
new to muscles—no definite mental ideal and no trained 
muscular skill. You can prove this by pencil-work. For 
instance, make a small square or outline of a bird or 
any simple form for them to copy. It is known that their 
vision is untrained—is as uncertain as their skill in 
music. Now, compare this crude material with what 
goes toward making a fine touch, and the accuracy 
demanded in piano-work. 
This inability to give continued attention is in part due 
to the child’s inherent restlessness or activity, which is 
a factor to which the teacher should give prime consid¬ 
eration. This is why the first slow playing over of a 
phrase or piece lacks interest to them. It does not go 
fast enough for them to catch any musical meaning. 
Their own playing is too pokey, too lifeless, to have any 
interest for them. They would rather “ pump ” the 
pedals, lift up the keys, look into the piano action to 
see the hammers go, twist the piano-stool, handle the 
lamp-mats, and turn the music leaves. Every street or 
household noise attracts their attention, for it gives 
promise of something that has life about it. If such 
pupils ape in sight or hearing of the other members of 
the household, especially if something is going on 
among the latter, their interest is drawn where there 
is the greatest activity. 
Our raw material most decidedly lives in the present 
moment; not the least interest can be awakened in them 
for their future They have no time, prospective, present, 
or past. The times of Adam and Noah are to them as 
theexperiences of but a moment ago, and the millennium 
is as near by as the next desired thing in reach of their 
hands, or in view of their eyes. That the present is all 
'n all to them, is one reason why practice is so distaste- 
fid ; for every moment—so they feel—should be to them 
one of delight and pleasure. This is the stronghold of 
kindergarten training. 
Other points could be mentioned, but we will deal 
w>th only these. We must take the children as they are, 
n°t as we would like them to be. As to their lack of 
power to give continued attention, the teacher should 
change from one part of the lesson to another, after a 
Wh‘le coming back to the former to complete its point 
and to give a working knowledge of it. And here is a 
necessary point,—never leave a pupil at all uncertain as 
o what to do in any part of the lesson and how to do it. 
ot ing ig to be taken for granted ; the wise teacher 
' 1 °°ver all of the ground and gather np all loose 
a,ld complete half-formed ideas. Working knowl- 
18 complete knowledge. 
j. 0 P°^nt out the lack of accuracy is worthless. It 
es practice to bring brain and muscle up even to a 
^ t of possible accuracy. But the correct manner of 
ngi as well as a clear ideal of what is to be done, 
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must be given the pupil. Teachers forget that young 
pupils do.not know how to do the things that seem so 
simple. They must tell How as well as What, and insist 
upon accuracy. 
The child’s activity shows the necessity of short pieces, 
which should be learned by phrases, playing each one 
over and over until the right tempo is gained. This bal¬ 
ances their lack of attention as well as their restlessness; 
it gives them something that “ goes ’’—and children 
dearly love to do some new thing, especially if it is 
something that some loved friend does. They are born 
imitators, and are full of a desire to do as their grown 
friends are doing. They are waiting until they have 
grown so that they can do as papa and mamma do, and in 
order to hasten that time they are constantly imitating 
their elders. 
The present moment being all that the child can com¬ 
prehend, it must be made pleasant and full of interest to 
him. This calls for short pieces with short phrases, such 
as the child-mind can enjoy; sonatinas and opera melodies 
he can find no enjoyment in. This also emphasizes the 
fact that children need to learn their pieces phrase by 
phrase, so that they may make pleasing music of them, 
and it shows why it is useless to demand much dry, 
technical work of them. 
But not all of our pupils are young children ; and yet 
it is astonishing how few there are, even among older 
pupils, that have the foregoing factors brought under 
much cultivation. This is especially true of inability to 
give continued attention, and of lack of anything like 
genuine accuracy in what they think and do. Their 
brains are as unskilled as are their fingers and muscles. 
To all of this must be added the lack of self-control. 
This applies to their lack of skill in making the fingers 
do what the brain conceives, for often they have no accu¬ 
rate command of any muscular movement. And withal 
their mental powers are too often as uncultivated and as 
little under control as are their muscles. One of the first 
things for the teacher to do is to measure his pupils at 
each lesson from the foregoing standpoints. 
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-i. «•, trills, scales, arpeg- 
This should be practiced 
TECHNIC HINTS. 
BY FREDERIC MARINER. 
Many enter 
it and conquer. 
Concentration is imperative. If you have not good 
concentration, proceed at once to improve in this direc 
tion. To be successful in any line, one must be able to 
think quickly and think to the point. 
But how can I learn concentration ? 
This question is continually being asked, and the best 
answer I can give is, Work for it. Demand for yourself 
the power to concentrate. 
Whatever you undertake, be it the httle thmgs or the 
great, give it your entire thought, forb.dd.nga 11 thoughts 
not pertaining to the work in hand from entenng nto 
vour mind. This is concentrat.on, and for many >s a 
first almost an impossibility. But if you are determined 
to conquer this wild rush of thought, and beaMe U> th.n 
of one thing only at will, you tan do so. Thmkmg, 
At one time a young vocal pupil made 
J^STl. .!« .—***• 
difflouiv. «i. 
D Pnnils are often advised to take one portion 
it p 
method ot worm. * t . ....i 0f going over and 
sage after trying a ^iss by the hundred, It would result 
over it, counting th - matteri„ the face and find 
better if yon would look me m 
out first the win ot ,. ^the good reason for your 
trouble. If yon bn P<* ^ ^ ^ to pla v them 
aCrtVas memorized, and playing « P-— 
«i practice card, covering 
the whole ground of technic,- 
gios, octave- and chord-work, 
in full every day. 
Regular practice is what brings the best results. If 
you have but one honr to devote to technical work, then 
be sure to practice some on each of the five points ol 
technic. If you have four hours, of oonrae you can de¬ 
vote more time to each exercise under the different 
heads. 
Do not commence at the beginning of yonr practice- 
card and devote all the time yon wish to each exercise, 
finding, when yonr practice time is np, that you have 
succeeded in going over hut a small part of the allotted 
work. In this way the entire card gets practiced abont 
once a week, instead of at least once every day. Sys¬ 
tematize your practice so that the same amount of work 
is done each day. 
The time devoted to memorizing should not lie counted 
in the practice time. It is purely onteidc work and 
should be considered as such. 
A common mistake with ambitions pupils is tliat of 
practicing too fast. Of course, a certain amount of 
velocity-work should be done, but when a fast tempo 
has been once gained, keep that high rate of speed by 
slow practice. Apply the same thought to pieces. When 
once worked up, cease practicing at that tempo, and 
every now and then go over the selection carefully and 
thoroughly at a slow rate of speed, hands separately and 
together, occasionally playing it up to time, and you 
will in this way always have your selection in a playable 
condition.—“ Pianist and Organist.” 
THE TEACHER AND PUPIL 
BY GEORGE BRAYI.EY. 
EVERY student must necessarily place himself unre¬ 
servedly in the hands of his master. Should a lack of 
confidence exist, not the slightest progress ia made by 
the pupil. A teacher is thus placed in a peculiar posi¬ 
tion, for he must not only prove his ability to impart 
information, but he most inspire enthusiasm where it is 
often lacking. In this land there are nnmerons con 
sdentious instructors in every branch of learning whose 
merit* none can deny, lmt who are unable to win their 
pupils to them so completely that they can foresee their 
success. Often teacher* follow in some ml they them¬ 
selves have trodden, expecting comprehension in the 
same manner that it came to them. A young person 
being taught thus by an elderly one will not submit to 
such methods, and seeks information from those more in 
accordance with the tiiuea. 
Poreibly, there ia nothing that creates distrust more 
quickly than false information on any single point. 
Confidence ia at once lost, and respect, too If a question 
is asked and no intelligent answer ran lie given, it U 
1 letter to say, “ I do know,” than to venture in a lot 
of tangled-np assertions that are only bewildering. 
Some think it shows their great ability by brow beat mg, 
and making one think that all Uie wisdom of the uni¬ 
verse is centred in them. Hareaem is their weapon, aa a 
rule and they wield it with what they consider great 
power whenever they get the opportunity. To a think¬ 
ing person sarcasm is only presumptive egotism, and 
thorn- who nse it generally get in a towering rage if Hi* 
mme weapon is need against them. All men ami women 
dread it and none more Ilian the users. Stubbornness 
on the part of pupil* ia brought on, aa a rule, by com 
tinuni fault-finding. They expert to be found fault with 
whether they do the thing right or not, and pertorm the 
task in that spirit. 
The first thing needed on the part of the teacher i« the 
ability to understand human natore; then to equip him 
self for the task he engage* in, and hi* effort* will meet 
with the success that determination 1-eetows upon his 
work. Praise should be given where deserved, but not 
false flattery. There i* no one who ia not incited to 
stronger effort when the encouraging voice and helping 
Hd are given. And when there who are already in the 
daily battle of life crave it, why should it be withheld 
from tlwre who are just entering the struggle?- 
“ Leader.” 
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SINGING AT SIGHT. 
How well do you read ? This is an important ques¬ 
tion—almost a momentous one ; it confronts every yonng 
singer, upon whom also must the above depend. It 
must affect their standing as teachers, as choir singers, 
and as musicians. Let every serious student of vocal 
music pause and give this matter consideration. It is 
an entirely safe assertion that there are not more than 
five excellent sight readers out of every one hundred pro¬ 
fessional singers. By that I mean those who can read 
music at sight with the same fluency as they can read 
the pages of a book. Indeed, such sight-singers are so 
rare that their accomplishments become almost histori¬ 
cal, and those who are less capable are not slow to attrib¬ 
ute the success of others to exceptional gifts or fortunate 
early training. It is a useless subterfuge, for the ability 
to read music perfectly lies within the grasp of nearly 
every intelligent vocalist. I can testify to the fact that 
this rare power to read anything and everything at 
sight is attainable by even those who have not musical 
gifts beyond the ordinary. For the encouragement of 
many who feel that unless the battle has been half won 
for them by inheritance the prize is not worthy their 
effort, I am going into the particulars of a case which 
came to my notice, the details of which I have exam¬ 
ined minutely and without prejudice, that more light 
might be shed upon this much-discussed problem. 
A young man living in the country found himself 
possessed of a pleasing tenor voice, and being desirous 
of profiting by it, attempted to connect himself with a 
quartet choir, but was met with a refusal because he 
could not read at sight. He was not the type of man to 
be discouraged by obstacles, so went diligently about 
his task. He had no aptitude in the appreciation of 
intervals ; knew nothing of the piano or organ, therefore 
depended upon one or two books of musical notation 
and his tuning fork, studying the old “ Lowell Mason’s 
Movable Do Method.” He worked at it for a year, 
devoting a part of every evening to it, at the end of 
which time it was impossible to put any music before 
him that he could not read accurately, by the use of the 
syllables, almost as rapidly as a prima donna would 
sing the agility passages in an aria. It was yet some 
months before he was able to be independent of the syl¬ 
lables and read with the same rapidity ; but in a year 
and a half he became, by dint of hard work, the most 
perfect reader it has been my pleasure to meet in the 
profession. It is not a story drawn from the imagina¬ 
tion, but fact. The man was, and ever will be, unmusi¬ 
cal ; his power to accurately conceive tone distance was 
entirely cultivated. It resolved itself into the old ques¬ 
tion of persistence. How many are there in a thousand 
who are really, firmly, undeviatingly persistent—per¬ 
sistent by rule, persistent with a purpose so clearly 
defined that, when the scheme is inaugurated and the 
habit of persistence clearly and directly identified with 
it, the resnlt already becomes a foregone conclusion ? 
The effect of this man’s work upon me was to destroy 
greatly my sympathies for people who do not read. 
(Observe, I do not say “can not read.”) While it would 
be absurd to urge that one person could learn to read as 
quickly as another, or as well as another, it is not un¬ 
reasonable, in view of recorded facts, to insist that the 
obstacles to successful reading have been greatly magni¬ 
fied, and rest usually not in the work, but in the 
worker. 
I ventured that only five out of a hundred could read 
perfectly. It is no less a lamentable fact that fifty out 
of a hundred professionals can be said to read only fairly. 
These comprise all grades of musicianship, and would 
probably serve to illustrate fully the varied experiences 
through which the average young singer or student 
passes to arrive at this condition of sight-singing medi¬ 
ocrity. 
There are those who play the piano or organ to some 
extent and, by association, appreciate the distance from 
one tone to another through an acquaintance with the 
simple harmonic forms and scales, gaining a fairly good 
idea of intervals. If, instead of being content with this 
condition, they should add to the knowledge they pos¬ 
sess, a few months of unremitting diligence, they would 
easily rank among the best readers. 
Another group is made up of those who have had 
training in the public schools, to whom sight singing is 
second nature up to a certain point. Yet they have not 
advanced themselves, simply because circumstances did 
not require it, until now, finding themselves on the 
threshold of the profession, so long as they are not en¬ 
tirely crippled in sight-singing, they are content to sub¬ 
mit to the inconvenience which such limitation imposes ; 
whereas diligent, supplementary study would place 
them also in the front rank of music-readers. 
Again, we have the students from the various music 
schools and sight-singing classes, who are the victims of 
some patent or new-fangled copyright method, the 
principal virtue of which consists in its financial pros¬ 
perity, who gain a smattering of the first principles and 
read fairly well down in the easy keys, and so on. All 
these, in the aggregate, as stated above, make up the fifty 
per cent, of passable readers who inflict themselves upon 
choir directors, choral societies, and similar organiza¬ 
tions, to the distress of organists and conductors, and, 
unfortunately, to the injury and unnecessary fatigue of 
their own voices. 
I am aware that this is a pessimistic view of the situa¬ 
tion, and I have not yet dealt with the remainder, who 
can not read at all, who are spending their time and 
money cultivating their voices, and who are entitled to 
promotion by virtue of good vocal gifts and commensu¬ 
rate cultivation. It can not be denied that they occupy 
a compromising position so far as merit and consistent cul¬ 
ture may obtain. All well-ordered choirs are closed to 
them, and, what is perhaps worse for many who are not 
considering the semi-professional career of choir-singer, 
much of the delight and satisfaction of music in the 
social circle is denied. To be sure, the opera chorus for 
the least gifted and the concert stage for the most gifted 
are the alternatives, for neither require aptitude at 
musical notation ; but even there a consciousness of in¬ 
capacity on the one hand, or ability on the other, must 
argue mightily for the difficulty or ease with which the 
responsibilities are met. In short, the self-respecting 
musician of to-day must include in the plan of work 
perfection in this branch. He owes it to himself, to his 
directors, and to his organists ; it affords him an unending 
source of satisfaction. A glance will determine for him 
the character of a composition. It is sure to he his 
best protection against typographical errors. It is kin¬ 
dred to an acquaintance with harmony and general 
musical development and treatment. It is the key to 
more situations in the field of vocal music than any 
other thing, except the vocal instrument itself. It can 
be learned at home, in the quiet of one’s room, without 
the aid of an instrument. I repeat that it is within the 
reach of every student of singing who is willing to take 
the trouble to acquire it. 
SONG ANALYSIS. 
BY W. J. BALTZELL. 
II. 
In the previous article on the subject of Song Anal • 
the text, as one of the factors of a song, was principal 
considered from the standpoint of the singer T1 
present number will be devoted to the voice part th 
second factor in a song, and a most important one ’ * 
Before taking up the subject directly, the writer of 
this article feels like noticing an objection often urged by 
pupils against some song selected by the teacher forstud/ 
They will say, “ Why do you give me love songs? ” 
It is passible that the teacher has but little other 
recourse, and the fact is that the majority of songs are 
love songs. The present writer feels that there is no 
necessity for this, and suggests that the continued nse 
of songs of emotion is not advantageous to a pupil. They 
often mistake mere dynamic effects for evidences of 
strong, passionate feeling. Pupils who lack the power 
to yield to abandon are stiff, stilted, and lifeless. 
Others, who are shy or self-conscious, will absolutely 
refuse to attempt to give an even partially true expression 
of a song of sentiment. 
A very useful text is one that takes up something in 
nature—some fact, some observation—and after pictur¬ 
ing it to the imagination, parallels it by some experience 
of mankind. In this way we appeal both to the imagina¬ 
tion and to the emotion. A good example of this kind 
of a text is found in Hawley’s “Rainbows.” A text 
like this is suitable under nearly all circumstances. A 
picture is painted in the hearer’s fancy in much more 
appreciable shape than the camera obscura effects of 
songs of emotion, in which the hearer frequently per¬ 
ceives mere words without any interpretation by tie 
singer—words which in themselves express the very 
greatest intensity of feeling, delivered in, sometimes, the 
most matter-of-fact tone of voice. A little more of the 
Wordsworth and less of the Swinburne style, and that of 
the modern erotic school of poets, is a safe principle in the 
selection of the text for a song. 
In his own teaching the writer found, in every in¬ 
stance, that he could interest pupils—especially those of 
but moderate experience iu singing and ordinary endow¬ 
ment as regards a sensitive, impressionable nature and 
but little power to reproduce emotional states—in such 
songs far more easily than in a passionate love song. The 
latter demands a higher and stronger type of emotional 
nature and greater technical experience and training. 
The Voice Part. 
In taking up a new song, the pupil should make it a 
point to memorize both words and music so thoroughly 
that each note and each word will fall into its proper 
place without the slightest delay or hesitancy. This is 
the first and a mere mechanical step. When the song 
can he gone through without any faltering, the singer is 
ready to attempt the artistic work, which consists in 
bringing out the expressive qualities of the song. 
So much depends upon the part that the composer has 
given to the voice that it may be said that many songs 
are far better as music than as songs. 
A singer who is trying to give an expressive rendering 
to a song feels the upward and downward curves of the 
voice, as in reading. If the melodic curves of the voice 
part of a song do violence to this feeling, a very great 
obstacle is introduced, and much art is reqnired to 
soften the hardness and asperity of an unvocal phrase. 
Many examples may be found in songs of an ascend¬ 
ing phrase in which the note of climax comes on gome 
Really beautiful singing-the bcl canto-has com¬ 
pletely disappeared, with few exceptions, from the 
German stage, and all sorts of narcotic methods for de- 
cemng the eye and ear that have been adopted can 
never fill „p this gap. We havennfortnnate, fo n 
that singing is an art. — Weingartner. 
word or syllable of minor importance. Higher pitch 
adds the element of intensity, and causes the word set to 
it to stand out boldly. In such a case, the singer can 
overcome some of the difficulty by bringing out the 
natural accents of the words, independently of the musi¬ 
cally accented notes. For example, take a line from the 
well-known song, “ For All Eternity,” by Mascberoni. 
“ The meaning of this mem’ry-laden hour! ” 
Following the melody of the song, two musically W" 
cented notes come at “ of” and the first syllable of the 
word “laden”; the logically important words are “mean 
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. „ snd the compound “mem’ry-laden.” Tliesinger’s 
1Ug ill be shown in a stress of voice on the first 
artu2e 0f the word “ meaning,” by a softening of the 
^ and by a firm stress on the words 
* ’rv-laden.” Some other examples are the con- 
■ '“tL “and,” prepositions “ to,” “ for,” and “ with,” 
' some adverb of slight importance, set to an accented 
°rote. or a word of two syllables, such as “heaven,” 
“loving,” “lovely,”—feminine endings, so called, in 
veise -coming at the end of a line, with the last sylla¬ 
ble set to an accented note. It is not artistic to place 
emphasis on such a syllable, yet to avoid it a singer is 
forced to weaken a climax. A series of articles could be 
written on this question. 
The suggestion of the writer is that the singer simply 
keep at such a difficulty until he feels that he has se¬ 
cured a fair balance between the two opposing factors. 
A good example of a coinciding of the curves of 
speech and melody may be found in the song “ Madrigal,” 
byChaminade, published in The Etude for Septem- 
A reader would elevate his voice from the general 
pitch at the words “ rain ” and “ rose,” first line of the 
song. The composer has followed this point. The melody 
curves upward at both places. The technical point 
deduced from this fact is that since it is natural in 
speech to elevate the voice at these two places, the singer 
should not he conscious of any increase of tension in 
taking the notes, and will not be, if he allows the voice 
to follow the natural inclination upward and knows the 
note to be sung so thoroughly that he need not think 
what it is to be. He allows the voice to go up ; does not 
push it up. One other point suggests itself: this up¬ 
ward or downward movement of the melody, so far as 
concerns extent, is generally determined by the intensity 
of expression demanded. So far as harmony is con¬ 
cerned, the word “rose” might have been written on 
F sharp, on A, or on D, but the higher note, D, conveys 
a stronger emphasis. The principle remains the same, 
however : the singer must allow the voice to go up; never 
force it up, no matter how great the skip. 
One more thought is drawn from the reading idea. It 
so happens, especially in French songs, that a number of 
words are sung upon the same pitch. Unimportant 
words should have a light attack or touch. The relief 
to the vocal organs by the use of this light touch must 
he experienced to be known. While it adds light and 
shade to the rendering, it also saves wear and tear 
ou the vocal organs. 
There is a class of songs called “ballads” that can 
not be said to conform to the ideas advanced in this 
article. The first consideration with these vocal concoc¬ 
tions is that they shall be “ melodious. ” 
Unfortunately, as said by Wagner of another case, these 
composers have no conception of what true melody is. 
The singer is carried up and down the scale, frequently 
in the angular motion arising from merely shifting from 
one note of the chord to another, or by the most hack¬ 
neyed diatonic progressions—rarely any points of real 
repose from which to depart and to which to return ; and 
this nnvocal idea, which pays no attention to the natural 
reading of the text, is called “ melody.” When neces- 
arises for a singer to use this kind of vocal compo¬ 
sition, it is the writer’s opinion that the more nearly he 
treats the voice merely as a musical instrument, seeking 
parity and breadth of tone, the better the results, for 
ihe melodic idea is not founded on voice possibilities, hut 
0n inceptions derived from artificial musical instru¬ 
ments. The technic of this kind of song is distinct 
rom that of the artistic song, which the progressive 
■acker and singer delight to use. 
11 is the hope of the writer that the thoughts advanced 
n this article may suggest some further ideas to those 
0 rea^ it, and lead them to look at a song from every 
' e’ stm,y every feature, so that the rendering of the 
ole may represent a [synthesis as artistic as the pre- 
l0as ana'ysis was thorough. 
11 Pays to keep on trying. Help and encourage- 
ent are very apt to come to one when he least 
etPects it. 
THE ETUDE 
CONVENIENT MAXIMS, FORMULAS, ETC., FOR 
VOICE TEACHING. 
by KRKPEBIC w. BOOT. 
VIII. 
I presume many who teach voice have undergone this 
experience: They have found something—a point of 
view, a device, an exercise—which seemed to be espe¬ 
cially efficacious with their own voices and with certain 
pupils, and have said to themselves: “Now I am upon 
solid ground. I can speak and work with a confidence 
that I have never felt before.” They have waxed en¬ 
thusiastic ; have put forth their announcements with 
greater confidence and larger claims than ever before. 
They have told their friends of the great light they have 
seen: and while they feel kindly enough toward other 
voice teachers, they pity them, and perhaps speak slight¬ 
ingly of them, because they have not had this revelation. 
This is the first stage—the morning, with the sun rising 
brightly upon the landscape. Bat alas for mundane 
mutations ! After a while the conditions change. The 
particular line of experience to which the revelation came 
has been replaced by another. 
They find themselves confronted with a different class 
of cases, and their panacea does not work as advertised. 
It has somehow lost its value, and though the great dis 
covery is held on to as long as passible, they are obliged— 
at first to themselves, and, so soon as sufficient courage 
can be mustered, to others—to retract most of the claims 
made for the great discovery. 
Perhaps some of their pupils become dissatisfied, and 
go to other teachers. The clouds have gathered thickly. 
The world is out of joint. Enthusiasm has departed. 
Those announcements look altogether too glaring. With 
the friends with whom they used to talk it over, they 
avoid the subject. They dislike the profession of voice 
teaching, and with bitterness of spirit they wish they 
had something else to do. 
The teacher who is well equipped from the start often 
avoids much of this experience, and there arc others 
whose work is so superficial that they do not bother 
themselves with problems of any kind beyond those of 
the citizens of ancient Rome, whose cry was that they 
wanted only pnnem el circenses;—if they can but live 
and have some little amusement, they will promise not 
to bore people with erudition, not to be profound in 
anything. But many others, who were led by circum 
stances to begin teaching before they had explore.) what 
the world had to give them by way of preparation, will 
recognize the picture that has been drawn. The present 
writer, for one, if crowded into a corner, will be obliged 
to confess that he experienced these npsand downs for a 
score of long, and often weary, years. 
One of his “great discoveries ” was that, if the larynx 
is heid low, certain effects of fullness, covered tone con. 
pass, and sometimes resonance are possible, For a fame 
rrr.rrr... „r— 
-1 ""aer'"k s.™ jt. 
Mtttr and applied m; peat diatp.etj- So “ ' 
i for a While, low larynx was the main do- 
phrase. So for ^ mtle bv little i, became 
pemleme in 'Oice- goandg, freedom of delivery, 
evident that P ^ expresgive tone colors were a* 
».b. .*« *>■«? - ‘be”,",' 
compatible “ ^^“Le. tb.l time etc 
That was twenty .v ^ ^ opportunity to observe 
oThet 'toms over the same path, some hopefully 
ivatelv 
years, and who, during the entire time, has announced 
to me at intervals her determination to take in wtolling, 
to go to dressmaking, and even to get married—any 
thing to escape from voice teaching. Alternating with 
these announcements, I have found her in sunshine and 
contentment, and I will add that her pupils almost 
cross themselves when they mention her name. Another 
confidence, which I hereby proceed to reveal, was from 
one with whom, in late years, I have not conferred, and 
whom I supposed to he jogging along contentedly in the 
path of the two-item formula ; indeed, I supposed him 
to be one of the many couteetauts for the Hhakspere 
agency in this country. But now it seems he lias found 
limitatious iu this celebrated formula, aud has bad to 
evolve more light from bis inner oonscionsneas, and front 
such sources as unattached teachers seek. By “un¬ 
attached ” I mean such aa do not profess to he disciples 
or “ agents ” of any one. l’ossihly, an explanation of 
my allusion to agencies will be in order. That which is 
foreign still seems to our public to be (hr more desirable 
than that which is domestic in voice teaching, and one 
of the devices prevalent among our American teachers is 
to assume to he the especially accredited agent, as it 
were, of some noted European “method." The Shak- 
spere agency must b« a highly remunerative oue, if we 
are to judge by the muulx-r who are persistently trying 
to establish themselves In it. Even lar out in our 
Western States I have lonnd an individual offering to 
deliver the Sbakspeie goods In a more simon pure con¬ 
dition than any one else on these shores. 
Those who wish to lie known us Marches! agents are 
very numerous, hilt they present their claims Iwldly, 
without proof. Marches! does not seem to be very free 
with letters and credentials, or with anything else but 
advertisements of her own work. Then there U the 
Garcia agency, the Bouliy agency, and some otlieis that 
are believed to help business. 
Far tie it from me to derogate from these great names, 
or to depreciate the work of their sell constituted Ameri¬ 
can agents. But these agencies are, for business pur- 
jioses, always snrroumied by an air of mystery and 
exclusiveness quite prejudicial to advance in vocal 
science. When stripped of disguises and factitious al 
lurements, we find all that is nsi-ful in them, and that 
can lie adopted to advantage in the daily work of the 
student; that which meets the wants and secures the 
reasonable progreas of the average pupil w bom we spend 
most of our time upon, and who pay us the best part of our 
income,—I say, And, after all, this valuable residuum 
of the frothy, effervescent babble aliout wonderful teach¬ 
ers and celebrated foreign schools of voieeculture to 
range itself proHaically under the beading* given in our 
three-item formula ; and these, with their division* and 
antidivision*, may lie stated simply aud distinctly, even 
in America. 
The student of this subject may rest mmurod that there 
are do mysterious corners of his anatomy involved In 
tone-production which only a European teacher or an 
expert New York anatomist can know aliout. As was 
said in our first article, the vocal m«haui*ni is ail in 
eluded in tbs trinity of lungs, lary nx, and sound tube 
(pharynx and month). The ftmcUotis and relationship* 
of these parts may In- clearly understood, and the effort 
to aid this consummation will lie renewed next month. 
BREATHING IN SONGS. 
BY ALEXANDER HENKEMAN. 
NoTHlNti mars the sentiment of a song more than 
breathing at wrong place*. The poetic intent Is utterly 
destroyed in the manner in whirb singers often take 
breath in the rendition of a song. The singer, however, 
is not always to blame for imxunprehensihle sentences, 
especially when singing the translation of a song origi¬ 
nally written in a foreign laugnage. Thoee translations 
are made by men who frequently do not understand 
musical rhythm and accent, anil, although the transla 
tion as a poetic translation may lie commendable, the 
musical accent is lost sight of or not understood, and the 
result is of tunes ridiculous. Before me lie* a copy of 
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“Cavalleria Rusticaua,” and the following sentences 
greet my eye : 
Mire dear-er beams than all my king’s eye with love, 
Mil-lions of an - gels bright in heav - en a - bove. 
Any one able to give any sense to such a passage is 
certainly a genius in rendition. 
Another point often lost sight of by the translator 
is the inherent music in the lines of a poem. The 
mellifluous sentences of a Heine, a Hugo, or a Lopez are 
translated with vowel and consonant successions that in 
some instances are simply barbarous, and the very 
charm of euphony in the words of the poem that 
attracted and inspired the musician is annihilated, while 
the singer must mouth sentences that in themselves are 
crude and unmusical, and as such make the vocal effort 
doubly difficult. 
These are the stumbling-blocks the accomplished 
singer finds daily on his ardnous way. If they are diffi¬ 
cult for him to overcome, they will surely be almost 
insurmountable for the pupil. For the latter songs 
should be gotten up that have all breathing places prop¬ 
erly marked. In the National Museum in Berlin I saw 
a manuscript copy of a theme with three variations by 
Garcia. From beginning to end every breath was 
market!, and the entire composition filled with annota¬ 
tions. This was one of his favorite arias. If Garcia 
found it necessary to mark the breathing places and 
many other things besides, is it not doubly necessary for 
the pupil? 
For no instrument is music gotten up more carelessly 
than for the voice. The string instruments have their 
bow marks, the piano its pedal marks, the organ its reg¬ 
istration and pedal, and all have their systematic finger¬ 
ing ; but for the voice, the most difficult of all, and the 
most easily injured, there is nothing, or what little there 
is is done in snch a desultory manner that it is often 
more of a harm than a benefit. If two or more stanzas 
or a foreign language and its translation are printed 
under the same melody, the usual manner of marking 
the breath in the melody must result in errors, as the 
pauses for two sentences in two different stanzas or an 
original and its translation will seldom come directly at 
the same place. We make everything easy and compre¬ 
hensible for the other instruments ; why should we neg¬ 
lect the queen of them all—the human voice ?—“ The St. 
Louis Musical Neics." 
-- 
LOVE SONGS. 
Why is there such a predominance of love songs? 
Probably becanse composers are responding to the 
promptings of their own and real experiences. It is 
natural for a man, when under stress of any superior or 
supreme experience, to share it with his fellows through 
the medium of expression which, to him, is the most 
natural. If he were a shoemaker, he would probably 
make his sweetheart the daintiest pair of shoes which his 
skill could fashion and show them to his closest friends. 
If a horse fancier, he would be quite likely to name his 
favorite colt after his inamorata. Nothing is more cer¬ 
tain than that water-craft, from canoes to gunboats, have 
floated all the tender sentiments that could be associated 
with the name. It is but a step from the real to the 
ideal, and the play of fancy or the imagination is never 
more worthily employed than when the poet or com¬ 
poser has drunk his inspiration from the never-failing 
fountain of love. 
Singing is highly recommended as a nerve tonic, 
and justly. Human will and reason can rise superior to 
inclination, and force from the very talons of distress 
that with which to conquer it. When the world looks 
bleak, and affairs go wrong, sing some bright song at the 
full compass of your voice. Plaintive songs are not to 
be encouraged nnless one has surplus vitality to get rid 
of; but no matter how much or how little the voice you 
have, let it out in a ballad or carol now and then, or join 
the church choral society to improve your spirits, both by 
the vocal exercise and the social intercourse.—“Leader.” 
During the month the two works that have been on 
the Special Offer list appeared on the market—“ Ear 
Training,’’ by Arthur E. Heacox, and “Choral Class 
Book.” 
“Ear Training ” is a book in line with the modern 
methods of teaching music. It strikes at the very root 
of all musical education—that is, the hearing. The 
trouble with most of our musical practice is that the idea 
of hearing is rarely ever considered. This work system¬ 
atizes the study of “Ear Training.” It begins with 
the single tones, and various exercises that are calculated 
to sharpen the musical perception are given throughout 
the work in the most systematic manner. It is the re¬ 
sult of a number of years of actual teaching to a very 
large number of pupils. The work is one that any 
teacher will find profitable, and is bound to elevate the 
standard of musical instruction. The special offer is 
discontinued with this month. The price of the book, 
retail, is only 50 cents. 
“ Ciiorai, Class Book ” is a work that is intended to 
Supply material for singing schools, choral unions, and 
public schools—anywhere where chorus singing is de¬ 
sired to be cultivated. The work has 196 pages and re¬ 
tails for only 75 cents. It is divided into three parts, 
and each of these parts may be had separately for 30 
cents. The first part is elementary. It contains simple 
exercises for beginners, also part music, arranged in 
progressive order. The second part contains sacred and 
secular music of a medium grade. The third is a con¬ 
cert part, and contains a collection of choruses by Haydn, 
Wagner, Rossini, etc. Any one interested in choral 
music in any shape will find in this work a most excel¬ 
lent collection, up to date, and an abundance of useful 
material. 
WE have yet remaining a few bicycles, which we have 
been offering as a premium. After this supply is ex¬ 
hausted the premium will be entirely withdrawn. For 
forty-three subscriptions we will send a first-class bicycle, 
either ladies’ or gentlemen’s. For particulars address 
The Etude. 
In ordering, it is well for the teacher to remember 
that there are various editions of all piano studies. The 
cheap editions are now making such inroads on the 
sheet-music editions that it is a difficult matter for ns 
to tell what our patrons desire, if they do not specially 
specify. The cheap editions—such as Peters, Litolff, 
the Schirmer Library, etc.—are alwnt one-third the 
price of sheet music. We are very often in doubt what 
edition to send, and it would simplify matters greatly 
if onr patrons would mention whether sheet music or 
cheap edition is desired. It is, of course, to be understood 
that in the cheap editions there are not the separate 
books, except in rare cases. Thus, Duvernoy, Op. 120, 
is published in three books in sheet music form, but 
only published complete in the cheap editions, at about 
the same price as for the three books in sheet form. 
As this is the season wheu teachers are perfecting 
their plans for the coming winter, and are looking for 
the best things that shall be of assistance to them and 
their pupils, we would suggest that they do not neglect 
examining and testing the merits of the Bidwell Pocket 
Hand Exerciser, which is highly indorsed by all teachers 
who have as yet become acquainted with it. 
Mr. Parsons says : “ It proves to be very satisfactory 
and deserves popular favor,” and we might add a long 
list of similar testimonials. It is without doubt the 
best device yet invented for the development of the 
muscles of the hand, and it will save much valuable 
time to every teacher or student who uses it intelligently 
in his work. The price is so low that every one can 
own one—$2 00, with professional discounts (see adver¬ 
tisement). 
We have purchased a large part of the stock ofa very 
large music house that has discontinued furnishing 
music, except their own publications. The part that 
we have purchased includes two pianos (four hands and 
eight hands), violin studies, chamber music (pipe-organ 
and cabinet-organ), all the mandolin music, and the 
Christmas and Easter music. This additional stock 
gives us a very superior assortment in these lines. 
We have issued a catalogue in a classified niauuer. 
Thus, all our Songs are in one division, our Four-hand 
music in another, onr Studies in another, etc. A cata¬ 
logue of this kind is found very useful to teachers or 
any one ordering. It will make a very good reference 
catalogue. Any one desiring to order organ pieces can, 
at a glance, see all the organ music that we publish, 
and make their selection accordingly. This catalogue 
will be sent to any one on application. 
WK take pleasure in announcing a new encyclopedia of 
music. It is called “Dictionary of Music,” by Hugo 
Riemann. It is a work that should be in every student’s 
or teacher’s library. The plan of the work we will not 
go into detail of at the present time. We can say, how¬ 
ever, that it is a work that is very much needed. It has 
only been issued a few years, and is almost up to date. 
It contains nearly 1000 pages. It is in one volume. The 
Euglish edition is by J. S. Shedlock, B. A., and contains 
a great deal of new material not in the original German. 
The price of this volume is within the reach of all. The 
only other complete encyclopedia is Groves’. It is in four 
volumes and retails for $25.00 ; this one retails for only 
$6.00, and for all practical purposes answers the same 
purpose as Groves’. It contains almost as many subjects 
as Groves’, although they are not treated in such detail. 
In Groves’ dictionary there is entirely too much space 
given to certain subjects. Thns, the biographies of the 
masters occupy entirely too much space. In fact, they 
are separate volumes and are published as such, each one 
making a good-sized volume. In an encyclopedia this 
is not necessary. Riemann’s biographies are all that the 
average reader could desire. It is a work that we can 
thoroughly recommend. Our edition is just the same a* 
the Euglish in every respect, but we can furnish it at a 
much lower price to those who will subscribe for it m 
advance—$2.50. The work will be ready for delivery 
inside of a month. So confident are we that we have 
hit on something valuable, that in case any one isdissatu 
tied with the work after they have received it, and think 
it is not worth the price, we are willing to refund the 
money. Those who have good open accounts with tis ca” 
have the work charged. Rem ember, this is an unn-ua 
opportunity to secure an encyclopedia of music. 
In the latter part of the present month we will9eD(' 
out to our patrons who desire it the first package of our 
new music. By this we mean the custom of sending 
out new music to the schools and the profession geDe- 
rally, throughout the United States—about ten P'**** 
each month during the busiest teaching season of t 
year. We have a circular which explains this P*®n' 
which we would be pleased to send to any one desir*1 ? 
it. By this system, with a very little outlay, y°u * 
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. tlv provided with fresh, new publications, 
ppt cons nnt ,grvery liberal on these, and they can be 
^'J'witb the regular On Sale music, which is not 
£Td for until the end of the season-June or July. 
0f our patrons who are about to start a class in 
or the stndy of harmony themselves, should 
“Tfor’a copy of the latest work on this subject, by 
tlhe most successful teacher of harmony, Dr. 
HA Clarke, of the University of Pennsylvania. This 
” " book well suited for either class work or self- 
action, not bulky and at a medium price. We 
.hall be pleased to send a copy for examination to any 
desiring it. See advertisement on the frout page of 
this issue. 
The September issue of The Etude, we hear from 
oor subscribers, gave the best satisfaction. It is our 
desire to each month, if possible, improve this journal. 
It has grown in a few years to twice its previous size. 
This has all been made possible by the support that the 
teachers have given it throughout the country, and 
which we thoroughly appreciate. We hope that each 
nod every one of our subscribers who have a class will 
have their pupils subscribe. There is no better incentive 
to good work than the general reading of this journal. 
We will send to any one who should desire it our 
premium list, which gives the cash deductions for the 
sending of more than one subscriber, and a great variety 
of premiums of books and music. Our premiums are 
based on their cost price to ns, so that you will see you 
will get exceptional value iu every way ; more so than 
if you used the cash deduction list. We will send 
sample copies to afd you in securing subscriptions, free. 
The publisher of this journal has perhaps the most 
complete supply house for the teachers and colleges of 
music that there is in the country. We make a specialty 
of the teachers’ and college trade. We hope that any 
one and every one at all interested will send for our 
complete catalogues, terms, etc. They will find it to 
their advantage. We claim to be the quickest mail 
order house in the country, every order receiving atten¬ 
tion the day on which it is received. 
If you desire a metronome, guaranteed free from any 
defect in manufacture,—and this is quite an important 
point, considering the many cheap makes that are on 
the market at the present time,—and likewise at a price 
*hich is to onr positive knowledge less than other 
houses are selling an inferior article, you will find the 
advertisement elsewhere. We would advise the use of 
the metronome without bell, attached lid, which sells 
far $3.00, the same quality exactly as tlie one with 
detached lid, which sells for $2.50. Colleges and 
teachers desiring a number of metronomes for tlreir 
Pupils will obtain a discount for quantity. 
Elsewhere in the journal may be found an advertise¬ 
ment of a pictorial Bible, offered as a premium for send- 
'ng three subscriptions to this journal. This Bible is 
the original pictorial Bible, from which all others have 
n modeled. It is substantially bound in good leather, 
erible hack, and is in every way a snperior article. In onr 
pinion, this Bible is the equal of any other like publica- 
'°u. We have made special arrangements lor premium 
l)Urposes with the publisher, who is well known as the 
publisher of the best line of Bibles made, so that we can 
01 only make a liberal premium offer of this book, but 
e,an sell it to those of onr patrons desiring to obtain 
^C0Py for $2.00, postpaid. With regard to particulars 
tfl Mfis work, we would refer yon to the advertise¬ 
ment J 
J", following is a list of the names of teachers ol 
^ «on’9 •• Touch and Tecbnic,. th;lt have been received 
.;t "le aPpcarance of the August issue. We will con- 
1, 6 ^kese lists from time to time as names accumulate. 
■T0U nse Mason's “ Touch and Teclinic,” send in your 
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name, also the names of any teachers 
using the system : 
you know that are 
Beckman, Miss Jessie, Kenton, Ohio. 
Betts, Miss Sally 8., 79 E Ave., Norwalk, C'onn. 
Boyd, Miss Mary E. Moody, Mount Vernon, Iowa 
Brotherton, Miss S. Elizabeth, Dover, Del. 
Burges, Mrs. M. L. J., Seguin, Tex. 
Buffurn, Mrs. S., Box 277, Port Richmond, N. Y. 
Campbell, Miss L., 124 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, 
Pa.- 
Carter, Mrs. Ella L., 311S. Washington St., Alexandria, 
Ya._ 
Dana, Mr. Lynn B., Rooms 11 and 12 Kendall Block, 
Lima, Ohio. 
Decker, Mrs. Grace, 2361 N. Paulina St., Chicago, 11). 
Dotson, Mrs. Anna J., Mechanicsbnrg, Ohio. 
Dungan, Miss L. B., 819 Park Ave., Baltimore, Md. 
Ewer, Mrs. W. H., Neepawa, Manitoba, Can. 
Galligher, Miss Winifred, Watertown, Wis. 
Glinnon, Miss Kathryn R., 657 Broad St., Newark, 
N. J. 
Griffin, Mrs. E. M., Union Academy, Belleville, N. Y. 
Gunn, Miss Helen M., Eureka, Cal. 
Hendrickson, Mrs. S. T., 416 X. Emporia St, Wichita, 
Kan. 
Hills, Mr. H., Jr., 1610 John St., Baltimore, Md. 
Hyttenrauch, Mr. St. John, care of Nordheimer’s Piano 
Warerooms, London, Ontario, Can. 
Landon, Mr. C. W., Randolph Macon Woman'B College, 
Lynchburg, Va. 
Lewis, Miss Lizzie, 109 South School St., Anderson, lnd. 
Marsh, Miss Minnie E., Waterbury and Torrington, 
Conn. 
Miller, Miss B. F., 21 E. York St., Savannah, Ga. 
Mills, Mr. A. H., Graeeland College, Lamoni, Iowa, ami 
Independence, Mo. 
Pomeroy, Miss Daisy E., Humphreys, Mo. 
Prenss, Miss Alice, 1291 Grand Ave., Room 8, Oklahoma 
City, Okla. Ter. 
Raine, L. C., 206 Halsey St., Brooklyn, N. i. 
Rice, D. C., 731 Pasadena Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Siders, Miss Mabel, East Court St.. Paris, 111. 
Sisters of the Visitation. SL de Chautel \ isiUHon 
Academy, 4012 Washington Blvd., St Loom, Mo. 
Smith, Mr. E. A., Fargo, N. Dak. .. 
Spaulding, Mis. Jennie. 2184 Fulton St. Brooklyn, . 
Stewart, Miss Harriet G., 49 N. Washington St, b<« h- 
Waite* Mrs* A^R., Pnreell, Iwl. Ter. 
Warren, Mrs. Marion, 49 N. Washington St, Rochester, 
N. Y. . , . 
WhUt’ Mrs*M. t 4«Tl St,Buffalo, X. Y 
Wilson, Mrs. M. H., 3922 Aspen St rj'fojjlj1 * 
Wilson, Miss Olive C., 3922Aspen St. 1 h.Udri|.h.a. a. 
Williams, Mrs. Annie J., Shelbyville, Tenn. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
ith the Tide,” by H. S. Saroni, is a true 
!t has that quiet swing, that gen ie swaying 
, which should 1* characteristic of tins style 
sition The gondoliero of Venice, with 'heir long, 
^'vessels, onc^moment idly lazing away'. 
the sunny sky of Italy, the next msbing at ra i g 
iame has td That the" pt'e! «*”> 
y characteristic a" rhythmical rock 
*m thC I n floating “ With the Tide" 
lullaby of the ^ « likcwiM give 
ilor abandons himself, let 
If np to the sway of musical f«l>ng- 
- Utenk ” bv Joseph Pasternack, .hows » 
ihht S( EM!, another, aa it were ; 
■of mood, from one CI_ pulsating, ine¬ 
rt, calm, meditative, doming, 
moment, as it w > . tj„, Bext, a wild, 
rhichr ^ g mood, as if - » wf,e gathering to 
. a3 if the spirits of he nig ^ ^ ^ ^ 
with the roposc comes again, 
i and her rosy tea ■ ' Uia dm, 
he emotional storm ' 
completes the esthetic movement. 
„ . Kale Vsnnah, is * to***' T 
ere Wk Go, . hrsse which can suggest 
iterization in nnmbcr «f scene, to be 
; imaginative p . Note the first phrase, 
out in this music. The players must not attempt to be 
martinets of precision, but simply play with all the lit* 
and Kpirit they can infuse into the rendering. Imt there 
be no uncertainty as to the character of the procession 
that “goes.” 
Is the days of chivalry and in later times the great 
feudal lords made much of the chase aa a knightly exer¬ 
cise . Signals were exchanged by means of home. At early 
morn the born-players assembled in the castle yard and 
gnve the signal, “The hunt's op." A fanfare is a abort, 
lively air, performed on hunting boms daring the chase. 
“The Hooting Fanfare," by Wilhelm Fink, is a piece 
embodying the spirit and character of the old hunting 
airs, and should lie played with the idea of expressing 
the spirit of the chase in the days when it meant peril 
of life as well as sport. 
IK ancient mythology every river, fountain, and grove 
wx< peopled with nymphs or other supernal ural creatures, 
and repecially was this the case with that people of 
lively fancy, the Greeks. In the "Dance of the Water 
Nymphs,” by Don X. long, we have an expression, in 
tnnalr, of the poetry of this idea. The melodic first psitoi 
the piece might he the air of the dance, which in olden 
times was sung as well as played. Tim smooth, (lowing, 
swaying second theme, in D flat, suggests the rippling 
of the river current as it is swept by Urn xopliyr. Pare 
fancy and delicate expression are to be sought in this 
piece, whieh is highly poetie. 
THE elock with a dark wood rase, and the little cuckoo 
who pipes merrily at every quarter, Is familiar to many, 
It is the “ Black Forest Clock," made in that famous 
locality in Germany, and oasily affords material for a 
characteristic sketch in Hint style for which H«iut l« 
noted. The cuckoo chants his little song In Ibis pt«v, 
this phrase of two notes forming one of the motives. 
“At Husk or Even," by A. OuOiWrt Kelly, is a 
song of the familiar English l*llad type, quiet iu char 
acter ami subdued in tone. The seomponiimut should 
lie kept as legato as pusolMe, so that the prevailing calm 
of the «*>mjiodlUon la not broken in upon. This Is par- 
timlarlv the care in the third verse, In wi.lelt sixteenth 
mitre are introduced. This song is sure to prove a 
favorite both with the tearlier and the singer. 
“Talking in My Hi-ket,” by W. F. Gstca, is a 
song which will admit of a great deal of spirit In Inter¬ 
pretation. ond may be considered, In ,»rt. a recitation 
in song. It ta a roost useful practice to a singer to 
at tempt this kind of song, so different fiom tin usual 
sustained melody, and will well repay Ibe lime .pen! 
np»n it. The intonation of speech nut carried over 
into lhe singing quality, «■ to"'' ,h* P"*** 
effect 
home notes. 
... Uslrer.nr of li.eneltos, «*• b»4- 
J Ik ..-. CM*. Mo, eotrm .,»» tor Ml torn orer 
baadred br.reb- <■« ”*■ Mlrei—torrc TW 
tnrOlsiTSl of pop"* •» «*"• lerss «• I *"■»**•«“ ***** 
UU FSKDVSK *. taw. «f rtflsdiipbta, tas r-re to Twr. llssm, 
|n<l., wfierw be «l» nogs*. In Ireddns 'his tmt 
Ma.C R.COT,of ntowtf. re.4s.to4 . moresl mm* •*..! si 
poll lead. Dm.. Osrtsg *rpt».t«. 
XIn FsU. lAtst-nm h»» Orpoilsed • "Is- t» WMr*t*f"' 
M .reZSswM 4 too- and perturm si rerb —ms. I. tore— 
Mr. UfUilMI ' I,tel* 11* 
Mglpaliv**. ^ ' 1 
»sd ssslj-lbem. 
Ma esat t.SUD wbsnl. Is K-tre. b-re-red «Nb s-Wrs» 
lo.r.n- of sooth tool b* b- bare. .»«.|«4led l» add »a to1" 
IE An... .« to- 
M, past)xot« H. la*i». of lb-res. **■**■• *'* 
WreriJe ” N. R, bopl.sntor »lb. Mr. tewl. w« . 
;r:,d .’to i. & » r*hre.J. K r*tr.nwt *ww*a. 
£al»»dVre-rvslmy M«1a. *n 
u Tna f-nia 
w Asnssws. bred of Urn orasn .omposttMa 
^^.Omwrr.u.rr.1.- pnren. to 
Juntos' H« b- rereived s r«f" 
MS WM C cmw.s gmdoM* of «b. Obert.s Gowrrelre» ssd 
has lore .lib IrerbHitoky to. 
^Uso red re»r*tti« I- D- rrererreify tats yrer. 
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Mb. Wm. J. Hall, in his College of Music at Cedar Rapids, has 
gathered together a strong corps of teachers. 
Mr. Paul Fast, director of the Central California Conservatory 
of Music, Fresno, Cal., reports a gratifying outlook for the next 
season. 
Mr. Thomas Whitney Surktte has already booked a large 
number of lecture engagements for the coming season. He reports 
a great activity among the women's clubs. 
The Browne School of Music, Columbus, Ga., J. Lewis Browne, 
director, has moved into new and larger quarters, the building 
formerly occupied by the Public Library. 
The Wesleyan College of Music, Bloomingtou, IU., Mr. O. R. 
Skinner, director, has added two more teachers to the faculty, owing 
to the increase in the number of students. 
The Boston Training School of Music, of which Mr. George H. 
Howard is one of the directors, has opened for the new season with 
several additional teachers. 
“ The Masters and Their Music” came last week and 
just in time to use in our club-work. It contains just 
the information that I want and I hope to make good 
nse °f Marik L. Burden. 
1 an? .delighted with “Ear Training,” and the best 
part of it is, all the exercises are perfectly practical. 
Maud H. Miller. 
Iam in receipt of “The Masters and Their Music.” 
The programs given in connection with the biography 
and character of the authors are of inestimable value to 
the student and teacher, and for the use of music clubs 
is the most interesting and convenient volume it has 
been my fortune to see, being concise, complete, and 
interesting. Mary K. Logan. 
Allow me to say that I have greatly appreciated the 
courtesies extended to me as a member of the profession, 
and that I can not imagine anything more satisfactory 
than my dealings have been with your house. 
Miss Carolyne Matthes. 
I have been very much pleased with your promptness 
and kindness in filling orders, also with your special 
oilers. Have quite a library by taking advantage of 
*'llera- Grace M. Bramhall. 
I want to thank you for prompt attention and On 
Sale music. I do not think now I could get along 
without The Etude. Do not fail to send me The 
Etude ; it is my best friend in my work. 
Lizzie E. Richardson. 
I want to thank you for the promptness aud complete¬ 
ness with which you filled my order of last week, and 
will say that I was very much gratified therefor. Depend 
upon my patronage in the future, and whatever good I 
can do you I shall be happy to perform 
F. Marion Soiirbeer. 
I am greatly pleased with Dr. Clarke’s new “ Har 
mony, ” as I am with all the publications you send out. 
Mrs. F. A. Heartrill. 
I received the game “The Great Composers,” and am 
delighted with it. Emma Kayser. 
I think a great deal of your “ Reed-organ Studies,” 
and have better success in advancing pupils with them 
than any other studies I have ever used. 
Jennie Cockrell. 
I am much pleased with the “Standard English 
Songs ” ; it is the finest collection I have seen. 
Jennie H. Reed. 
The “Pronouncing Dictionary” was received this 
afternoon. I have looked it over and find it just what 
I have been wanting. Mrs. R. L. Pollard. 
Your On Sale music is more to my taste : nothing 
trashy. It is all carefully selected. 
Mrs. Rev. A. G. Berky. 
I regard “ How to Teach : How to Study,” by E. M. 
Sefton, as a most ennobling work, which, if followed 
would give us purity in aim and attainment. A teacher 
and pupil with such ambition and effort will uplift and 
encourage his day and generation. 
Mrs. T. W. Raymond. 
I bought a set of Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” 
which your journal so highly recommends, and insisted 
on my piano-teacher instructing me in this. She con 
sented, and likes the system so well she now uses it 
with a large class. Viola Bishop. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
Robert goldbeck, pianist, composer, and 
Teacher, invites correspondence concerning lessons. 
Also write for particulars of new “ Dictionary of Music.” 
Studio 627. Fine Arts Building, 203 Michigan Avenue, 
Chicago, Ill. 
ALVAH GLOVER SALMON, PIANIST AND 
Composer. Concerts, Lectures, Recitals, Lessons 
given in pianoforte, harmony, and composition. Manu¬ 
script revised and edited for publication. Permanent 
address, 384A Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 
With a LARGE FACULTY of 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTORS 
and a SPLENDID BUILDING 
A GOOD ACCOMPANIST AND FAIR PIANO 
soloist can study free of expense with a well-known 
Boston teacher. For particulars, address with stamp, 
care of Etude office. 
Teacher of experience, pupil of maas 
and Sherwood, enthusiastic teacher of Mason’s 
Technic, desires position in town where musical advan¬ 
tages are needed. Would accompany soloists, orchestra, 
give musical talks, lecture recitals, teach piano, theory, 
and practical musical knowledge. No objection to posi 
tion in school or university. Miss Susan Bray Dnugan, 
819 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md. 
_ __ 
H&isiig 
for iti exclusive me, thl* SCHOOL OF MUSIC offert 
UNUSUAL ADVANTAGES 
for the etndy of Muaic. 539 student. last year. Terma begin Septem¬ 
ber 21, January 4, and April 5. If yon expect to etudy Muaic in ani oI 
ite branchea, lend for catalogue to 
FENELON B. RICE, Director, Oberlin, 0. 
WANTED—POSITION TO WORK IN SMALL 
family, by good girl, in exchange for good train¬ 
ing in voice and piano. Address E., care of Etude. 
W ANTED—A LOW-PITCH FLUTE, BOEHM System. Address, Box 354, Charlotte, Mich. 
“Kindergarten /Music building” 
(THE SCIENCE OP MUSIC FOR CHILDREN). 
This new and interesting method of teaching the rudi¬ 
ments of music to beginners, either individually or in 
classes, is both simple and scientific in construction, and 
is highly indorsed by leading musicians. The chief 
charms lie in the simplicity and truth. The practical 
proof of its utility is demonstrated by the pleasure and 
knowledge the children gain from joining the classes 
taught by teachers who have studied “Kindergarten 
Music Building” under Mrs. N. K. Darlington, author 
and originator of the method. During the latter part of 
October and November Mrs. Darlington will teach classes 
of teachers in Boston, Mass.; also in New York later in 
the season. Address Philadelphia, care of Theo. Presser, 
1708 Chestnut St., where the Mnsic Building and Color 
Games used in the method may be obtained. 
The Choral 
Class Book 
a Ueit>3Booh for Singtno Schools, 
Colleges, flnstitutes, public Schools, 
ETC.. ETC. 
L. S. LEASON and H. H. McGRANAHAN. 
Complete, in Board Covers, 75 Cents. 19-4 Pages, Large Octavo. 
A complete course in chorus singing from the very beginning to the most advanced concert work. Containing 
an a mndance of material for every purpose,—church and concert, solos and quartets, anthems, patriotic songs, 
etc., etc., and a selection of choruses from the best works of the great masters. 
. &reat advantage this work has in addition to the large volume and variety of material is the separa¬ 
tion into parts, as follows: 
PART I.—ELEMENTARY DEPARTMENT,.30 Cents 
A Graded Course for Beginners. 
PART II.—INTERMEDIATE DEPARTMENT,. .... 30 Cents 
Church Music, Secular Choruses, Glees, Patriotic’Songs’ Vocalises, etc ’ 
PART III—CHORUS DEPARTMENT. .30 Cents 
Choruses, Obligato Songs, etc., selected from the works of Wagner, Mendelssohn, Haydn, 
Brahms, and others. 
A LIBERAL DISCOUNT IS ALLOWED. 
Send for free copy of Part I to the Publisher, THEO. PRESSER, iros Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
SCHOOL MUSIC AND ROOKS 
JUST PUBLISHED. 
\ 
ClHDERELlLlA. 
Operetta lor Schools. By G. Jacobi. Very simple and melodious. Time of Performance: 1 hour. 
Howard. Cloth, CHlLiD VOICE Ifl SiplGiplG. 75 cents 
Hr . °N TRAILING THE CHlLiD VOICE. 
Howard. Cloth..°.35 centa 
Stubbs. (iotbHlNTS TF*flINlNG BOYS’ VOICES. 
75 cents 
NOVEkkO, EWER &• CO., 21 East 17th st., new yoRK 
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A. series of progressively-arranged pieces for the Piano, 
by the best composers, for the development of 
Rapid Sight Reading 
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The work gives embodiment to an entirely new idea. Mr. Landon 
to made a special study of the working of a pupil’s mind in learn- 
tog to read at sight, and he here gives the musical profession the 
His series of observations and experiments in this specialty 
®over sixteen years. The introduction gives ideas never before in 
print. The book has over eighty pages, and every piece is the 
choicest and most charming music, the result of many years o 
careful search among the best things of foreign and American com¬ 
positions. After serving their purpose for sight-reading, there has 
ton nothing finer, or even equal to it, published for study an 
memorizing. The music is of such a high order that it has great 
T*lue for refinement of taste and for general musical instruction, 
teachers of experience will be pleased to find in it some of t e 
otter movements from their favorite classics. 
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THE object which ho* alway* been 
kept in view it bow to enable the 
pupil to graap, in the eatieat, mott 
comprehensible way, the mass of facta, 
ru *t, etc., which make up the art of 
harmony. We most earnestly invite 
all teachers and students to investigate 
this work. 
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